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Abstract

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are a widely used solution for monitoring oriented
applications (e.g., water quality on watersheds, pollution monitoring in cities). These kinds
of applications are characterized by the necessity of two data-reporting modes: time-driven
and event-driven. The former is used mainly for continually supervising an area and the latter
for event detection and tracking. By switching between both modes, a WSN can improve its
energy-efficiency and event reporting latency, compared to single data-reporting schemes.
We refer to those WSNs, where both data-reporting modes are required simultaneously, as
MultiModal Wireless Sensor Networks (M2WSNs).

M2WSNs arise as a solution for the trade-off between energy savings and event reporting
latency in those monitoring oriented applications where regular and emergency reporting
are required simultaneously. The multimodality in these M2WSNs allows sensor nodes to
perform data-reporting in two possible schemes, time-driven and event-driven, according
to the circumstances, providing higher energy savings and better reporting results when
compared to traditional schemes. Traditionally, sophisticated power-aware wake-up schemes
have been employed to achieve energy efficiency in WSNs, such as low-duty cycling protocols
using a single radio architecture. These protocols achieve good results regarding energy
savings, but they suffer from idle-listening and overhearing issues, that make them not
reliable for most ultra-low-power demanding applications, especially, those deployed in
hostile and unattended environments. Currently, Wake-up Radio Receivers (WuRx) based
protocols, under a dual-radio architecture and always-on operation, are emerging as a
solution to overcome these issues, promising higher energy consumption reduction and
reliability in terms of latency and packet-delivery-ratio compared to classic wake-up protocols.
By combining different transceivers and reporting protocols regarding energy efficiency and
reliability, multimodality in M2WSNs is achieved.

This dissertation proposes a conceptual framework for M2WSNs that integrates the goodness
of both data-reporting schemes and the Wake-up Radio (WuR) paradigm–data periodicity,
responsiveness, and energy-efficiency–, that might be suitable for monitoring oriented
applications with low bandwidth requirements, that operates under normal circumstances
and emergencies. The framework follows a layered approach, where each layer aims to
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fulfill specific tasks based on its information, the functions provided by its adjacent layers,
and the information resulted from the cross-layer interactions. The main contributions of
this dissertation are:

• The concept of M2WSNs is introduced from the data-reporting perspective and a
taxonomy of energy-efficient and responsive techniques for M2WSNs is proposed.

• An energy consumption estimation model for M2WSNs is proposed that considers
the behavior and performance of wake-up protocols based on WuRx in multi-hop
communications. The model is compared to traditional low-duty-cycling approaches.
The results give relevant insights and strong motivations for considering multi-modal
approaches in WSNs.

• M2-DaGNoS, an enhanced MultiModal Switching mechanism for Data Gathering
and Node Scheduling is proposed and compared against state-of-the-art switching
mechanisms through an extensive emulation study. The study shows that M2-DaGNoS
presented a significant performance regarding energy savings, latency and reliability–
all nodes within a grid can successfully run the node scheduling and data gathering
mechanisms during their whole operation that do not occur in other state-of-the-art
multimodal switching mechanisms.

• A framework for M2WSNs based on the WuR paradigm is reported for monitoring
oriented applications with low-bandwidth requirements, and that operates under
normal circumstances and emergencies. The framework is evaluated using real motes
in a laboratory-based environment. Compared to a single-radio architecture based
on a low-duty-cycling technique, the framework shows better reliability in terms of
the event reporting latency and packet-delivery ratio, significant energy savings when
considering the “worst-case”, i.e., a broadcast-based wake-up scheme with one-by-one
hop data transmission and acknowledgment procedures.
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1Introduction

A traditional Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) consists of a network of tiny distributed nodes
with measuring, computing, and data transmission capabilities. These nodes communicate
wirelessly with each other and work collaboratively to monitor physical variables (e.g.,
temperature, humidity, pressure, among others) in an area of interest, and perform some
event tracking. Typically, these nodes periodically transmit data to a sink node that it is
usually in charge of performing some pre-analysis and in-network data processing [1]. Then,
the sink node sends those data to users, through a border router or gateway via Internet, as
shown in Figure 1.1, for further analysis and visualization.

Fig. 1.1.: Typical WSN architecture for monitoring applications. The red motes represent those
nodes that propagate an event and its associated data toward the sink (the green mote) via
a multi-hop path. The gray motes are those redundant nodes within the network. The sink
node might transmit the data packet to an observer far away from the supervising area.

Most of real monitoring and tracking applications are based on WSNs solutions. These kinds
of applications are characterized by [2]:

• Wide areas of coverage (several km2).

• Usually, low sampling rates (tenths of seconds or even minutes/hours).

• Possibility of occurrence of rapid non-periodic events.

• Battery limitations.
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Besides, monitoring oriented applications can demand two type of data-reporting modes.
First, a Time-driven (proactive) reporting or Continuous Monitoring (CMnt) [3, 4, 5] for
supervising an area, usually under normal situations (e.g., a water quality monitoring
process), where Sensor Nodes (SNs) continually monitor and report their sensed data to a
sink node in a periodic fashion over time. Second, an Event-driven (reactive) reporting (EDR)
[1] is required for event detection and tracking, usually under emergency situations (e.g., a
fire event). In this mode, SNs can immediately react upon the occurrence of a predefined
event, detecting abrupt changes in the value of a specific interest physical variable, and
reporting to a sink node [6, 7, 8]. Those WSNs that support applications based on switching
mechanisms between EDR and CMnt modes or vice versa, we named as MultiModal Wireless
Sensor Networks (M2WSNs)1.

1.1 Problem Statement
Nowadays, there are plenty of research around WSNs, but energy-efficiency is still a big
concern for WSNs deployments [11]. In monitoring applications, especially those deployed
in hostile and unattended environments [4, 5], energy saving is considered a key objective
for the design of energy-efficient WSNs. Another key objective is related to the provision of
delay guarantee, especially for those critical applications, in which a reliable event reporting
to the sink is required (i.e., as soon as the event is detected, it should be reported to the
sink for event-tracking purposes, depending on the application-context dependent) [4].
Therefore, we considered these two critical objectives to describe qualitative the trade-off
that exists in M2WSNs.

Trade-off in M2WSNs

Consider an example an oil pollution monitoring application in rivers using M2WSNs (Figure
1.2). Pouring a chemical contaminant into a river–due to illegal actions of a certain factory–,
might be a sporadic event with rapid dynamics, i.e., fast propagation and quick absorption
by the river ecosystem [2]. A single data-reporting scheme is usually not enough for this
kind of application [3]. Take, for example, a CMnt scheme in which the quality of the
water is monitored regularly, every certain time, e.g., 30 minutes or 1 hour. Under normal
circumstances, this scheme allows having sensed data for long periods of time, e.g., months
or years. However, for an emergency such as a chemical contaminant pouring situation, the
CMnt scheme requires to be configured with a higher reporting frequency (e.g., seconds or

1Some authors in the literature have introduced the concept of multimodal WSNs, but from the sensing
perspective, i.e., considering two types of sensors (e.g., visual and pyroelectric infrared (PIR)[9]; PIR and
metal oxide semiconductor gas sensor [10]), using only an event-driven reporting mode for event tracking or
alarm propagation in the neighborhood.
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Fig. 1.2.: A development example of M2WSNs for water quality monitoring over a river (Based on
[12]).

minutes) that implies a high reporting accuracy and much higher estimates of the physical
variable over time, allowing to detect the event, but at the cost of higher energy consumption.
Therefore, a reactive approach might be more appropriate (an EDR scheme) that reacts
only and immediately upon the occurrence of an event, offering a higher reporting accuracy
over short periods of time for detection and tracking purposes, but for regular monitoring
might not be enough. Hence, there is a trade-off to be made between reporting accuracy
and energy saving regarding these data reporting modes [6].

Under this context, we defined reporting accuracy as the end-to-end latency of reporting
an event, or more specifically, the time between the exact occurrence of the event and the
moment an observer (sink node) finally receives the first event packet. Some underlying
assumptions were made with respect to this definition:

• Sensors handle two sensing modes in the detection of physical variables: a high
precision mode for shorter sensing ranges, and a low precision mode for most extended
sensing ranges. The sensors are able to set on the high precision sensing mode during
the working and assisting operations for event detection and tracking. The sensing
range is smaller than the communication range.

• The event is known, e.g., if the sensed data are outside a defined range or threshold,
an event has occurred, (e.g., T ≥ 100◦C). Hence, the SNs know beforehand when to
report or not an event packet to the sink.

• Given a target error, we chose a variable “delta", ∆, to meet the error. ∆ = {δmin, δmax}
defines the number of packets (granularity) reported over time towards the sink for
event characterization purposes. δmin implies a lot of event packets reported and
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higher energy consumption. δmax implies fewer packets reported, and lower energy
consumption. ∆ is application-dependent.

• After reporting the first (critical) packet (i.e., an event occurred), the latency of the
rest of data packets is defined by the communication technology (e.g., IEEE 802.15.4,
MAC protocol) and the known path towards the sink.

Trade-off Formalization. The trade-off in M2WSNs can be formalized as an optimization
problem, where the goal is to minimize both the total energy consumption and the end-to-
end delay, given a desired reporting accuracy (i.e., `–an upper-bound latency, application-
dependent). Hence,

minimize f1 =
N∑
i=1

Ei

s. t. f2 =
k∑
j=1

Dj ≤ `
(1.1)

where Ei is the energy cost of the i-th node during its whole operation. The energy reduction
is related to many aspects such as sensing, processing, switching, and communication. Dj

is the one-hop latency, where j = {1, 2, ..., k} is the individual link [4] or jth hop (node)
[13] of the selected routing path towards the sink. The latency is usually affected by the
mote limitations (e.g., energy source, communication, and computational capabilities), the
unreliable wireless links and the large-scale nature of WSNs [4] that are also considered
important constraints of the problem regarding the complexity of the algorithms running in
the motes (i.e., SNs).

Solution Approach

Techniques that implement a switching mechanism between continuous monitoring and
event-drive reporting modes to combine the advantages of both schemes are considered
a solution approach for the trade-off mentioned above. These techniques are called as
MultiModal Switching Mechanisms (M2SMs). A sensor node that supports M2SMs can react
immediately upon emergencies, using the EDR capabilities, and offers continuous monitoring
features during normal circumstances by the CMnt capabilities. In Chapter 5, we showed that
by combining M2SMs with low-duty-cycling (LDC) and power-aware network techniques,
the energy savings of the whole M2WSNs is further improved.

Moreover, the M2SMs implemented under a dual-radio architecture and networking tech-
niques based on the wake-up radio and cross-layer design paradigm provide even better
performances regarding latency and reliability, as shown in Chapter 6. Hence, M2WSNs
achieve significant energy savings and important reporting accuracy for monitoring applica-
tions.

4 Chapter 1 Introduction
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Fig. 1.3.: Overview of our contributions.

1.2 Contributions and Dissertation Structure
In this dissertation, we propose a reliable energy-efficient framework2 for M2WSNs for
monitoring oriented applications with low-bandwidth requirements, and operating under
normal circumstances and emergencies. An overview of our contributions are shown in
Figure 1.3 and described below, considering the dissertation structure.

Chapter 2: MultiModal Wireless Sensor Networks. We introduce the concept of M2WSNs
from the perspective of data-reporting modes, and we present, from an energy-efficiency
perspective, a review of switching mechanisms for M2WSNs. Besides, we explore two
sophisticated techniques required in M2WSNs for further energy savings and event reporting
latency reduction purposes: Duty-cycling (D.C.) and Wake-up Radio (WuR). We highlight
insights concerning switching and network management techniques for M2WSNs. It is worth
to mention that this chapter is based on the following publication.

• ARANDA, Juan; MENDEZ, Diego; CARRILLO, Henry. MultiModal Wireless Sensor
Networks for Monitoring Applications: A review. Journal of Circuits, Systems, and
Computers. World Scientific. Volume 29, Issue 2. 2020. pp: 1-32. ISSN:0218-1266.
DOI:10.1142/S0218126620300032.

Chapter 3: A framework for M2WSNs. We give a general overview of the proposed
framework for M2WSNs suitable for monitoring oriented applications with low bandwidth

2The term Framework, in this dissertation, refers to a layered architecture that indicates the set of techniques or
protocols that can be implemented and how they would interrelate with each other [14].
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requirements. The framework follows a modular or layered approach, where each layer aims
to fulfill specific tasks based on its information, the functions provided by its adjacent layers,
and the information resulted from the cross-layer interactions. Some techniques associated
with each layer are described in this chapter, and some others will be introduced in Chapters
5 and 6. This chapter is based on the following papers.

• ARANDA, Juan; MENDEZ, Diego; CARRILLO, Henry; SCHOELZEL, Mario. A Frame-
work for MultiModal Wireless Sensor Networks. Submitted to Ad Hoc Networks
Journal. Elsevier. 2020. ISSN: 1570-8705. DOI:-.

Chapter 4: An Energy Consumption Model based on Wake-up Schemes. We introduce
an energy consumption estimation model that considers the behavior and performance of
wake-up protocols based on WuRx and the traditional LDC schemes employed in M2WSNs.
This model allows us to get more insights into the differences between both approaches
and for considering a multimodality feature in WSNs by combining different transceivers
and reporting protocols from an energy-efficiency perspective. This chapter is based on the
following publications.

• ARANDA, Juan; SCHOLZEL, Mario; MENDEZ, Diego; CARRILLO, Henry. An Energy
Consumption Model for MultiModal Wireless Sensor Networks based on Wake-
up Radio Receivers. In IEEE Colombian Conference on Communications and Computing
(COLCOM2018). Medellin, Colombia. May 16-18, 2018. IEEE Xplore Digital Library.
ISBN: 978-1-5386-6820-7. DOI: 10.1109/ColComCon.2018.8466728.

• ARANDA, Juan; SCHOELZEL, Mario; MENDEZ, Diego; CARRILLO, Henry. Multi-
Modal Wireless Sensor Networks based on Wake-up Radio Receivers: An analyti-
cal Model for Energy Consumption. redin Revista Facultad de Ingeniería – Universidad
de Antioquia. redin. No. 91. May 2019. ISSN:0120-6230. DOI:10.17533/10.17533/
udea.redin.20190401.

Chapter 5: A MultiModal Switching Mechanism for Data-Gathering Schemes. We
present the design, implementation and evaluation of M2-DaGNoS, an enhanced MultiModal
Switching mechanism for Data Gathering and Node Scheduling, suitable for monitoring
applications that simultaneously manages normal and emergency circumstances. This tech-
nique is implemented in ContikiOS, an open-source operating system for the Internet of
Things, and evaluated using the Cooja emulator through an extensive simulation study.
The study shows that M2-DaGNoS presents a significant performance regarding energy
savings, reporting latency and reliability–all nodes within a grid can successfully run the
node scheduling and data gathering mechanisms during their whole operation that does
not occur in other state-of-the-art multimodal switching mechanisms. Besides, M2-DaGNoS
was validated in a laboratory-based environment regarding energy consumption and event
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reporting latency under a single-radio architecture and a low-duty-cycling technique. This
chapter is based on the following papers.

• ARANDA, Juan; CARRILLO, Henry; MENDEZ, Diego. Enhanced Multimodal Switch-
ing Mechanisms for Node Scheduling and Data Gathering in Wireless Sensor
Networks. In IEEE Colombian Conference on Communications and Computing (COL-
COM2017). Cartagena, Colombia. August 16-18, 2017. IEEE Xplore Digital Library.
ISBN: 978-1-5386-1060-2. DOI: 10.1109/ColComCon.2017.8088194.

• ARANDA, Juan; MENDEZ, Diego; CARRILLO, Henry; SCHOELZEL, Mario. M2-
DaGNoS: a Data Gathering and Node Scheduling Mechanism for MultiModal
Wireless Sensor Networks. Computer Communications (ComCom) Journal. Elsevier.
Vol 148. pp. 165–175. December 2019. ISSN:0140-3664. DOI:10.1016/j.comcom.
2019.09.012.

Chapter 6: Framework Performance Evaluation. We present the performance evaluation
results of the proposed framework for M2WSNs based on the Wake-up Radio paradigm
introduced in Chapter 3. To that end, we conducted several experiments using real motes in
a laboratory-based environment and compare the proposed framework against the single-
radio architecture based on a low-duty-cycling technique introduced in Chapter 5. The
performance evaluation results indicate that framework has better reliability in terms of
the event reporting latency and packet-delivery ratio and significant energy savings when
considering a broadcast-based wake-up scheme with one-by-one hop data transmission and
acknowledgment procedures. This chapter is based on the following paper.

• ARANDA, Juan; MENDEZ, Diego; CARRILLO, Henry; SCHOELZEL, Mario. A Frame-
work for MultiModal Wireless Sensor Networks. Accepted for publication in Ad Hoc
Networks Journal. Elsevier. 2020. ISSN: 1570-8705. DOI:-.

Chapter 7: Conclusions. We conclude this dissertation by providing a summary of our
contributions and discuss some prospects and opportunities for the future regarding the
construction of reliable and energy-efficient M2WSNs.
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2MultiModal WSNs: Literature Review

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are a widely used solution for monitoring oriented
applications (e.g., water quality on watersheds, pollution monitoring in cities). These kinds
of applications are characterized by the necessity of two data-reporting modes: time-driven
and event-driven. The former is used mainly for continually supervising an area and the latter
for event detection and tracking. By switching between both modes, WSNs can improve their
energy-efficiency and event reporting latency, compared to single data-reporting schemes.
We refer to those WSNs, where both data-reporting modes are required simultaneously, as
M2WSNs. In this chapter, we introduce the concept of M2WSNs, and we present, from an
energy-efficiency perspective, a review of switching mechanisms for M2WSNs. Besides, we
explore two sophisticated techniques required in M2WSNs for further energy savings and
event reporting latency reduction purposes: duty-cycling and wake-up radio. We highlight
insights concerning switching and network management techniques for M2WSNs.

2.1 Overview
As mentioned in Chapter 1, most of real monitoring and tracking applications employ
traditional WSNs that consist of small SNs that work collaboratively to supervise specific
areas and track critical events in an energy-efficient and confident way. However, there
are special WSNs in which SNs perform two data-reporting modes. First, a time-driven
data-reporting mode for periodic monitoring situations in a target environment. Second,
an event-driven reporting mode for keeping track of critical events upon their occurrence,
with the aim of energy consumption reduction in SNs [6, 3]. We named these WSNs as
MultiModal Wireless Sensor Networks (M2WSNs) from the data-reporting perspective.

From an application point of view, both data-reporting modes present particular characteris-
tics:

1. Time-driven Reporting or Continuous Monitoring mode:

• SNs periodically transmit their sensed data to the sink node under a normal
situation.

• It permits higher event detection accuracy, but it usually has higher energy
consumption, especially when a small data-reporting period is selected (i.e., more
sensed data are reported over time).
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• SNs are usually woken-up through a sleep-wakeup scheduling mechanism.

2. Event-driven Reporting mode:

• SNs transmit their sensed data in a sporadic fashion upon the occurrence/detection
of an event of interest (only under an emergency situation).

• It reduces the energy consumption of a WSN, resulting in a better network lifetime,
but it usually produces low precision estimates of monitored physical variables,
given its aperiodic reporting strategy.

• SNs are usually woken-up through a threshold criterion (e.g., T >100◦C) or a
MAC protocol based on Wake-up Radio.

The M2WSNs arise as a solution for the trade-off between energy savings and event reporting
latency in those monitoring oriented applications where regular and emergency reporting
are required simultaneously, such as forest fires and pollution monitoring. Like traditional
WSNs, M2WSNs include several small and battery powered SNs, randomly deployed in an
area of interest to monitor physical variables (e.g., temperature) in a collaborative manner.
Furthermore, the multimodality characterizes the M2WSNs, which allows SNs to perform
data reporting in two schemes, switching between CMnt and EDR modes according to the
circumstances, i.e., normal (regular) or emergency. Those mechanisms that allows SNs
to switch between EDR and CMnt modes or vice versa, combining the advantages of both
modes, we called as MultiModal Switching mechanisms.

The switching mechanisms grant SNs of M2WSNs the ability to react immediately upon trig-
gering an event, e.g., under an emergency, using EDR capabilities. During the development
of an event and its period of calm (i.e., under a normal situation), this mechanism allows SNs
to periodically transmit up-to-date data of the event status using CMnt capabilities. In this
way, M2WSNs help to achieve promising results regarding event reporting accuracy (latency)
and energy-savings. The lifetime of M2WSNs can be further extended by integrating this
mechanism with other energy management techniques, such as those based on D.C. and
WuR approaches.

In the next sections, we provide a taxonomy of M2WSNs techniques. Then, we present
a literature review of switching mechanisms proposed in the last 10 years for M2WSNs.
Next, we give an overview of D.C. and WuR approaches and a comparison between recent
protocols suggested in the literature and those implemented in real motes. Therefore, the
main contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows: (i) A literature review of
the state-of-the-art of switching mechanisms for M2WSNs is performed. (ii) A taxonomy
proposal is presented based on the energy-efficient techniques used in M2WSNs designs
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Fig. 2.1.: A taxonomy of M2WSNs techniques.

already known. (iii) A comparison is made of the D.C. and WuR mechanisms recently
suggested in the literature and those implemented in real motes.

2.2 Taxonomy of M2WSNs Techniques
In this section, we propose a taxonomy of M2WSNs techniques based on the features
and trade-off in M2WSNs for monitoring-oriented applications. This taxonomy has two
dimensions, as shown in Figure 2.1. The multimodality on M2WSNs is giving basically by
the first dimension–MultiModal Switching mechanisms. The M2WSNs get more energy-
efficiency and reliability on delivery event-reporting packets towards the sink, through
Network Management techniques–second dimension.

We focus mainly on the first dimension, and from the second dimension, those techniques
based on Medium Access Control (MAC) wake-up protocols, specifically, those implemented
in real hardware. We do not go in-depth into Clustering, Routing, and In-network Data
Processing techniques, because they have been highly studied in the literature. Some relevant
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Tab. 2.1.: Surveys and Review of Network Management techniques.

Topic References Description

Clustering and
Routing

[15], [16]

Propose relevant techniques for grouping SNs into
clusters, for network management duties, and
power-aware routing protocols, for data transmission
or forwarding towards the sink. These techniques
are essential for reducing energy consumption
during M2WSNs operations.

MAC protocols with
WuR

[5], [17]

Propose a taxonomy and an in-depth analysis of
relevant MAC protocols based on ultra-low WuR
schemes. Besides, some routing protocols combining
with MAC protocols based on this paradigm are
studied. These techniques are essential for energy
savings and latency reduction during a monitoring
process within an M2WSN. Most of the described
techniques remained in simulation studies.

MAC protocols with
D.C.

[18]

Describe a taxonomy of traditional low-duty-cycling
protocols proposed for energy savings in WSNs. Most
of the described techniques remained in analytical
and simulation studies.

In-network data
processing

[19]

Describe the data aggregation and compression
techniques that play an essential role in energy
consumption and latency reduction in wake-up and
duty-cycling WSNs. These techniques are relevant for
high accuracy in monitoring processes in M2WSNs.

MultiModal
switching
mechanisms and
Wake-up
protocols

This work

Propose a taxonomy of M2WSNs techniques with the
most relevant MultiModal Switching and Network
Management techniques, focused on D.C. and WuR
approaches that were implemented in real motes.

references are described in Table 2.1. Below, we provide the main features of each block
presented in Figure 2.1.

MultiModal Switching Mechanisms. This dimension encompasses those mechanisms that
mainly consist of switching between EDR and CMnt modes or vice versa, exploiting the
capacities of both modes: energy-efficiency and high accuracy of monitoring. A comparison
between EDR, CMnt and M2SMs is presented in Table 2.2. This dimension, in turn, can be
classified into two groups.

Fixed: SNs switch between both modes by following a sequence of tasks during a specific
interval of time (e.g., start with an EDR task, then continue with an CMnt process during 20
seconds [3]).
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Tab. 2.2.: Comparison between data-reporting modes.

EDR CMnt M2SMs

Data-gathering frequency Sporadic Periodic Hybrid

Transmission frequency
Upon occurrence of an
event

Scheduled Dynamically adjusted

Operation schemes Emergency Normal Normal & Emergency
Energy consumptiona Ultra-low Higher Low
SN’s sleep-wake-up
operation

WuR D.C. WuR & D.C.

aUltra-Low (<1%), Low (1–5%), Higher (5–25%)

Dynamic: SNs switch from EDR to CMnt modes or vice versa in a sporadic fashion, according
to an event behavior or an on-demand event-tracking (i.e., upon an event occurrence [6]).

Network Management Techniques. This second dimension of M2WSN techniques includes
those methods widely used in WSNs for network energy management: Clustering, Routing,
In-network Data Processing and MAC protocols based on D.C., and recent proposals, such as
WuR [5].

Clustering: In the clustering process, SNs are grouped into clusters based on similar attributes
such as geographical location and remaining residual energy value. Clustering SNs is a
two-layered hierarchical architecture, where those regular SNs that sense the field form the
first layer, usually known as Cluster Members (CMs). The second layer is constituted by SNs,
known as Cluster Heads (CHs) that are elected among the SNs to perform duties such as
gathering the data from CMs, performing data aggregation, and transmitting data to the sink
nodes, usually through a multi-hop routing path among the CHs [20].

A clustering protocol approach usually passes through three phases: CH selection, cluster
formation, and data transmission, where the CH selection is the main part of the protocol,
that usually defines the energy-efficiency of the network. Clustering the network and
selecting the CHs are typically done by either distributed or centralized mechanisms, in a
simple way or in a sophisticated manner by using robust methods such as genetic fuzzy
systems and fuzzy c-means algorithms [21]. In the centralized techniques, the regular SNs
broadcast their location and residual energy value to the sink, then, it forms the cluster with
its corresponding CH, and broadcast again to the SNs [20, 15].

A hierarchical clustering brings several benefits to the WSN management such as energy
efficiency, scalability, fault-tolerance, in-network data aggregation, load balancing, high
connectivity, among others [20]. The work in [15] presents a comprehensive survey of the
state-of-the-art in clustering protocols for WSNs.
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Routing: In recent years, several energy-efficient and energy-balanced routing protocols
have been proposed in the literature. The former to increase the effective lifetime of the
network by minimizing the energy consumption in each sensor node. The latter to prolong
the lifetime of the network by uniformly balancing the energy consumption among the
SNs in the network [16]. An extensive and comprehensive survey of energy-efficient and
energy-balanced routing protocols was proposed in [16].

In-network Data Processing: This technique usually performs data aggregation, coupled with
data compression techniques [1]. This mechanism exploits the correlation existing between
data, through the spatial-temporal properties of SNs and data fusion, to minimize the number
and size of the data packets sent towards the sink. Consequently, the data transmission
cost is reduced and the energy-efficiency of the network is improved. The authors in [19]
present a comprehensive survey of different aggregation and compression algorithms used
for In-network Data Processing techniques.

Medium Access Control: Traditional MAC protocols are based on D.C., where SNs switch
between active and sleep states, according to a scheduling mechanism, to save energy
[22]. Nowadays, there are new MAC protocol proposals based on WuR that overcome
some limitations of D.C. and further enhance the energy savings on SNs [5]. Typically,
a WuR is periodically listening to the channel for a pre-defined Wake-up Call signal that
activates, through an interrupt signal, other electronic parts of the SNs (e.g., micro-controller,
communication radio) [23]. In this chapter, we focus mainly on D.C. and WuR techniques,
because these techniques have been overlooked in most M2SMs recently proposed in the
literature, but have great potential (Table 2.3).

2.3 MultiModal Switching Mechanisms for M2WSNs
In this section, we present a review of M2SMs proposed in the literature. A comparison table
of switching mechanisms for M2WSNs is shown in Table 2.3. This comparison is made based
on some relevant design criteria such as the initial data-reporting scheme (i.e., SNs can start
reporting data either in a time-driven or an event-driven fashion), the switching operation
mode (i.e., fixed or dynamic), the overall energy-savings in the network (i.e., low, average,
high), scalability (i.e., small, medium and large density of SNs deployed in the monitoring
area) and the set of techniques employed for extending the lifetime of the network. Below,
each mechanism is described by presenting its novelty and weaknesses, and summarized in
Table 2.4.

Bouabdallah et al. in [7]. They proposed CM-EDR, a continuous monitoring scheme using
an event-driven reporting approach.
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Tab. 2.3.: Comparison of multimodal switching mechanisms for M2WSNs.

Authors
Initial data-
reporting
scheme

Switching
mode

Energy-
savingsa Scalabilityb Network techniques

Bouabdallah et al. [7] EDR Fixed Average Medium MAC (CSMA), Clustering (LEACH)
Lee and Lim [6] EDR Dynamic Average Large None
Adulyasas et al. [24] CMnt Dynamic Average High MAC (CSMA), Clustering
Kang et al. [25] EDR Dynamic High Large Routing (based on tier division)

Azim et al. [1] EDR Dynamic Average Medium

In-network Data Processing (data
aggregation (SAG) and compression
(CC_SCR)), Clustering (CC_SCR,
LEACH), MAC (CSMA, BMAC),
Routing (LEPSM)

Leyva-Mayorga et al.
[3]

CMnt Fixed Average Medium MAC (CSMA), Clustering (LEACH)

Sun et al. [8] CMnt Dynamic Average Small Routing (TDRHN)

Hu et al. [26] EDR Dynamic High Medium
Clustering, MAC (TDMA),
In-network Data Processing (data
aggregation)

Bhuiyan et al. [13] EDR Dynamic High Medium

MAC (TDMA, FTSP), Routing
(Shortest Path), WuR
(Radio-triggered Wake-up
hardware)

Nagarajan and
Dhanasekaran [27]

EDR Dynamic Average Small D.C.

aEnergy-savings: Average (5-10%), High (>10%)
bScalability: Small (<100 nodes), Medium (100–500 nodes), Large (>500 nodes)

Novelty: CM-EDR reports only relevant data (i.e., those data that differs from the last data
transmitted) that permits a higher accuracy in data-reporting processes than only EDR
schemes, and a reduction in power consumption and efficient operation when compared to
only CMnt schemes. Besides, CM-EDR can be implemented over existing MAC protocols and
clustering techniques, without compromising their functionalities.

An optional version of CM-EDR was proposed, OCM-EDR, that allows SNs that work as
cluster heads, to go into sleep mode after several time intervals of not receiving any relevant
data from its cluster members. This scheme allows to further extended the energy savings in
SNs, compared to CM-EDR.

Weakness: OCM-EDR reduces the idle listening of cluster heads, and it enables a better report
delay performance than CM-EDR. However, when a cluster member sensed relevant data,
and its cluster head is in its sleep period, it should directly transmit this data to the sink, in
order not to lose the event, but at the cost of an increase in energy consumption (if and only
if the sink can be reached from the location of the sensor node).

For higher energy savings, new features can be included into OCM-EDR to decide whether a
sensor node should enter on sleep mode or transmit relevant data, based on its neighbor’s
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information. Furthermore, a WuR hardware and based protocols could be considered to
enhance OCM-EDR, so that, it outcomes the CM-EDR approach. Finally, both approaches
were evaluated under an analytical model, but not tested on real motes.

Lee and Lim in [6]. They proposed a hybrid data-reporting protocol that allows SNs to
dynamically switch between EDR and CMnt modes, based on space and time variables.

Novelty: The hybrid protocol is based on two novel algorithms: a parameter-based event
detection (PED) to determine when to switch from an EDR to a CMnt mode and vice versa,
by using a threshold criteria; and a parameter-based area detection (PAD) to determine
which sensor node must be involved in a continuous monitoring process. This is done by a
time-to-live (TTL) propagation mechanism (similar to the one used in computer networks)
and during a valid time defined beforehand. The hybrid protocol permits a higher data
acquisition than an event-driven protocol, and a better energy consumption when compared
to a time-driven protocol.

Weakness: The main disadvantage of hybrid data-reporting protocol is that it did not consider
any additional techniques to further enhance the energy savings of a WSN, such as power-
aware routing and Duty-cycling techniques. Additionally, the protocol is highly sensitive
to configurable parameters that in turn depends on a target environment. Consequently,
PAD algorithm could be extended to support sensor node’s contextual information and a
dynamically configurable parameters selection mechanism based on a target event. Finally,
the protocol was not tested on real motes.

Adulyasas et al. in [24]. They proposed an Energy-Efficient Threshold (EET) clustering-
based algorithm for event-driven data reporting within continuous monitoring schemes.

Novelty: The novelty of EET is that clusters are formed only where a data variation (i.e., an
event) is occurring and during a particular time that depends on the physical phenomenon.
The cluster operates as long as the duration of an event, then, the cluster will be reset and
every cluster member shifts to sleep mode for energy conservation. This procedure further
enhance the lifetime and stability of the network when compared to LEACH and OCM-EDR
mechanisms.

Weakness: The main disadvantage of EET algorithm is that it was proved under single-
hop schemes –SNs communicate directly to the sink node. Consequently, higher energy
consumption is presented in large-scale WSNs. By implementing a power-aware multi-hop
routing, the network lifetime can be further improved. Finally, EET was implemented in
MATLAB, but it was not tested on real motes.
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Kang et al. in [25]. They proposed a hybrid node scheduling algorithm based on an
Energy-Efficient Chain (EEC) data routing approach. EEC routing works under the principle
of Tier Division, according to a radio energy dissipation model.

Novelty: Though the authors presented the analytical formulation of an EEC routing, they
focused mainly on the design and evaluation of two scheduling mechanisms: (1) A cyclical
node sleep scheduling mechanism to keep one working node (WN) inside each grid at any
time (to monitor all the grid), and turn off other nodes, to reduce energy consumption on
time-driven schemes. The role of WN is rotated cyclically between nodes that join a node
queue. (2) An event-driven node wake-up mechanism to wake up more nodes, so, an event
coverage can be maximized, and perform precisely tracking the trends of an event. This
algorithm is suitable for real complex applications where both continuous monitoring and
tracking of an unusual event are required.

Weakness: The hybrid algorithm did not implement any neighbor or route discovery tech-
niques to neighbors selection inside a grid and other grids; consequently, the data packet is
not routed effectively towards the sink. Additionally, to wake up redundant nodes inside
a grid for event tracking duties, a working node sends assistant messages to them, but the
author did not specify what kind of wake-up mechanism was used for this purpose. The
algorithm was tested under an always-on simulated scenario (i.e., nodes always listen to the
communication channel). This condition did not allow significant energy savings, especially
for those applications with low-power consumption requirements. The algorithm was not
tested on real motes. Finally, authors assumed fully synchronized node–no drift clock issues.
They did not mention any synchronization protocol.

Azim et al. in [1]. They proposed a set of mechanisms that aims to enhance the lifetime of
WSNs by reducing the packet sizes and the numbers of packets transmitted within a commu-
nication operation in a highly correlated spatiotemporal and fairly stable environment.

Novelty: Two in-network data processing and two hybrid data-reporting mechanisms: A smart
aggregation (SAG) mechanism for spatiotemporal correlation of data in CMnt applications,
and a compression cluster scheme in a correlated spatial region (CC_SCR) for EDR schemes.
SAG is a simple data aggregation technique that aggregates data, in an intermediate node,
only if sensed data are within a predefined deviation. CC_SCR is an in-network compression
technique that considers the physical characteristics of the sensed data to compress it and
to elect CHs within a clustered based architecture. The compression operation consists of
determining a difference between sensed values and a reference data defined by a CH. This
difference is transmitted to the CHs instead of the raw data.
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NPER (Non-Preemptive Event Reporting) and PER (Preemptive Event Reporting) were pro-
posed for efficient data transmission in schemes where both CntM and EDR are implemented
simultaneously. Both mechanisms differ in the event reporting operation. NPER transmits
event-data at the end of a continuous monitoring period, while PER, at the beginning of
each TDMA slot.

Weakness: The mechanisms aforementioned were proposed as separate techniques, and not
as an integrated framework. For instance, CC_SCR, as a compression clustering technique for
EDR applications, is not used by PER and NPER. Instead, the authors implemented LEACH,
presenting an inferior performance.

SAG and CC_SCR perform data aggregation, but authors did not say how the aggregation
was done, e.g., by taking the average, or the median of the transmitted data. Besides, the
authors assumed that nodes perform the data compression in an instantaneous manner–not
the case in real deployments. Finally, these mechanisms were not tested on real motes.

Leyva-Mayorga et al. in [3]. They proposed WALTER (WSN Alternating CntM/ED Block
Protocol for Nonpreemptive Event Reporting), a priority-based nonpreemptive hybrid WSN
protocol that performs both Continuous Monitoring (CntM) and Event-Detection-Driven
(EDD) duties within the same continuous monitoring cluster.

Novelty: The novelty of WALTER protocol is that it performs both time-driven and event-
driven data-reporting within the cluster already formed. This means no additional energy
drainage compare to separate clusters (i.e., one for EDD, and another for CntM), prioritizing
event data over continuous monitoring data.

Weakness: WALTER works well for single-hop transmissions, but a power-aware routing
protocol could be included to support multi-hop transmissions between CHs (to reach the
base station) that is required in most large applications in M2WSN. The protocol was not
tested on real motes.

Sun et al. in [8]. They proposed TDRHN, a Threshold sensitive Dynamic Responsive
Hybrid Network (i.e., that combines proactive and reactive networks) protocol based on
the Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) [28], for monitoring applications that work in normal
environments and under burst situations.

Novelty: TDRHN works like a time-driven based protocol under normal circumstances,
i.e., periodically reports data to the sink, keeping the data transmission frequency low for
energy savings. Besides, under an emergency situation, TDRHN can dynamically adjust the
sensor node’s transmission data rate (increase their transmission frequency), using threshold
criteria. Furthermore, TDRHN dynamically changes the routing selection strategy when a
sensor node is monitoring an emergency, by considering a balance between the sensor node’s
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residual energy and the Expected Transmission Value (ETX). Therefore, a sensor node is not
only able to guarantee a reliable communication, but also, an effective energy consumption.
Finally, this protocol was tested using a proof-of-concept experiment based on real TelosB
motes.

Weakness: TDRHN employs an absolute and relative threshold values to adapt the transmis-
sion frequency of a sensor node dynamically. These two values are set once before SNs begin
to monitor. Besides, the transmission data rate changes between two pre-defined rates, i.e.,
N times and 2N times the original rate, where N is fixed and application-dependent. In this
way, the frequency of transmitting data is selected without considering the real behavior
of the emergency. Consequently, the energy of SNs could be dissipated more quickly as
expected, due to the higher frequency employed.

Additionally, the strategies used by TDRHN could work well for specific scenarios where all
SNs in the topology and the selected routing path are always-on, but, it might fail on those
topologies based-on wake-up mechanisms, where not all SNs are in their active mode to
receive and transmit the packet to the next hop along the routing path. Therefore, TDRHN
can be modified based on CTP-WuR approach [29], to overcome this issue and to enhance
the lifetime of the network further.

Hu et al. in [26]. They proposed EEAOC, an energy-efficient adaptive overlapping clustering
mechanism for dynamic continuous monitoring applications with some event fluctuations in
cluster-based WSNs.

Novelty: The EEAOC mechanism can operate through a 2-logical-overlapping clustering
scheme that encompasses non-overlapping clusters formed by traditional cluster schemes,
and overlapping clusters established by each node in the WSNs as a result of choosing its
next-closest cluster head. Also, a collaborative CH re-adjustment and a cluster migration
techniques were designed to ensure an appropriate cluster formation during an event
development inside a continuous monitoring area, by switching the proper clusters.

As Kang et al. in [25] mechanism, EEAOC protocol allows CHs rotation without changing
the 2-logical-overlapping clustering scheme–for intra-cluster energy savings purpose. Fur-
thermore, a hybrid data reporting strategy is operated by switching between time-driven
and event-driven schemes based on the quality of services requirements that allows a
good balance between the energy-efficiency and detection accuracy in dynamic continuous
monitoring applications.

Weakness: EEAOC requires SNs to be synchronized so that they can properly communicate
during the CHs re-adjustment and cluster migration processes. This synchronization implies
that SNs need to continually exchange control messages to keep each other synchronized
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that causes extra traffic flow within the network, which in turn leads to additional delay and
packet loss, that could compromise the quality of monitoring.

EEAOC operates under the assumption that all SNs are active during the event development;
therefore, EEAOC may not be energy-effective for ultra power-demand applications. By
implementing a power-aware routing, a D.C. or WuR MAC based technique, the network
lifetime can be further improved.

There are few details of the design and operation of the hybrid data reporting strategy within
the EEAOC mechanism. Finally, EEAOC was evaluated in MATLAB, but it was not tested on
real motes.

Bhuiyan et al. in [13]. They proposed e-sampling, an autonomous adaptive data acquisition
and low-cost monitoring scheme for WSNs applications with high-frequency and dynamic
physical events. e-sampling design is focused on event-sensitive data and data acquisition
optimization.

Novelty: e-sampling allows SNs to adjust their sampling rates, between low and high-
frequency intervals, based on their own collected data, analyzing and making decisions on
the event identification and computing their rates and intervals in a decentralized manner,
i.e., without relying on their neighboring and the sink mediation. SNs performance these
duties by capturing the highest frequency content and analyzing it, using Wavelet Packet
Decomposition and filters–signal processing tools. Afterward, SNs estimate an appropriate
sampling rate and extract an event indication of the absence or presence of an event. Finally,
SNs report to the sink an event identification only if it was truly detected.

Therefore, e-sampling helps to reduce the energy cost of SNs through data reduction during
sampling, decision-making, and data transmission periods; consequently, the lifetime of the
network is further extended. e-sampling was evaluated in a laboratory environment using
Imote2 sensor platforms and radio-triggered wake-up with synchronization modules.

Weakness: For evaluation purposes, e-sampling was implemented using the Shortest Path
routing model for routing data packets towards the sink. This model might not be suitable
for topologies based on Wake-up Radio and power-demand applications in M2WSNs.

Additionally, e-sampling is based on time synchronization for hop-by-hop pairwise sharing
between neighboring SNs that usually requires control messages to keep SNs synchronized.
Thus, the extra traffic is injected into the network, increasing the probability of a congestion
situation. Consequently, the quality of monitoring and the energy-efficiency of the network
might be compromised by the additional delay and packet losses generated.

Finally, e-sampling was conceived for high data rate sensing applications, where the highest
frequency content captured by sensors are usually very variable over short periods of time
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with quickly disappearing. Thus, e-sampling might not be appropriated for applications
where the highest frequency content remains constant over long periods of time, such as oil
spilling and gas leaking events.

Nagarajan and Dhanasekaran in [27]. They proposed two hybrid data transmission
approaches: time-driven and duty-cycling, for critical and regular WSNs applications, respec-
tively.

Novelty: The time-driven based hybrid method is similar to the one proposed in [6]. The
switching modes are managed by the PED algorithm, and upon the occurrence of an event,
the event coverage area is determined by the PAD algorithm. The novelty, compare to [6],
is in the duty-cycling approach, where the radio module is duty cycled for further power
optimization purpose, i.e., the data transmission is subject to a fixed duty-cycling period,
without compromising the data accuracy.

Weakness: Both approaches are based on PED and PAD[6]. Consequently, both are highly
sensitive to configurable parameters and the target event to control. The authors tested their
approaches under simulation runs (using MATLAB) and utilizing a simple prototype model
under a single-hop topology, without considering any power-aware routing mechanism,
common in multi-hop data transmission schemes for monitoring-oriented applications.

2.4 Network Management Techniques for M2WSNs
In this section, we present an overview of MAC protocols based-on D.C. and WuR approaches
that can be applied as network management techniques, to reduce the energy consumption
in monitoring applications using M2WSNs.

2.4.1 Duty-cycling

D.C. is a traditional mechanism for energy savings in most WSNs applications (e.g., envi-
ronmental monitoring applications), also known as sensor scheduling [30], especially on
those that require several months/years of operation before replacing or recharging the
nodes’ battery (e.g., a time period of more than a year–application dependent)[18]. It
consists of switching ON and OFF SNs (usually their main communication radio to perform
either packet reception or transmission) by scheduling their active and sleep modes in a
periodic fashion, normally using sleep-wakeup schedule mechanisms. State-of-the-art of
sleep-wakeup scheduling mechanisms are detailed on [31].
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Fig. 2.2.: D.C. basic operation in WSNs. (Based on [43]). The orange block indicates the period
that the radio remains active. The white spaces, the periods when the radio remains in
sleeping mode. The scheduling techniques are employed to manage the radio duty-cycling
over time.

D.C. Basic Operation

In Figure 2.2, the basic operation of D.C. is shown, where SNs periodically turn ON their
main radio for a predefined wake-up time slot, according to a sleep-wakeup scheduling
mechanism. D.C. is typically implemented in conjunction with other techniques, to prolong
the lifetime of the network. For instance, wake-up scheduling [31], synchronization [32, 33],
data communication [34], clustering [20] with self-healing and self-organizing features [35],
and data-aggregation [36]. These techniques are also applied to solve routing problems [37,
38, 39, 40], coverage and connectivity issues [41] on WSNs.

Fixed and Dynamic D.C.

There are two types of D.C. operations: fixed, SNs operate with predefined duty-cycle; and
variable, the duty-cycle is adjusted on demand, depending on a predefined trigger condition
(e.g., event occurrence, traffic-load, remaining energy) [42].

Synchronous and Asynchronous D.C.

D.C. can be roughly classified into synchronous and asynchronous, based on the mechanism
used to coordinate the SNs’ schedules, along with some hybrid combinations [18]. In syn-
chronous schemes, all SNs are time synchronized, having a common time base. Meanwhile,
SNs on asynchronous schemes do not need to maintain a common clock.

For large-scale WSNs, asynchronous mechanisms are preferred to synchronous, due to a
large amount of energy savings achieved during SNs operations [44], to be conceptually
distributed and further dynamic [4]. Besides, synchronous D.C. techniques usually need
a global multi-hop time synchronization, generating massive network control overheads
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and scalability issues [45]. Also, these techniques require fully synchronized nodes that are
costly and present high implementation complexity in certain situations [46].

Asynchronous D.C. protocols present some issues that should be considered when designing
a WSN. Typically, the main issue is the cumulative end-to-end waiting delay [45] that is the
most critical factor for real-time event-driven applications. This issue is widely discussed in
[4]. A detailed taxonomy of D.C. approaches is presented in [18].

Synchronous D.C. Techniques

Critical monitoring applications using M2WSNs may need to apply some synchronous D.C.
techniques that implies synchronization mechanisms. The time synchronization problem in
WSNs is not a new research topic, but it still remains as a difficult issue to be solved. Swain
et al. in [32] presented a survey on recent clock synchronization protocols in WSNs. Most
protocols have remained in simulation environments and have not been implemented in real
SNs.

Djenauri et al. in [33] made a review on the relevant implementations of synchronization
protocols, but not all protocols were thought for energy-efficient WSNs. Therefore, we
extended this work by adding other protocols based on D.C., such as TAS-MAC [47] and
RPL-BMARQ [48]. The most relevant synchronous D.C. techniques tested in real SNs are
compared in Table 2.5.

Asynchronous D.C. Techniques

Typically, synchronous D.C. techniques are used to synchronize SNs inside clusters for
continuous monitoring purposes. Large-scale environmental monitoring applications may
encompass more than one cluster that, lately, interacts with other clusters asynchronously.
Nevertheless, asynchronous D.C. mechanisms are preferred over synchronous for large-
scale monitoring applications, because of the vast amount of energy saved during SNs
operations.

Similar to synchronous D.C. mechanisms, we conducted a literature review of implemented
asynchronous D.C. mechanisms, where we found X-MAC [49] and ContikiMAC [50] as one
of the most used protocols. An in-depth study of ContikiMAC protocol was performed in
[51]. The results showed that ContikiMAC provides better performance than X-MAC and its
variants: lower latency and duty-cycle (i.e., lower energy consumption), and a higher packet
delivery ratio (PDR) (i.e., fewer retransmissions). An enhanced adaptive radio D.C. version
of Contiki (Contiki-AMAC) was proposed in [52].
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Tab. 2.5.: Comparison of implemented D.C. mechanisms.

Mechanism Operation/Scheme Category-approach Duty-cyclea Data transmission Software/Hardware

Glossy[55] Fixed, Synchronous Receiver-initiated Ultra-low Multi-hop Contiki/T-mote sky
A+MAC[42] Variable, Synchronous Receiver-initiated Ultra-low Multi-hop TinyOS/Mica2
GES-MAC[56] Fixed, Synchronous Receiver-initiated Average Multi-hop Based on Mica2
RAPTS[57] Fixed, Synchronous Sender-initiated Ultra-low Multi-hop Propietary
BailighPulse[58] Fixed, Synchronous Sender-initiated Ultra-low Multi-hop TinyOS/TelosB
Guard beacon[59] Fixed, Synchronous Sender-initiated Low Multi-hop Contiki/T-mote sky
L2[60] Fixed, Synchronous Sender-initiated Low Multi-hop TinyOS/TelosB
TAS-MAC[47] Variable, Synchronous Receiver-initiated Low Multi-hop TinyOS/TelosB
RPL-BMARQ[48] Fixed, Synchronous Receiver-initiated Low Multi-hop Contiki/TelosB
X-MAC[49] Fixed, Asynchronous Sender-initiated Low Multi-hop Contiki/Zolertia Z1
CONTIKI-MAC[50] Variable, Asynchronous Sender-initiated Very-Low Multi-hop Contiki/Zolertia Z1
AS-MAC[61] Fixed, Asynchronous Sender-initiated Low Multi-hop TinyOS/MicaZ& TelosB
MCAS-MAC[54] Fixed, Asynchronous Sender-initiated Low Multi-hop TinyOS/Mica2
L-MAC [46] Variable, Asynchronous Receiver-initiated Very-Low Single-hop TinyOS/TelosB
DuoMAC[53] Variable, Asynchronous Sender-initiated Low Multi-hop TinyOS/MicaZ

aDuty-cycle: Average (10–25%), Low (1–10%), Very low (0.1–1%), Ultra-low (0.01—0.1%)

Recently, new variable and fixed asynchronous D.C. mechanisms for WSNs have been
proposed, such as DuoMAC [53] and MCAS-MAC [54] for multi-hop transmission scenarios.
The most relevant asynchronous D.C techniques implemented in real motes are compared in
Table 2.5.

D.C. Challenges

Compared to an always-on approach (i.e., SNs are continually listening to the communication
channel), D.C. mechanisms present a better performance in terms of energy savings, aiming
at reducing idle listening (i.e., leaving sensor node’s communication transceiver active in
vain, waiting for a packet to arrive) and overhearing (i.e., listening to uninteresting packet
wasting power in vain) issues. Nevertheless, the idle listening still constitutes a significant
contributor to the overall energy consumption of SNs that also increases the data latency in
the WSN [17].

A common assumption adopted in the literature is that SNs can switch from sleep to active
mode at any time to transmit an available data packet, but must be awake to receive it [34].
Most of the D.C. approaches suffer from additional implicit data latency, due to the waiting
time–i.e., no information is neither transmitted nor received until neighboring nodes switch
to active mode [62].

Other challenges in D.C., presented in [18], are related with collision rates (i.e., short
intervals of transmissions concentration) and control packet overheads (i.e., when time
synchronization is needed, D.C. techniques may require to control messages). Therefore, the
current energy consumption reduction achieved by D.C. techniques might be insufficient for
new ultra-low-power demand designs [62].
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Fig. 2.3.: A generic sensor node with a WuRx hardware (Based on [17]).

2.4.2 Wake-up Radio

As a good alternative for D.C. drawbacks, the WuR approach is considered. The WuR is a
hardware component, an ultra-low-power radio that is usually added to SNs as a second
radio (see Figure 2.3). Some recent WuR prototypes are detailed in [63, 64, 65, 66, 67].

Typically, the energy consumption of a WuR is several orders of magnitude lower than
a traditional low-power radio (for data communication), e.g., 11nA[68], 17.5mA[69],
respectively. This condition leads to keeping the WuR always-on [17]. Consequently, WuR
can be continuously sensing the communication channel, causing a reduction in data latency
(waiting time), and providing energy savings and less complicated software implementation
when compared to D.C. approaches [62]. Additionally, some WuR implementations have
dedicated circuitry to perform an addressing mechanism by decoding a destination address
contained in the packet header. Therefore, only the target sensor node is woken up rather
the entire neighborhood. This feature might allow solving the overhearing issue presented
in D.C. mechanisms [17].

WuR basic Operation

A WuR system typically works as follow: The main sensor node’s communication transceiver
and microcontroller (MCU) are in sleep mode (i.e., turned off) for energy conservation.
Meanwhile, the WuR receiver (WuRx) remains active to monitor the communication channel
for any eventuality continuously.

When a sensor node needs to communicate a data packet, it first sends a Wake-up Signal
(WuS) through its WuR transceiver (WuTx). The remote node receives the WuS and generates
an interrupt signal to wake up the sensor node’s MCU, which in turn activates the main
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Fig. 2.4.: Wake-up Radio basic operation in WSNs under a sender-initiated approach (Based on
[62]).

transceiver to receive the upcoming data. These wake-up operations help to overcome the
overhearing and idle-listening issues presented in D.C. approaches [70]. After the MCU
performs all the required tasks (e.g., receiving the upcoming data (using a sender-initiator
WuR approach) or getting a measurement from the sensor and transmitting it back (using
a receiver-initiator WuR approach)), it disables the main transceiver and goes back to
an ultra-low-power mode [62]. Figure 2.4 shows the basic working principles of WuR
mechanisms.

WuR based Techniques

An ultra-low-power WuR is considered a good alternative for the D.C. approach drawbacks,
especially for energy conservation and latency constraints in critical event reporting appli-
cations. Recently, Djiroun and Djenouri in [5] made a complete review of MAC protocols
using the WuR approach. They presented a new taxonomy and a comparative study in MAC
protocols with WuR from energy and delay perspectives. They claim that MAC protocols
with WuR eliminate idle listening and waiting for time problems that usually results in
high energy consumption and latency. They concluded that asynchronous wake-up MAC
protocols perform better than all MAC protocols that employ only one radio concerning
energy-efficiency and latency requirements.

Similar to [5], Piyare et al. in [17] made a comprehensive overview of WuR based on MAC
protocols, but they also offered an extended taxonomy of WuR based on routing protocols.
They concluded that the lifetime of the SNs could be further extended by combining WuR
capabilities with selective addressing and routing duties while meeting latency requirements
comparable to SNs that use a single radio.

Most of the WuR based protocols remain primarily, like D.C. protocols, on simulation results
without including results from real hardware implementations. During the last decade,
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Tab. 2.6.: Comparison of implemented WuR protocols (Based on [17]).

Protocol
Category-
approach

WuR position
Power
management

Software/Hardware

WRTA[72] Bidirectional
Receiver &
Transmitter

Always-on WuR
Proprietary/Passive WuR (IEEE
802.15.4) + ST MSP430

CL-RW[73] Bidirectional
Receiver &
Transmitter

Always-on WuR
Proprietary/Active WuR (-45 dBm,
2.4Ghz) + TI LMV221, TI MB954

MH-
REACH[74]

Bidirectional
Receiver &
Transmitter

Energy
harvesting

Proprietary/Passive WuR (915Mhz,
11.2m) + AS3992 board, TI
TPS2560DRC

ZIPPY[75] Bidirectional
Receiver &
Transmitter

Always-on WuR
Proprietary/Passive WuR (-52dBm,
434Mhz, 30m) + AS3930 board, TI
MSP430FR5969

WUR RPL[76] Bidirectional
Receiver &
Transmitter

Always-on WuR
Propietary/Passive WuR (21.5Khz, 3
to 5m) + Redbee Econotag mote +
AS3931 board

BATS[71]
Receiver-
initiator

Transmitter only
Duty-cyling
WuR

Proprietary/Passive WuR (-68dBm,
868Mhz, 50m) + TI
CC430/CC2590, FRDM-KL02Z

T-ROME[22] Bidirectional
Receiver &
Transmitter

Always-on WuR
Proprietary/Passive WuR (+10dBm,
868Mhz, 40m) + TI CC1101 +
AS3930 board, EFM32G222F128

some WuR based protocols were evaluated on testbeds such as BATS [71] and T-ROME [22],
with D.C. and always-on scenarios, respectively [17, 70]. Table 2.6 presents a qualitative
comparison of relevant techniques based on WuR.

WuR vs D.C.

Figure 2.5 shows a qualitative comparison between D.C. and WuR approaches for energy
management on WSNs, where WuR overpasses D.C. approach regarding advantages for ultra-
low-power WSNs applications. The advantages presented for D.C. result when comparing
it with an always-on mechanism. The WuRx advantages are compared to an D.C. scheme:
Less complicated software [5], lower latency–WuR(<0.1s), D.C.(>2.5s); Higher Packet
Delivery Rate–WuR(>85%), D.C.(<30%); and substantial energy-savings–WuR(<2mW ),
D.C.(>9mW )1. M2WSNs should consider the main advantages of both approaches to de-
velop a robust and reliable mechanism for energy management in monitoring applications.

WuR Challenges

WuR systems need an extra hardware development, constituting a disadvantage when
compared to D.C. approaches, concerning cost and energy-efficiency. Furthermore, the

1The quantitative results have been taken from the simulation study performed in [62] for a packet generation
period set to 5s in a multi-hop static scenario (3 hops).
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Fig. 2.5.: A qualitative comparison between Duty-cycling (D.C.) and Wake-up Radio (WuR) ap-
proaches for energy management in WSNs.

WuRx presents low receiving sensitivity (e.g., -55dBm, 50m, 10 kbps [17]), due to the
passive demodulation of the carrier signal [77] and the low power consumption in WuRx
designs–operating in the micro-Watts order [62], even in the order of nano-Watts [78, 79]
that can be supplied using energy-harvesting techniques (e.g., radio-triggered [80]), not
requiring any energy consumption from the SNs [74].

A limited receiving sensitivity also causes a higher power transmission on WuTx to reach
the receivers at longer communication ranges. This condition implies an extra energy
consumption [17]. Most research efforts are concentrated to achieve WuRx designs with
higher receiver sensitivity, allowing long-range and low power transmission on WuTx [5].

During the WuR system operation, each sensor node needs to transmit a wake-up call
signal before each data transmission. This condition results in overheads. Consequently,
the energy consumption increases on the transmitter side, as well as, the traffic load over
the shared communication channel. Some research efforts were proposed to reduce the
wake-up overhead, such as the double modulation scheme in [81], where the sensed data to
be transmitted is encapsulated into the payload of a wake-up call signal.

2.5 Remarks
In the literature, it is usually common to find WSNs designs that consider only one data-
reporting scheme, neglecting the behavior of most monitoring applications (e.g., fire event
monitoring), where both event-driven and time-driven modes are required simultaneously
[3]. Hence, we did a systematic literature review based on the initial research question:
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• How can we integrate both time-driven and event-driven data-reporting modes to enhance
the lifetime of M2WSNs while maintaining a desired event reporting accuracy?

We presented a taxonomy of M2WSNs techniques with the most relevant MultiModal
Switching and Network Management techniques, focused on D.C. and WuR approaches–
those implemented in real motes. Finally, we found that most M2SMs presented in the
literature were evaluated under simulated scenarios, without considering real hardware and
environmental constraints that are essential for rigorous energy consumption and latency
studies.

Some of the main challenges and future research directions in M2WSNs techniques from an
energy-efficiency perspective are presented below.

MultiModal Switching Techniques. Most of the M2SMs (Table 2.3) tried to enhance the
energy-efficiency of WSNs through a switching mechanism between EDR and CMnt, assuming
an always-on operation. Indeed, we got a better performance when compared to applications
that use only one data-reporting mode [6], but these techniques still present significant
power consumption (57.4mW , see Section 5.3.2) that can be unsuitable for ultra-low-power
applications, such as those required in hostile environments. Therefore, by combining M2SMs
with D.C. techniques, we can achieve substantial energy-savings (1.7mW , see Section 5.3.2).
However, we got a good energy performance but sacrificing the response time of the network
upon the occurrence of an event. The main reason is that the transceiver of the SNs remains
most of the time off, and given that during the active operation, there are only short periods
when the SNs are listening to the channel.

Consequently, the sender node must wait until the receiver wakes up to transmit its data
packet. Hence, higher data latencies are generated–due to the waiting time and overhearing
issues. By implementing a WuR mechanism, such as the one presented in [82], the event-time
response or end-to-end delay might be substantially reduced

Network Management Techniques. We considered two relevant approaches for energy-
efficient M2WSNs, within the Network Management techniques: D.C. and WuR. D.C. is still
an evolving research area. Most of the WSNs designers seek for very low duty cycles (below
1%) but at the cost of compromising the network performance (e.g., end-to-end latency)
[18]. From energy conservation, D.C. is an essential technique for CMnt applications but
suffers from latency issues (due to idle listening and overhearing issues). Hence, WuR
approach is a promising technique for D.C. limitations [5, 17].

Currently, WuR approach (hardware and software) is in a developmental stage and presents
excellent opportunities for research themes, as claimed by Oller et al. in [62]: “We strongly
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consider the on-demand nature and the energy savings provided by WuR as a decisive factor
for rethinking applications from using traditional MAC protocols".

Djiroun and Djenouri in [5] confirmed that the use of a separate WuR eliminates all the
drawbacks presented in D.C. approach, considering today as a good option in power-
aware protocol design. However, the state-of-the-art in WuR hardware present low receiver
sensitivity (e.g., -55dBm) thereby very short communication ranges (e.g., up to 40m) that
could be insufficient for most large-scale monitoring applications. Though, the authors in
[5] asserted that duty-cycling the WuR guarantee a larger wake-up range, similar to the
communication range achieved with single radios. We increase the wake-up range, but at
the cost of increasing the end-to-end data latency that is the headache of traditional MAC
protocols [83].

Therefore, we came across with the following questions:

• Should we consider a WuR or a D.C. approach or a combination of both approaches for
energy management in monitoring applications using M2WSNs?

• Can a WuR approach prove more beneficial than a D.C. approach in the near future of
real M2WSNs implementations?

A promising solution, according to [5], is the design of effective asynchronous wake-up MAC
protocols using path reservation wake-up techniques (i.e., data forwarding and wake-up
messages transmission are performed simultaneously, such as in CTP-WUR mechanism [29]).
A complete qualitative analysis on path reservation wake-up MAC protocols was developed
in [5].

Finally, to reinforce the above idea, new asynchronous and more responsive to channel WuR
MAC protocols are required for monitoring applications using M2WSNs, considering the
dual radio setup of most WuR architectures. The protocol design might be largely simplified
using always-on WuRx. Additionally, according to Piyare et al. in [17], up to now there is
not a unified system and networking architecture for WuR approaches, where applications
can be implemented, without relying on simulation tools, but on real implementations or
testbed.
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3A Framework for M2WSNs

In this chapter, we introduce a framework for M2WSNs suitable for monitoring oriented
applications with low bandwidth requirements. The framework follows a modular or layered
approach, where each layer aims to fulfill specific tasks based on its own information, the
functions provided by its adjacent layers, and the information resulting from the cross-layer
interactions. Some techniques associated with each layer are described here and some others
will be detailed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.

3.1 Overview
We propose a framework for M2WSNs appropriate for monitoring oriented applications that
operates under normal circumstances and emergencies, using a dual-radio architecture based
on the wake-up radio paradigm. Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the proposed framework.

The left-hand side of Figure 3.1 provides different modules that include the framework.
From a traditional WSNs architecture perspective, the top module represents the application
layer, and the bottom module, the physical layer. The intermediate modules, the network
layer, and link layer, respectively. Each module aims to fulfill specific tasks. Starting from
the bottom to the top, radio transceiver managing, medium access control and radio duty
cycling, path-selection (routing) and packet-forwarding, data gathering, node scheduling
and switching between different reporting modes. Besides, we introduce a cross-layer entity,
whose primary function is to manage the information provided by the different modules, to
operate efficiently, working as a whole system, not as independent layers.

A “strict interaction” refers to the interaction between two adjacent layers (e.g., application
layer and network layer). While, a “cross-layer interaction” refers to the interaction between
two o more layers that are not adjacent to each other via the cross-layer manager (CLM)
entity, e.g., application layer and link layer. During one interaction, the layers exchange
packet data units (information) required to execute a particular technique. The acronyms
on the Figure 3.1 are presented in Table 3.1. im represents the data structure exchanged
between the CLM and a particular layer.

In general, the proposed framework has the following features:

• Responsiveness. In emergencies, events and their associated data are propagated
immediately towards the sink, throughout the network [84]. The M2WSNs do their
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Fig. 3.1.: A general framework for M2WSNs: An overview and its associated techniques.

best-effort to report the first event packet to an observer (e.g., sink node), as soon as
possible, managing the trade-off of latency for energy-efficient operations. The pro-
posed framework provides this feature mainly by the implementation of a multimodal
switching mechanism and a wake-up protocol based on the wake-up radio paradigm.

• Energy-efficiency. From a radio perspective, energy consumption is minimized to
extend the lifetime of the network while providing sufficient data granularity to the
sink. Primary, the application, link (radio duty cycling), and physical modules of the
framework are oriented to manage this feature.

• Distributed. Sensor nodes within the M2WSNs can take actions autonomously re-
garding data gathering and reporting duties, without relying on sink’s or neighbor’s
mediation, i.e., each sensor node runs the proposed techniques locally using its own
collected data for decision-making and resource utilization. The framework performs
this feature principally at the application layer.

• Cross-layer interactions. The framework allows interactions between non-adjacent
layers within a sensor node’s protocol stack. We chose a cross-layer approach to design
the framework because it is considered more energy-efficient, scalable and allows a
better distributed design than a traditional approach (e.g., OSI model) [85].
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Tab. 3.1.: Cross-layer information types and contents.

Information type Contents

Application (IA) (A1) Switching status, (A2) Node-queuea, (A3) Required Power Tx
Network (IN ) (N1) Sending status, (N2) Neighbor table
Link (IL) (L1) Wake-up period, (L2) Retransmission status
Physical (IP ) (P1) Current Power Tx

aIt refers to a set of id-node stored into a queue.

• Low bandwidth. The framework is designed for applications with low bandwidth, i.e.,
small data packet (without using a compression technique) and low transfer data rate
requirements, less than or equal to 250kbps supported by the IEEE 802.15.4 standard
[86], enough for monitoring of physical variables. For instance, the temperature
usually requires a few bytes to be transmitted. For other types of data, such as video or
sound, it may require a higher bandwidth (higher data rate) to be transmitted that is
not within the scope of this dissertation.

The primary constraints to the proposed framework are related to mote limitations, i.e., motes
are limited in memory, computation capacity, and amount of energy resources. Therefore,
the framework is based on lightweight and power-aware techniques that are described in
the subsequent sections.

3.2 Techniques
The right-hand side of Figure 3.1 presents the techniques used to address the requirements,
the middle diagram, requested by the framework.

3.2.1 MultiModal-switching, Node-scheduling and Data-gathering

The top module or application layer of the framework is in charge of performing the switch-
ing between CMnt and EDR data-gathering modes based on the circumstances presented
within the area of supervising, i.e., under an emergency, the sensor nodes employ the EDR
capabilities, and during the development of an event and its period of calm (i.e., under a
normal situation), the sensor nodes switch to the CMnt capabilities to periodically transmit
up-to-date data of the event status towards the sink. This procedure is performed with
the help of an event-driven node wake-up method combined with a parameter-based event
detection (PED) algorithm. For further energy savings, a cyclical node sleep scheduling
method is included. Hence, the M2WSNs can achieve better energy-efficient operations and
best-effort in reporting accuracy for monitoring-oriented applications.
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We propose the energy-efficient and distributed M2-DaGNoS technique that is a MultiModal
mechanism for Data Gathering and Node Scheduling in M2WSNs monitoring applications.
From the radio perspective, the M2-DaGNoS approach helps to minimize the energy con-
sumption by managing a data reporting duty-cycling at the application layer combined with
the radio duty-cycling at the link layer. The M2-DaGNoS mechanism, in comparison with
most of those reported in the literature, employs a variable frequency for data reporting
according to the circumstances, where the data reported is the average of several measure-
ments of the physical variable during a time window. Besides, an implicit network time
synchronization is added for data sensing and communications. Also, a radio-duty-cycling
scheme and power-aware network mechanisms are combined with the M2-DaGNoS for
further energy savings during the whole life of the nodes.

The M2-DaGNoS allows adjusting the power transmission to extend even more the lifetime
of the SNs, via cross-layer interactions, i.e., during the network initialization, the maximum
power is used, giving that it is assumed that all SNs within the same grid can communicate to
build their node-queue. Afterward, the power transmission is reduced to a value sufficient to
permit SNs to communicate with their nearest and best neighbor (i.e., parent node). Finally,
it includes an enhanced version of the cyclical node sleep scheduling mechanism proposed
in [25], combined with the PED algorithm described in [6], to manage the goals of both
CMnt and EDR schemes.

The M2-DaGNoS mechanism can operate under single-radio and dual-radio architectures.
The former employs only one radio with IEEE 802.15.4 support. The latter consists of two
radio modules, one main radio for data transmission and reception procedures under the
IEEE 802.15.4, and a secondary radio for wake-up signals reception at the same frequency
operation of the primary radio (e.g., 2.4GHz). More details about the design, implementation,
and performance evaluation of M2-DaGNoS is provided in Chapter 5.

3.2.2 Path-selection and Packet-forwarding

The path-selection and packet-forwarding tasks are essential to pull the data out of the
network, i.e., to send data through a known path towards an observer (e.g., sink node). The
network layer usually performs these tasks with the cooperation of the logical link control
communication services (e.g., reliable unicast communication).

The framework allows sensor nodes within the M2WSNs to be self-organize in a tree-like
topology, having the sink node as the root. The tree is dynamically created and maintained
over time based on a route metric (rtmetric) that is a function of the expected number
of transmissions (ETX) to the sink. Each node determines its rtmetric value based on the
rtmetric of its parent that is its best neighbor, i.e., the node that minimizes the ETX to the sink.
The sink has a rtmetric value zero, the other nodes in the tree have a higher rtmetric value,
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depending on how far they are from the sink and the current link conditions. Therefore,
data are always forwarded from any node via a multi-hop path with the fewest ETX to the
sink. The procedure described before is provided by the well-known technique named as
Collect Tree Protocol (CTP) [87].

The framework is implemented in ContikiOS, a lightweight and flexible operative system for
low-power WSNs [88]. ContikiOS offers a ready to use lightweight layered communication
stack, known as RIME [89]. Within the RIME stack, there is an implementation of the
standard CTP [87]. We chose Contiki CTP for the path selection and packet forwarding tasks
in M2WSNs that offers a highly reliable multi-hop data delivering technique via a tree-like
topology [90].

Figure 3.2 shows a flow chart that summaries the CTP operation implemented in ContikiOS.
The Contiki CTP combines several mechanisms to operate, such as routing (tree creation),
neighbor discovery and management, link estimation, and duplicating packet filtering
that are included in Figure 3.2. Some procedures are not shown for simplicity such as
timers expired procedures associated with the periodical report of announcement packets
to populate the neighbor table, and to remove older neighbors to flush the neighbor table
(memory). Finally, the update of the rtmetric (ETX) value is done with the equation (3.1)
shown below, every time an incoming event occurs such as ACK or announcement packet
arrival, where n and N are the entry index and neighbor table, respectively. More details of
this technique are provided in [90].

rtmetric = arg min
n∈N
{rtmetricn + ETXn} (3.1)

The current version of CTP is implemented to support a single-radio architecture within a
multi-hop communication. Hence, we have adapted the CTP for a dual-radio (2R) archi-
tecture, 2R-CTP–those processes highlighted in Figure 3.2. After the first data packet is
transmitted to the next hop within the known path, the source node waits for an acknowl-
edgment (ACK). In a dual-radio architecture based on a WuRx scheme, the first packet
(i.e., WuS) is usually lost, giving that it is used for waking up the next hop in the path.
Hence, the source should retransmit the data packet. Figure 3.3 shows the process of packet
retransmissions from the source node perspective and the time awaking windows (TAW ) of
the next hop in the multi-hop path (the gray dotted block). The interrupt signal represents
the process of awaking the next hop when a WuS is received by its WuRx hardware. The
colors of the arrows represent the different timers set in the source to retransmit a packet.

Hence, as presented in the Algorithm 1, between the first packet transmission and the second
one (i.e., first retransmission), there is a period of TAW /2, half the time of the period that
the next-hop remains on to receive the next packet(s). If the second transmission fails, due
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Fig. 3.2.: The collect tree protocol operation implemented in ContikiOS (Adapted from [90]).

to collisions or ACK loss, the data packet is retransmitted every TAW /4, as shown in Figure
3.3, until the maximum number of retransmissions is achieved or the ACK is received. In
this way, we can increase the probability of hitting the next-hop on its awaking period to
receive the data packet and forward it to other hops in the path.

3.2.3 Medium Access Control and Radio Duty Cycling

Medium Access Control and Radio Duty Cycling (RDC) techniques have been fundamental
in WSNs to operate efficiently and for energy saving purposes. The former is responsible
for coordinating the channel access when sensor nodes need to transmit packets. The latter
is in charge of controlling the sleep period of the nodes, i.e., to make sure that the node
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Fig. 3.3.: Data packet retransmission time adjustment for a dual-radio scheme using CTP.

Algorithm 1 2R-CTP: Data packet retransmission time adjustment

1: Input: TAW , time awaking window; rTX, number of retransmissions; rTXmax, maxi-
mum rTX.

2: Output: trTX , data packet retransmission time.
3: procedure RTX-ADJUSTING(TAW , rTX, rTXmax)
4: First packet sent . Usually lost (WuS)
5: while No ACK received or rTX! = rTXmax do
6: if rTX == 0 then . 1st rTX
7: Set trTX = TAW /2
8: else
9: if rTX > 1 then . Remaining rTX fail

10: Set trTX = TAW /4
. Increase possibilities of hitting next-hop

is awake to receive an incoming packet and to decide when is appropriated to transmit a
packet. These techniques are usually implemented at the link layer.

Regarding the MAC technique, we employed the well-known Carrier-Sense Multiple Access
with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) method supported by the standard IEEE 802.15.4
[86] and ContikiOS. CSMA/CA is a widely used contention-based MAC protocol for wire-
less communications that do not require precise synchronization and is more adaptable to
dynamic traffics. However, this protocol is collision avoidance, i.e., when a node is trans-
mitting it can not detect any other transmission in the network; consequently, CSMA/CA
is prone to collisions that imply additional packet re-transmissions at cost of extra energy
consumption.

The CSMA/CA technique available in ContikiOS works as follows: Any packet received from
the higher layer is enqueued in a FIFO manner in the link layer. Before transmitting the
packet, the link layer delays the carrier sensing mechanism by α = 1/CCI seconds, where
CCI is the channel check interval defined by the RDC technique (e.g., 8Hz). Afterward, it
performs carrier sensing. If no carrier is detected, the packet is transmitted. Then, the link
layer waits to receive an acknowledge (ACK) packet. Hence, a timer is set to a predefined
interval (e.g., 192 µs [91]). If during this interval the ACK is successfully received, the node
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backs off and then it sends the next available packet on the queue. Otherwise, if the timer
expired and no ACK is received, the node retransmits the packet provided that it does not
exceed the maximum number of re-transmissions (e.g., two attempts) or else, the packet is
dropped, and the transmission fails. If the channel is busy, the node backs off for some time
at least α seconds, and then, attempts again to transmit the packet. In case of collisions,
before attempting to retransmit the packet, the node backs off a random time which is in the
interval [α, α + α ∗ 2BE ], where BE is the back-off exponent, i.e., the number of allowed
transmission attempts of the packet [91].

A dual-radio duty-cycling technique, 2R-MAC, is proposed to manage the switching on and
off procedure of the radio transceiver, i.e., the radio should keep off as much as possible
to achieve better energy-saving results, but at the same time, the radio should be able to
receive an incoming packet. The 2R-MAC technique is an RDC protocol that works under a
dual-radio architecture based on WuRx. It allows the coordination between the main radio
and the WuRx and offers an interface to the higher layers protocols as CSMA/CA and 2R-CTP
via cross-layer interactions.

The 2R-MAC technique is a modified version of the W-MAC protocol proposed in [82].
The W-MAC has been developed for the sky-mote (CC2420) as an emulator plugging for
Cooja. W-MAC operates on in-band channels (at 2.4GHz) and ID-based schemes (i.e.,
with addressing support), and it is compatible with the CSMA and RIME stack. Therefore,
multi-hop communications are supported. Besides, 2R-MAC operates similar to W-MAC but
under a broadcast-based wake-up scheme, i.e., non-addressing, implemented based on [92].
More details about the design, implementation, and performance evaluation of 2R-MAC are
provided in Chapter 6.

3.2.4 Radio Transceiver Driver

The radio transceiver driver is responsible for controlling the physical radio, such as the
TI CC2420 or TI CC2520, that are a low-cost and low-power single-chip IEEE 802.15.4 RF
transceiver for the 2.4 GHz unlicensed ISM band [86]. The driver is implemented in software
and provides essential services to higher layers (e.g., for RDC): switching the transceiver
on and off, sending and receiving packets, checking for channel availability, and setting
configuration parameters (e.g., power transmission setting, channel switching, addresses
node changing) [93]. Besides, the driver works with the framer 802.15.4 available in
ContikiOS for parsing and generating of formatted packets with the IEEE 802.15.4 frame
complaint.

For data transmission and reception, the framework is designed to support an IEEE 802.15.4
radio complaint driver that is available in ContikiOS, such as the traditional cc2420 and
cc2520 drivers. For wake-up signal receiving, i.e., the detection of a radio frequency data
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signal, the framework provides a WuRx driver for in-band channel and broadcast-based
wake-up scheme, i.e., non-addressing support. It worth mentioning that the wake-up
radio paradigm is started to be employed in WSNs as a solution for the low-duty-cycling
mechanisms that usually waste energy due to idle listening, and increase the reporting
latency due to the long-sleep intervals [94].

The WuRx driver is design to receive any data signal with a carrier frequency of 2.4GHz and
then, to trigger a digital signal, via a general port input/output pin (GPIO) from the MCU
available in the WuRx hardware to the data line that interface with the CPU of the main
radio (i.e., the data radio), to wake-up the mote and receive the data packet. The framework
does not support a wake-up transmitter driver since both the data radio and the wake-up
receiver radio operate at the same frequency. Hence, the wake-up signal can be emitted by
the main radio to wake-up the next hop in the routing path.

3.3 Cross-Layer Manager
The framework follows a cross-layer design approach [85] that preserves the traditional
WSNs layers, i.e., from application to physical, but interconnects them through a cross-layer
manager entity, working as a whole system, not as independent layers, making the framework
more energy-efficient, responsive and distributed when compared to a traditional approach,
such as the OSI model.

The Cross-Layer Manager (CLM) block in Figure 3.1 serves as an interface between the higher
layers and the physical layer. Figure 3.1 shows only the cross-layer interactions associated
with the main node, i.e., the WuRx is an independent module connected to the main node
via GPIO. Hence, the WuRx module does not have direct participation in the cross-layer
interaction. The CLM block manages the information shared by the different modules to
operate reliably and efficiently regarding energy savings and reporting accuracy. We define
four types of information: Application (IA), Network (IN), Link (IL), and Physical (IP )
that are transferred by its corresponding layer to the CLM. Then, the CLM provides this
information by request via a data structure, im. The information is stored in local data
structures of the motes. Table 3.1 shows the information shared with the CLM.

Figure 3.4 shows the cross-layer interaction between the modules of the framework that
are managed by the CLM. The link layer shares with the network layer the wake-up period
(iL1) selected or configured by the RDC for packet re-transmissions purposes. Besides, the
re-transmissions status (iL2) is provided by the link layer for sending timeout adjustments.
The network layer shares with the application layer the sending status (iN1) (busy or free),
for messages management, and the neighbor table (iN2), for the node queue building and
maintenance procedures. The application layer shares the switching status (iA1) (EDR, CMnt)
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Fig. 3.4.: Cross-layer interactions between modules.

with the link layer, for radio duty cycling selection and adjustment; with the network layer,
the switching status (iA1) and node queue information (iA2 , generated by the M2-DaGNos
technique) for priority packet management during emergencies, and dead node management,
respectively. Besides, the application layer shares with the physical layer the desired power
transmission (iA3) for energy reduction during normal operation after finishing the node-
queue construction. The physical layer provides the current power transmission (iP1) to the
application layer for verification purpose.

We are aware of that other interactions may exist in a cross-layer design approach such
as between link to application layers, and network to link layers, but for the proposed
framework operation, there is no additional information that might be considered. However,
it could be analyzed in future work regarding the trade-off latency-energy consumption.
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3.4 Remarks
In summary, this chapter provides an overview of the main features and techniques of
the proposed framework for M2WSNs suitable for monitoring oriented applications with
low bandwidth requirements that operate under normal circumstances and emergencies
following a dual-radio architecture and cross-layer approaches. The framework design
follows a modular approach, where each module cooperates to manage the trade-off of
latency for energy-efficient operations in M2WSNs. Besides, the framework includes a
cross-layer entity, whose primary function is to manage the information provided by the
different modules, to operate efficiently, working as a whole system, not as independent
modules as done by traditional network approaches such the OSI model.
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4An Energy Consumption Model based
on Wake-up Schemes

Energy consumption is one of the most significant concerns in WSNs [5]. Traditionally, so-
phisticate power-aware wake-up techniques have been employed to achieve energy efficiency
in WSNs, such as LDC protocols using a single radio architecture. These protocols achieve
good results regarding energy savings, but they suffer from idle-listening and overhearing
issues, that make them not reliable for most ultra-low power demanding applications [62].
Currently, WuRx based protocols, under a dual-radio architecture and always-on operation,
are emerging as a solution to overcome these issues, promising lower energy consumption
when compared to classic wake-up protocols, especially, in multi-hop communications [83].
In this chapter, we present an energy consumption estimation model that considers the
behavior and performance of wake-up protocols based on WuRx and the traditional LDC
schemes employed in M2WSNs. This model allows us to get more insights into the differences
between both approaches and for considering a multimodality feature in WSNs by combining
different transceivers and reporting protocols from an energy-efficiency perspective.

4.1 Problem Description
Typically, WSNs are composed of a large number of tiny SNs that are commonly battery
powered and have limited energy resources. To save energy and to extend the lifetime of the
SNs to several years, sophisticated power-saving techniques must be deployed [5]. Thereby,
a considerable amount of energy can be saved, while a high monitoring quality is maintained
if the behavior of the SNs can be adapted dynamically to the current conditions of the system.
For example, if no activity takes place in the environment, the SNs could go into sleep mode.
If only spare events take place, then SNs may run an LDC protocol, while in phases of high
and critical activity in the surrounding, the SNs should be very reactive to forward data
with very low latency. Such context-aware adaptivity can be achieved in several ways in
which the transceivers and the transmission protocols play a crucial role in implementing
this adaptivity and conserving energy [17].

M2WSNs allow using different types of transceivers and running M2SMs between different
protocols for reporting, depending on the current context of the environment. For instance,
in some regions with high activity, the SNs start to generate sensed data that must be
transmitted to the sink. Other SNs, outside of these regions, are not aware of the high
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activity, and they become aware of this situation by the high amount of transmissions they
have to forward to the sink or by receiving an assisting message transmitted by a working
node in the region.

Traditional MAC protocols for WSNs are based on LDC approaches, where SNs switch
between sleep and active states, and vice versa, following a predefined or on-demand
scheduling [22]. LDC approaches help reducing the energy consumed by overhearing
and idle listening. However, this reduction is insufficient for low-power demand WSNS
designs [62], where SNs are required to save energy as much as possible to extend the
network’s lifetime. Therefore, a WuRx approach has been proposed recently to overcome
LDC limitations [5].

A WuRx is an ultra-low-power radio hardware that is commonly added to SNs as a second
radio, as shown in Figure 2.3. Some WuR prototypes are detailed in [17]. Typically, a
WuRx is periodically listening to the channel for a pre-defined WuS that activates through an
interrupt signal, other electronic parts of the SNs, for instance, the main micro-controller.
The wake-up receiver can be listening for WuS in the same frequency band or at different
frequencies of the main radio transceiver. The former is know as in-band channel, and the
latter, out-of-band channel [17]. The in-band channel is cheaper because we can use the
same main radio transceiver to transmit the WuS but at the cost of dealing with interference
within the neighborhood that works at the same band. The out-of-band channel approach
may decrease the interference issue, but it usually adds complexity and extra cost to the
system design (two radio, one for WuS transmission, and another for data communication).
However, compared to “classical” low-power radios, the power consumption of a WuRx is
several orders of magnitude lower than these radios, allowing to keep it always-on [17].
Consequently, a WuRx can eliminate the idle-listening and waiting time issues, and help
reduce the energy consumption and latency [5].

Some WuRx implementations have dedicated circuitry to perform an addressing mechanism
by decoding a destination address contained in the packet header. Therefore, only the
designate node is woken up instead of the entire neighborhood. This feature might allow
solving the overhearing issue presented in LDC approaches. In this sense, there are mainly
two manners to consider the recipient of a WuS. On the one hand, a source node can reach
all the SNs within its neighborhood by a broadcast-based wake-up. All SNs within the source
range receive the WuS. On the order hand, a source node intends to reach only one node
within its range using dedicated circuitry. This scheme is usually known as ID-based scheme
[17]. The latter is intended for selective wake-up addressing, where only the node with a
specific ID is woken up. This scheme helps to reduce the false-wake-ups and the overall
energy consumption of the whole M2WSNs (usually in large-scale deployments), but it
requires a decoding process which is usually performed by an external micro-controller
that adds an additional energy requirement to the WuRx power supply. Besides, the WuS
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Tab. 4.1.: Comparison of relevant energy models based-on WuRx schemes for WSNs

Authors
Network
Communication

Channels WuRx Modeling Error Approaching

Seyed et al.[95] Single-hop In-Band Only addressing
Bit-error rate, wake-up
miss and false alarm
probabilities

Lont et al. [96] Single-hop
Out-of-
Band

Only addressing
Packet missed and false
wake-up probabilities

Zhang et al. [97] Single-hop
Out-of-
Band

Only addressing
Miss detection and false
alarm probabilities

Zhang et al. [98] Single-hop In-Band Only addressing None

This work Multi-hop In-Band
Both addressing,
non-addressing

Error-free (no
retransmissions)

packet needs extras bits (e.g., 2 bits [17]) for the destination address, that might require
extra transmit time, hence extra energy consumption. The former can contribute to reduce
the end-to-end latency, because the node does not decode the incoming WuS, but it might
increase the false-wake-ups that may be potentially costly regarding energy consumption.
Therefore, there is a trade-off to be made between latency and false-wake-ups reduction.

Piyare et al. [17] made a comprehensive overview of WuRx based on MAC protocols and
offered an extended taxonomy of WuRx based on routing protocols compare to Djiroun and
Djenouri’s work [5]. They concluded that the lifetime of the SNs could be further extended
by combining WuRx capabilities with selective addressing and routing duties (e.g., T-ROME
[22]) while meeting latency requirements comparable to SNs that use a single radio.

In Table 4.1, a comparison is made between relevant energy consumption models proposed in
the literature and our approach. Most of the work only applies for single-hop MAC protocols
and two-channel solutions. Our model takes into account multi-hop communications and the
energy budget for the whole network, and the main radio and WuRx use the same channel
(in-band-solution), whereby only very few works exist in that area [17]. Finally, our model
allows for modeling addressing and non-addressing WuRx when compared to other models
that focus only on addressing.

In the following sections, we provide a parameterized energy estimation model that allows
us to model the behavior of particular SNs and the whole M2WSNs. We consider that this
model serves as a point of comparison between wake-up protocols based on WuRx and LDC
schemes regarding the power consumption. We show that WuRx with addressing will not
significantly save energy when compared to WuRx without addressing and that in some
situations, an LDC scheme outperforms a WuRx scheme, while in some other situations, it
is the other way around, giving a strong motivation for using multi-modal approaches in
WSNs. Therefore, the main contribution of this chapter is summarized as follows: An energy
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Fig. 4.1.: A dual radio multi-hop communication schematic on a tree-like topology (Based on [22]).
The right sketch shows a multi-hop operation of the wake-up protocol proposed. The
event data packet is propagated from the source to the sink through a known routing path
previously defined.

consumption estimation model for M2WSNs that considers the behavior and performance of
wake-up protocols, mainly, those based on WuRx.

4.2 Energy Consumption Models
Normally, the wake-up protocol is integrated into the link layer of a layered architecture
for M2WSNs (Figure 3.1) that includes an application layer which runs M2SMs using
the information provided by its adjacent layer. A network layer that performs topology
management duties, e.g., path selection, and packet forwarding. A link layer that executes
sleep-wakeup duties combined to medium access control with retransmission functions,
aiming to minimize the energy consumption at the physical layer by reducing the transmission
power while providing a high monitoring quality. In this chapter, we focus only on the lower-
layers and consider a dual radio communication (main radio and WuRx) at the physical
layer, both radios sharing the same channel (in-band solution).

Figure 4.1 shows an example of a multi-hop communications on a tree-like topology for
reporting an event and its associated data to the sink using a dual radio (left scketch).
The right sketch shows the process of transmitting one packet toward the sink based on a
broadcast-based wake-up protocol: (1) A source node detects an event, reports and propa-
gates it through a known and reliable multi-hop routing path towards the sink, previously
defined by any “classical” routing protocol (e.g., CTP or RPL as done in [82]). (2) The
wake-up protocol operates under a transmitter-initiator scheme, where the source starts the
communication by first sending a WuS packet (the same event data packet) using its main
radio. (3) The WuS packet wakes up all potential receivers, (i.e., child and parents) within
the WuR range (i.e., those SNs that have a WuRx integrated). (4) After sending the WuS,
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Tab. 4.2.: List of variables of the energy consumption model

Variable Description

P φSet, T
φ
Set

Power and time required to settle WuRx or switch
between idle and Tx (transmission) or Rx (Reception)
states, where φ ∈ {wrx,mrx,mtx}

PWake, TWake Power and time required for wake-up procedures

PIdle, TIdle Power and time consumed in idle state

PTx, Tz
Power and time required for z packet Tx, where
z ∈ {data, ack,WuS}

PRx, Ty
Power and time required for y packet Rx, where
y ∈ {data, ack}

PDLPM , TSleep Power and time consumed in the deepest sleep state

PLPM
Power consumption of SNs in low power mode (LPM)
mode

Pnode
Power consumption of SNs when transmitting,
receiving, listening, switching between states.

P∆DLPM

Power budget allocated only to the active mode
excluding the power budget allocated to the deepest
sleep mode.

Pwrx Power consumption of WuRx during its operation

T sleepsw
Time required to switch between active and sleep
states

N Total number of SNs in the M2WSNs

h Number of hops in the known path

nbor Number of neighbors that are woken up

mbte Mean time between two events

T Total time duration of an active cycle

trun Total runtime of the M2WSNs

the source waits for a short time, and then emits an event data packet. (5) Afterward, the
source waits for an acknowledge packet (ack). If no ack is received during a predefined
time, the sender transmits the same data packet again, until an ack arrives or the number of
retransmissions is exhausted. (6) The non-destination SNs turn on their main radio after
receiving the WuS, remain active until a data packet is received, but then go back to sleep
because the destination address does not match their address. Finally, this procedure is
repeated in each hop within the multi-hop path until the sink receives the event data packet.
In Table 4.2, we provide a list of variables and their corresponding description that are used
in the diagrams and the later analysis.

The state machine diagram for such a dual radio setup of a single node is shown in Figure
4.2. The dashed rectangles are transition states, and the power consumption of a state,
P componentState , and the period a node remains in each state, T componentState/packet−type, are shown in
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Fig. 4.2.: Dual radio state machine diagram (Based on [101, 96, 95]).

round brackets. The WuRx has one main state, channel − listening, and a transition state,
WuRx− Setup, that models its initial setup. After the setting up state, the WuRx remains
listening to the channel, waiting for a WuS to arrive. Upon a WuS, the node is woken up by
an external interrupt signal generated from the WuRx. In this case, the main radio of the
node stays in its deepest sleep mode (DLPM) with the lowest power consumption PDLPM .
Otherwise, if the node runs an LDC protocol without WuRx-support, some timers are needed
to wake the node up periodically, i.e., it stays only in a low-power mode (LPM) with power
consumption PLPM , and typically, PLPM is larger than PDLPM [99, 100].

During the active mode, the main radio remains on its Idle state, and switches between
Transmitting and Receiving states depending on the task to perform: (1) to transmit a
data or Ack packet to the next hop in the routing path or (2) to receive a data or Ack packet
from the previous hop (to process it or to relay it). The transitions to set up the main radio
are modeled in Tx Setup and Rx Setup states (e.g., data encapsulation), respectively. After
performing these tasks, the main radio returns to its Idle state, and then to the Sleeping
state, where it remains in the deepest low power mode.

In the subsequent sections, we present our underlying assumptions and briefly describe the
protocol schemes for both cases, i.e., using the wake-up protocol based on the WuRx and
based on the LDC scheme. Based on these descriptions, the energy model for delivering a
packet over a single path to a sink is presented that resembles already known models. Finally,
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these models are extended to cover the energy consumption of the whole network, based on
the node density and event rates.

4.2.1 Basic Assumptions

In our analytical model and to compare the benefits of a WuRx and an LDC configuration for
M2WSNs, some underlying assumptions are made:

1. The WuRx and the main radio share both the same channel. As a consequence,
transmissions of the main radio are detected by the WuRx. Therefore, each sensor
node needs, besides the main radio, only a WuRx, and not a wake-up transmitter.

2. Both radios have the same communication range.
3. We do not care about the network topology and routing protocols. We assume that a

sensor node knows the address of the next hop for delivering a data packet to the sink.
4. Transmitted data message is very small. Therefore, we assume that it is enclosed in

the wake-up packet.
5. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the power consumption (Pnode) of the main

radio is the same for the wake-up and idle periods, receiving and transmitting a packet,
and switching between states.

6. For energy estimation, we assume no packet loss during communication, i.e., an
error-free channel.

7. All SNs sleep in the deepest operating sleep mode, until they are woken up for their
active period.

4.2.2 Wake-up Protocol based on a WuRx Scheme

Figure 4.3 presents the behavior of the proposed wake-up protocol using a WuRx scheme
when delivering a data packet to the sink through a known routing path. The diagram shows
the packets transmitted using the main radio.

The timing diagram in Figure 4.3 presents the interactions between the SNs within the
established path to the sink. The wake-up protocol operates under a transmitter-initiator
scheme, where the source (i.e., the sender node) or working node starts the communication
by first sending a WuS packet using its main radio and then data packets with destination
address. After sending a data packet, the sender waits for an acknowledge packet (ACK)
(e.g., TIdle + TmrxSet ), and if no ack-packet is received, the sender transmits the same data
packet again, until an ack-packet arrives or the number of trials is exhausted. The WuS
packet wakes up all potential receivers, i.e., those SNs within the interference range of the
sender node (as shown in Figure 4.1 step 3). Hence, also the non-destination SNs turn on
their main radio, remain active until a data packet is received, but then go back to sleep
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Fig. 4.3.: Timing diagram for delivering one event data packet over hops through the known path
(Based on [96]) using a WuRx scheme. The non-destination SNs (not within the known
path) interactions are not shown in the diagram. The white block (mTx) represents that
the main radio is in the transmitting state, while, the black blocks (mRx), in the receiving
state. The dotted gray rectangle (WuRx) indicates that the node uses its WuRx hardware
to receive wake-up signals. The gray rectangle with solid lines refers to that the main
radius remains in the sleeping state.

because the destination address does not match their own address (refer to step 6 in Figure
4.1). For simplicity in Figure 4.3, the non-destination SNs interactions are not shown.

The designated receiver (i.e., Hop− 1, the sensor node within the multi-hop routing path)
should receive one of the subsequent data packets, and then, send an ack-packet back to
the sender. This ack-packet also serves as a WuS-packet that wakes up the next hop (i.e.,
Hop− 2), and Hop− 1 can forward the data packet to Hop− 2, right after sending the ack
packet. Finally, Hop− 1 goes back to sleep. This procedure is repeated throughout the hops
in the known path until the data packet is delivered to the sink, as shown in Figure 4.3.

Energy Model for a Single Path

Based on the assumptions made and the timing diagram of Figure 4.3, the energy budget
(from the main radio perspective), Ehop in equation (4.1), allocated to a single intermediate
node (e.g., Hop− 1) on a known path is given by:

Ehop = (Twake + 2Tdata + 2Tack)× P∆DLPM

+ (4T φSet + 5TIdle + T sleepsw )× P∆DLPM
(4.1)

where P∆DLPM = Pnode − PDLPM is the power consumed in active mode on top of the
power consumed in DLPM.
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Consequently, the energy budget allocated for transmitting a single data packet over h many
hops on the known path is given by the equation (4.2).

epath = (h− 1)× Ehop + Esource−sink (4.2)

The first term gives the power consumption of the h− 1 intermediate SNs on the path, while
the second term complements the power consumption of the source and sink, Esource−sink in
equation (4.3) detailed below:

Esource−sink = (2TWake + 2Tdata + 3Tack)× P∆DLPM

+ (6T φSet + 7TIdle + 2T sleepsw )× P∆DLPM
(4.3)

Depending on the WuRx used (supporting addressing or non-addressing), also other SNs
in the surrounding of the SNs on the path are woken up. In our model, we denote this
number of nodes as nbor and assume that in an M2WSNs with equally distributed SNs, nbor
is constant for every node. If the WuRx supports addressing, then nbor = 1, otherwise,
we assume that each node on the path wakes up nbor > 1 SNs in its surrounding. These
non-destination SNs stay awake until they have received a data packet with the destination
address. Afterward, SNs realize that they are not the destination and can go back to sleep.
Hence, the energy consumed by these SNs during their active period, Enon−dst, states in
equation (4.4).

Enon−dst = (TWake + Tdata)× P∆DLPM

+ (T φSet + 2TIdle + T sleepsw )× P∆DLPM
(4.4)

Therefore, the total energy consumed by each event to deliver it towards the sink (only if a
wake-up event occurs), ewakeupevent , considering equations (4.2) and (4.4), is given by the
equation (4.5).

ewakeupevent = epath + (nbor − 1)× h× Enon−dst (4.5)

Energy Model for the Complete M2WSNs

Now, we provide the model for the energy consumption of the whole M2WSNs. We divide
the total energy consumption of the M2WSNs in two parts, as shown equation (4.6).

etotal = ebase + eactive (4.6)
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Fig. 4.4.: Single radio state machine diagram for LDC schemes.

The first term covers the base-energy consumption that is always present in DLPM. ebase is
the power consumed in the DLPM by each node over time and its WuRx, during the total
runtime of the M2WSNs, and it is defined as shown in equation (4.7).

ebase = N × trun × (Pwrx + PDLPM ) (4.7)

The second term in equation (4.6) covers the energy consumption on top of the base-energy-
consumption during the active period of SNs. Depending on the activity in the network, the
energy budget for all events is given by the equation (4.8).

eactive = (trun/mtbe)× ewakeupevent
(4.8)

where trun/mtbe is the number of events during the total runtime (trun).

4.2.3 Wake-up Protocol based on an LDC Scheme

The wake-up protocol presented in this section resembles the ideas of already existing
protocols based on LDC schemes such as those proposed in [102]. The protocol follows
the radio state machine introduced in Figure 4.2, without the states related to the WuRx, a
transition between Sleeping and Wake-up states is added (that occurs after a timer expired),
and use LPM instead of DLPM. Hence, the single radio state machine for LDC schemes results
as shown in Figure 4.4.

The wake-up protocol operates under a sender-initiated LDC scheme. Every sensor node
periodically wakes up to listen to the communication channel, and to determine if there are
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Fig. 4.5.: Timing diagram for delivering one event data packet over a single hop using an LDC
scheme.

potential incoming data packets during a TAwake period. If no data packet is detected, the
node goes back to LPM and sleeps until its next scheduled wake-up interval (e.g., TSleep), as
shown in Figure 4.5 (i.e., refer to Hop− 1 time line).

When a sender node has a data packet to transmit, it repeatedly sends a beacon to its
neighbors until an ack-packet is received (every TIdle + TmtxSet ). The beacon is the full data
packet with the destination address (useful if a payload is small). Therefore, only the
designated receiver (e.g., Hop− 1) acknowledges the received data packet. After receiving
the ack packet, the sender node stops transmitting the data packet and goes back to the
sleep period, as shown in Figure 4.5. This procedure is followed by each hop until the data
packet is delivered to the sink.

Energy Model for a Single Path

By following an approach similar to that of Section 4.2.2, we came up with the energy
budget allocated for delivering an event data packet to the sink over h many hops as states
equation (4.9).

epath = ehop × h (4.9)

where ehop = erecv + efwd is the energy budget allocated to a sensor node to forward an
event to the next hop. This energy budget is composed of two parts. The first part, erecv,
covers the energy for receiving the packet, and is given by the equation (4.10).

erecv = Tack × Pnode (4.10)

Receiving takes place during the regular listen period of a node, whose energy budget is
already covered by ebase. For that reason, no additional energy budget needs to be allocated,
except the energy to receive the ack-packet.
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The second part, efwd, gives the energy budget required to forward the packet that takes
place usually during the regular sleep phase of receiver SNs. In the worst-case, the sender
hits the active-period of the receiver after time Tsleep + 2Tdata. In the best case, the first data
packet of the sender hits the active-period of the receiver. We assume that the active period
of the receiver is hit on average after half the worst-case time. Hence, efwd is given by the
equation (4.11).

efwd =
{
(TSleep + 2Tdata)/2 + Tack

}
× Pnode

+ (TIdle + T φSet)× Pnode
(4.11)

Energy Model for the Whole M2WSNs

The total energy consumed by the whole M2WSNs is also composed by two part as states in
(4.6), but the formulas for ebase and eactive are given by equations (4.12) and (4.13).

ebase = Ton × Pnode + Toff × PLPM (4.12)

eactive = (trun/mtbe)× epath (4.13)

where Ton and Toff are the sum of the active and sleep times, respectively, of all SNs, as
shown in equation (4.14).

Ton = N × (trun/T )× (TAwake + TWake + T sleepsw )

Toff = N × (trun/T )× TSleep
(4.14)

where T = TWake + TAwake + T sleepsw + TSleep is the duration of a whole wakeup-cycle as
shown in Figure 4.5.

The ebase in (4.12) summarizes the energy budget needed for the regular wake-up and sleep
cycles, i.e., if no transmission occurs at all in the M2WSNs, then only ebase is consumed.
Meanwhile, the eactive in (4.13) is the energy budget allocated to the transmission of a single
event to the sink. This energy budget includes only the additional energy needed on top of
ebase for transmitting the event to the sink.

4.3 Evaluation of the Theoretical Models
Based on the proposed energy model (4.6), we can estimate the total power consumption
for the whole M2WSNs using both schemes under different WSNs configurations varying the
number of SNs (N), event frequency (mtbe), number of hops in the known path (h), and
the number of woken up neighbors along the path (nbor). Thus, we perform a parameter
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Tab. 4.3.: Setting parameters for the energy consumption model (based on [103, 99, 100]).

Parameters Value Parameters Value

Air data rate 100 kbit/s N 200
Tack, TWake 1.28 ms h 5
Tdata 2.56 ms nbor 50
TSleep 10 sec mtbe 60 sec
TAwake 4Tdata trun 1 year
T φSet 1 ms T sleepsw 5 µs
TwrxSet negligible TIdle 799 µs
Pnode 33mA× 3.3V Pwrx 150 µW
PDLPM 0.1µA× 3.3V PLPM 6.6mA× 3.3V

Tab. 4.4.: Comparison of the total energy consumption of the M2WSNs under two low-power modes.

Scenario Value [µW ]
Ratio (WuRx/LDC)

mtbe = 60s mtbe = 600s mtbe = 600s
TSleep = 10s TSleep = 10s TSleep = 25s

1
Pwrx = 1
PLPM = 2.97
PDLPM = 0.33

0.05 0.02 0.03

2
Pwrx = 150
PLPM = 2.97
PDLPM = 0.33

0.46 1.00 1.38

3
Pwrx = 150
PLPM = 21.80× 103

PDLPM = 21.80× 103
0.99 1.00 1.00

sensitivity study for different configurations (i.e., the parameter settings for the model).
Table 4.3 shows the values employed in the models that are based on a mote constructed
with the commercial micro-controller MSP430 [99] and transceiver C1101 at 868 MHz
[103], along with a WuRx. This WuRx allows for permanently listening while consuming
150µW [100].

First, we analyzed the impact on the energy consumption when considering different low-
power modes supported by the SNs employing the WuRx, as shown in Table 4.4. For the
first scenario, we considered the classical use case where Pwrx + PDLPM < PLPM , with
PDLPM = 0.1µA × 3.3.V nine times lower than PLPM = 9 × PDLPM (assuming that all
peripherals can be turned off). For this scenario, varying mtbe and TSleep shows that a
significant energy budget could be saved when this WuRx protocol is used, i.e., the ratio
between WuRx and LDC power consumption ranges from 0.02 to 0.05. In the second
scenario, we used the real Pwrx value, where Pwurx + PDLPM > PLPM . Although the
power consumption of the SNs using the WuRx is higher than without WuRx, using the
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WuRx protocol still saves 50% of the energy budget. However, the energy consumption is
very sensitive to the traffic load, as shown in Table 4.4, where the LDC scheme becomes
better than WuRx scheme for long sleep periods and low event rates. Hence, in such
situations, the LDC scheme should be used instead. In the third scenario, we assumed
PDLPM = PLPM = 6.6mA× 3.3.V , reflecting the case that the WuRx configuration cannot
benefit on the SNs from a DLPM, e.g., due to some peripherals that must be turned on all
the time. If we employ the same LPM, both wake-up protocols cause almost the same energy
consumption, being WuRx scheme a little better than LDC scheme. This scenario is also less
sensitive to the network activity (e.g., event frequency).

In sum, a dual radio communication becomes beneficial in scenarios of short and long sleep
periods, and light and heavy event rates, when the energy consumption of the WuRx is in the
order of some micro-watts, and the sensor node remains in its deepest low power mode (i.e.,
LPM4). For Pwurx + PDLPM ≥ PLPM , the wake-up protocol based on WuRx performs better
than LDC schemes in circumstances of high event occurrence rates, due to its always-on
listening mode.

The results are obtained by varying the same single parameter in both models. For instance,
in Figure 4.6a, the parameters N = 200, h = 5 and mtbe = 60s remain fixed, while nbor is
changed between 0 to 200 to visualize the effect of nbor over the total energy consumption
ratio between both models. Besides, the study is made under the third scenario, where
mtbe = 60s and Tsleep = 10s. For each parameter value, the energy consumption in each
model was computed, and the ratio, i.e., energy consumption WuRx-based model/energy
consumption LDC-based model, is shown on the y− axis. Hence, if the ratio is less than one,
the energy consumption in the WuRx-based model is smaller than the LDC-based model, and
vice-versa.

The effect of varying the nbor is negligible, according to the results presented in the top
left graphic. When nbor = 1 (i.e., addressing in WuRx is used) the energy consumption is
almost the same as for larger nbor values (modeling no addressing). We can conclude that
a broadcast-based wake-up is not energy costly when compared to an ID-based wake-up
when the size of a sensor node’s neighborhood increases and a high event rate traffic is
considered. Besides, compared to a WuRx that supports a WuS decoding operation, the total
energy consumed for waking up the microcontroller using an interruption signal that in turn
switches on the main radio transceiver to process the incoming data packet, and then, to go
back to the sleep mode, is insignificant.

Increasing the number of SNs in the M2WSNs (N) has little effect, as shown in Figure 4.6b,
that implies that the total size of the M2WSNs does not affect the effectiveness of a particular
protocol scheme, if the other parameters are constant. However, the performance of the
wake-up protocol based on WuRx decreases as N increases, due to the energy consumed by
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Fig. 4.6.: The ratio of the total energy consumption between both schemes under different use cases.

non-destination SNs that remain awake when an event occurred and until they realize that
they are not the destination node. In this situation, it might be beneficial to use a WuRx with
addressing support and a false wake-ups reduction strategy. For higher number of hops (h)
(Figure 4.6c), the protocol based on WuRx performs better than based on LDC and becomes
beneficial, thanks to the WuRx operations that allow SNs within the routing path to remain
less time waiting for the next hop to wake up when compared to LDC schemes. Finally, for
short event periods (mtbe), WuRx scheme is better but somewhat affected by long event
periods, due to the always-on operation assumed for the WuRx (Figure 4.6d).

A particular behavior in the ratio of WuRx/LDC can be analyzed when h = 200 and N = 200
(Figure 4.6c and Figure 4.6b), where resulted a ratio of 0.72 and 0.99, respectively. In
both cases, N = 200 but in Figure 4.6b was configured to h = 5 (fixed) for the sensitivity
study. When reviewing equations (4.8) and (4.13) that depend on equations (4.2) and (4.9),
respectively, it can be evidenced that (4.2) and (4.9) are the ones that contribute most into
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the energy difference between the WuRx and LDC models, since they depend on P∆DLPM

(87.1mW ) and Pnode (108.9mW ), respectively. Hence, an LDC scheme adds an additional
energy consumption of 21.8mW per hop to the total energy consumption of the network
compared to the WuRx. Therefore, the LDC contribution is greater than WuRx when the ratio
is performed, resulting in a lower ratio value in Figure 4.6c compared to the case presented
in Figure 4.6b where h = 5.

4.4 Remarks
In summary, this chapter provides an energy consumption estimation model that considers
the behavior and performance of wake-up protocols based on WuRx and the traditional LDC
schemes employed in M2WSNs and multi-hop communications.

M2WSNs based on an always-on WuRx scheme save significantly more energy when com-
pared to “classic” LDC schemes when using many hops on the routing path and for short
event periods. Besides, the WuRx with addressing does not seem to save more energy when
compared to WuRx without addressing, under a traffic load with short event rates. However,
for circumstances of long event rates, the WuRx scheme might lose against an LDC approach
regarding idle-listening. Duty-cycling the WuRx could be considered as a possible solution to
this issue [17], but it might imply additional latency on delivery the packet towards the sink.
An ultra-low power WuRx in the order of nanowatts could reduce even more the energy
consumption of the whole M2WSNs during circumstances with long event rates. However,
in the moment of this writing, nanowatt WuRx is in its prototype phase [104].

In the energy consumption model based on WuRx, we considered the worst case, i.e., where
all SNs within a neighborhood into the M2WSNs are woken-up when a source node has an
event packet to transmit towards the sink. Therefore, the energy consumed due to false
wake-up is implicitly considered in the model, i.e., equation (4.4) for non-designated SNs.

We focused mainly on modeling the ON and OFF transitions of both approaches at the lower
layers regarding energy consumption, providing a simple energy model that allows us to get
essential insights about wake-up schemes for M2WSNs. Hence, for the sake of simplicity,
the proposed model was designed considering some assumptions (see section 4.2.1) such
as an error-free channel that does not imply additional data packet transmissions due to
packet loss. A packet loss usually implies that the packet should be retransmitted more
than once at the cost of a higher power consumption and latency [83]. The expectation of
successful event-packet transmitted to the sink is usually modeled as a factor that follows
an error distribution probability [95]. However, we should expect that the overall energy
consumption increase, but in general, the behavior (ratio between WuRx/LDC) should
remain the same.
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Finally, we list again the basic assumptions considered in the model with their correspond
analysis when each one is not considered as an assumption.

1. The WuRx and the main radio share both the same channel. As a consequence,
transmissions of the main radio are detected by the WuRx. Therefore, each
sensor node needs, besides the main radio, only a WuRx, and not a wake-up
transmitter. If this assumption is not valid anymore, we should consider a transmitter
to emit the WuS that might add some complexity on the hardware and additional
energy consumption. Besides, for this case, the WuS usually consists of a simple
non-data packet with the destination WuRx address. Hence, the receiver usually emits
an acknowledgment for the WuS in order to receive the data packet that not only
increases the power consumption but also the latency might be slightly affected [83].
For the energy model in question, it should be add a factor with relating the power
consumption of the WuR transmitter and the time required to generate and to transmit
the WuS. However, in the end, we should expect that the overall energy consumption
increase, but in general, the behavior should remain the same.

2. Both radios have the same communication range. In our model, we considered
that all nodes within the known path can only reach their parents. Hence, a multi-hop
communication is considered for relaying the data packet towards the sink. However,
there are scenarios where exists a mismatch between the WuRx and the main radio’s
range, because the WuRx are usually designed with lower sensitivity compare to the
main radio, for energy savings purposes that imply that the destination is not reachable
via the WuR but via the main radio. One solution is to increase the power of the
WuR transmitter but at the cost of a higher energy consumption. Therefore, multi-
hop communication is a feasible solution to overcome such situation [83] that was
considered in the model.

3. We do not care about the network topology and routing protocols. We assume
that a sensor node knows the address of the next hop for delivering a data packet
to the sink. Topology maintenance and routing tasks mean additional messages
exchanged between nodes within a neighborhood (e.g., keep alive messages). Extra
packet transmissions represent additional energy consumption, but the ratio between
both wake-up schemes should be maintained. Please, consider the example presented
in the next point.

4. Transmitted data message is very small. Therefore, we assume that it is en-
closed in the wake-up packet. In our model, we considered a packet size of
32bytes@100kbps. However, the IEEE 802.15.4 technology supports an MTU of
127bytes@250kbps. One expects that higher data messages mean more time to transmit
at the cost additional power consumption. Therefore, the overall energy consumption
in both models will increased when a data message is transmitted toward the sink,
but the ratio between WuRx and LDC might remains similar. For instance, consider
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the parameters configuration used for the sensitivity study (Table 4.4: mtbe = 60s,
Tsleep = 10s) and N = 200, h = 5, nbor = 50. One data message (32bytes@100kbps)
takes Tdata = 2.56ms to be transmitted over the air (Table 4.3). Under these conditions,
the ratio calculated is 0.993. Now, assuming the data message has twice its size (2
packets@32bytes). Consequently, Tdata ∗ 2 is needed for transmitting it. Hence, the
ratio is maintained, i.e., 0.989. For five times the size (5 packets@32bytes), Tdata ∗ 5
required, then, the ratio is 0.978. Therefore, the ratio between WuRx and LDC is
slightly affected, remaining the same for the first significant figure, when the time for
transmitting a data message increases.

5. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the power consumption (Pnode) of the
main radio is the same for the wake-up and idle periods, receiving and transmit-
ting a packet, and switching between states. Higher or lower power consumption
values employed in the model might increase or reduce the overall energy consumption,
but one expects that the ratio WuRx/LDC remains unchanged, without affecting the
final conclusions.

6. For energy estimation, we assume no packet loss during communication, i.e.,
an error-free channel. A packet loss usually implies that the packet should be re-
transmitted more than once at the cost of a higher power consumption and latency [83].
The expectation of successful event-packet transmitted to the sink is usually modeled
as a factor that follows an error distribution probability [95]. However, we should
expect that the overall energy consumption increase similarly in both models [83],
maintaining the ratio between WuRx/LDC, without affecting the final conclusions.

7. All SNs sleep in the deepest operating sleep mode, until they are woken up for
their active period. In case a different LPM is used, we expect that power consumption
slightly increases. Besides, if the LMP0 is employed, all peripherals are still operational
at the cost of an additional energy consumption (from active mode to LPM0, the energy
draws from 300µA to 55µA in an MSP430 micro-controller at 1MHz@3.3V) compare
to the LPM4 where the CPU and all timers are disabled, causing a current reduction up
to 0.1µA [99, 100].
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5A MultiModal Switching Mechanism
for Data-Gathering Schemes

The M2WSNs arise as a solution for the trade-off between energy savings and event reporting
latency in those monitoring oriented applications where regular and emergency reporting
are required simultaneously, such as forest fires and pollution monitoring. The multimodality
in these M2WSNs allows sensor nodes to perform data reporting in two possible schemes,
time-driven and event-driven, according to the circumstances, providing higher energy
savings and better reporting results when compared to traditional schemes. In this chapter,
we present the implementation and evaluation of M2-DaGNoS, an enhanced MultiModal
Switching mechanism for Data Gathering and Node Scheduling, suitable for monitoring
applications that simultaneously manage normal and emergency circumstances. This tech-
nique is implemented in ContikiOS, an open-source operating system for the Internet of
Things (IoT), and evaluated using the Cooja emulator through an extensive simulation
study. Besides, the operation of M2-DaGNoS is validated and evaluated in a laboratory-based
environment under different experiments. All performance evaluations have been performed
under a single-radio architecture.

5.1 Overview
As mentioned in Chapter 1, in M2WSNs, there is a trade-off to be made between reporting
accuracy and energy-saving regarding the data reporting schemes, i.e., CMnt and EDR.
We require to implement a multimodal switching mechanism between CMnt and EDR
modes that combines the advantages of both schemes. In this chapter, we present the
design and implementation of M2-DaGNoS, a multimodal switching mechanism suitable for
monitoring applications that simultaneously manages normal circumstances and emergencies
in M2WSNs. Besides, the M2-DaGNoS mechanism is implemented under a single-radio
architecture. In Chapter 6, M2-DaGNoS is evaluated under a dual-radio architecture based
on the WuRx paradigm.

In Table 5.1, a qualitative comparison is made between relevant M2SMs proposed in the
literature and our approach. This comparison is made based on some design features such
as data-reporting frequency (i.e., if upon the occurrence of an event, the frequency remains
fixed or it is changed), data-reporting format (i.e., if the payload included into a packet is
reported without modifications (raw data) or as the average of several measurements of
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Tab. 5.1.: Comparison of relevant M2S mechanisms.

Mechanism Data-reporting
frequency/format

Multi-hop
communica-

tion

Route &
Neighbor
discovery

Node queue
building

LDC WuRx PED Network time
synchroniza-

tion

HDR [6] Fixed, average X × × × × X ×
HNS [25] Fixed, raw X × 1st WN × × × ×

eHNS Fixed, raw X X 1st WN X × × ×
M2-DaGNoS Variable, average X X Every SN X X X Implicit

the physical variable), multi-hop communication (i.e., if packets are forwarded toward the
sink via a multi-hop path). Besides, the comparison considers those techniques supported
by the mechanisms such as routing and neighbor discovery, node-queue building and
parameter-based event detection (PED), wake-up protocols (LDC, WuRx), and network time
synchronization.

The studies in Table 5.1 have been selected, from those previously revised in the literature
review conducted in section 2.3, since the authors provided sufficient details of their design,
facilitating the processes of coding and implementing their proposals, from scratch, in
ContikiOS. In addition, the studies followed a design approach from the application layer
perspective as M2-DaGNoS mechanism, compared to the work proposed in [13], that
focused on the physical layer using digital signal processing tools. Finally, the M2-DaGNoS
mechanism, along with the proposal in [13], has considered a WuRx in its design process
(see Chapter 6).

The M2-DaGNoS mechanism, in comparison to the other approaches in Table 5.1, employs
a variable frequency for data reporting according to the circumstances, where the data
reported are the average of several measurements of the physical variable during a time
window. Besides, an implicit network time synchronization is included for data sensing
and communications. In addition, a low-duty-cycling scheme and power-aware network
mechanisms are combined with the M2-DaGNoS for further energy savings during the
whole life of the nodes. Finally, it includes an enhanced version of the cyclical node sleep
scheduling mechanism proposed in the HNS mechanism [25], combined with the PED
algorithm provided in HDR [6], to manage the goals of both CMnt and EDR schemes. The
eHNS mechanism is an enhanced version of the HNS technique proposed in [25] – details of
the implementation process is described in the Appendix A.

In the following sections, we describe the design approach of M2-DaGNoS at the application
layer. Then, we present and propose the power-aware mechanisms at the lower layers.
Finally, the performance evaluation and results through emulations and laboratory-based
experiments are provided. Hence, the main contributions of this chapter are summarized
as follows: (1) An enhanced multimodal switching mechanism for data gathering and
node scheduling in M2WSNs monitoring applications is proposed and evaluated. (2) A
comparison is made between M2-DaGNoS and state-of-the-art switching mechanisms through
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Fig. 5.1.: Example of M2WSNs divided into four grids that are adjacent to the sink node. Each grid
includes one working node and several redundant or assisting nodes.

an extensive emulation study under a single-radio architecture. (3) A validation of the M2-
DaGNoS operation via hardware experiments is performed.

5.2 M2-DaGNoS Design
M2-DaGNoS is designed based on the assumption that a supervising area is divided into
grids (i.e., clusters), where a single node will always be working in each grid during normal
circumstances, as shown in Figure 5.1. Having one working node per grid increases the
possibilities to the M2WSNs to monitor all grids and be aware of an event occurrence under
emergencies [25]. During an emergency, the working node is assisted by the other nodes in
the grid (assisting nodes) that report more information about the occurrence of an event
for tracking purposes. The working node performs duties such as sensing, data reporting,
event detection over a scheduled period. The role of the working node is cyclically rotated
between nodes of a grid for energy-savings, coverage guarantee, during a scheduled cycle.
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In Figure 5.1, within each clusters in the M2WSNs, smaller grids are representing the use
of a higher spatial resolution mode to provide better monitoring results during normal
circumstances and to spatially track an event during emergencies. It is assumed that SNs can
set on a higher spatial resolution mode during their working and assisting operations and a
lower spatial resolution during the sleeping mode for most extended sensing ranges.

Additional underlying assumptions are made and read as follow:

1. The M2WSN is divided into several grids by a previous clustering procedure. As a
result, some grids are adjacent to the sink node (Figure 5.1)1 Non-adjacent grids are
not considered in this work2.

2. Each adjacent grid constructs and maintains a minimum spanning tree [105], having a
common sink node as the root of the tree (Figure 5.1).

3. All nodes within a grid can communicate with each other3. Therefore, a node queue
is constructed, and M2-DaGNoS messages (i.e., working and assistant messages) are
exchanged between nodes.

4. All grids work under the same RF channel and CSMA scheme, but each grid maintains
different logical connection channels to transmit unicast and broadcast messages.
Therefore, inter-grid communication collisions during the M2-DaGNoS operation are
mitigated and extra packet receiving procedures in the adjacent grid are avoided.

5. Within a grid, there are also some redundant nodes in sleep mode. The sleep mode is
controlled by a radio duty-cycling technique at the link layer. In this mode, the nodes
are not in their lowest power mode (e.g., LPM4), the microcontroller remains active
and the radio is managed by a low-duty-cycling technique (e.g., ContikiMAC).

M2-DaGNoS helps to reduce the power consumption of M2WSNs by implementing two
methods: node scheduling and data gathering. The former is an improved version of
the cyclical node sleep scheduling method proposed in [25]. The latter combines the
capabilities of the event-driven node wake-up method developed in [25] and the PED
algorithm introduced in [6].

1To be an adjacent grid, at least one node must have direct communication to the sink node (one hop). The
rest of the nodes send packets towards the sink through the collect tree built during the neighbor discovery
process.

2Non-adjacent grids work similar to the adjacent grids, but they transmit data packets towards the sink through
the adjacent grids using a power-aware multi-hop routing mechanism [105]. Inter-grid communications are
done via the same RF channel, but under a different logical connection channel for message exchanging.
Later in section 5.5, more details are provided.

3A single-hop or multi-hops communication might be used, depending on the current routing metric used to
select the parent in the tree [89].
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Fig. 5.2.: Data reporting and radio duty-cycling during a scheduling cycle. Red and black blocks,
at the application layer, indicate packets reported to the sink by working and assisting
nodes during an normal circumstance and an emergency, respectively. The green blocks
and their lengths represent the active period of the main radio, period managed by a radio
duty-cycling technique at the link layer.

The M2-DaGNoS has been designed to work above the network layer at the application
layer. From the radio perspective, the M2-DaGNoS approach helps to minimize the power
consumption by managing a data reporting duty-cycling at the application layer, using the
methods mentioned before, combined with a radio duty-cycling at the link layer as shown in
Figure 5.2. At the application layer, a fixed data reporting duty-cycling has been considered.
However, multiple data reporting duty-cycling can be set dynamically. For instance, based on
the event behavior under supervision, it might imply the need of additional algorithms (e.g.,
complex machine learning algorithms).

Figure 5.2 shows the duty-cycling operation performed by nodes at the application layer
(using the M2-DaGNoS mechanism) and at the link layer (implementing a radio duty-
cycling technique [50]). Every working node propagates packets during a scheduled period
(Tgathering) using a defined data-reporting frequency (Treporting). The data-reporting fre-
quency is changed during an emergency to report more data associated with the occurrence
of an event (e.g., Treporting/2). The black blocks indicate those packets reported to the sink
by a working node during a normal circumstance. The red blocks represent those packets
generated during an emergency by working and assisting nodes. The radio duty-cycling
technique at the link layer manages the active period of working and assisting nodes’ radio to
check any channel activity (shorter green blocks), receive or transmit a data packet (longer
green blocks).
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Algorithm 2 Node Scheduling

1: Input: Node queue of size Nj , where j is the id of the jth grid (i.e., Gj); nbor: neighbors
discovered; si: ith sensor node id.

2: Output: Node queue Q, working node turn γ ≥ 1.
3: procedure NODE SCHEDULING(Nj , nbor, si) . For each si in Gj
4: Neighbor discovery initialization
5: Read nbor . Do until all neighbors are discovered (i.e., Nj − 1)
6: if nbor = Nj − 1 then
7: Get Neighbor table NT
8: Sort elements of NT in ascending order
9: Store elements sorted in a new table Q

10: for all element qk in Q do . Go through Q, k + +
11: if q0 = si then . q0 first element of Q
12: Select si as the first WN with γ = 1
13: Save next WN id q1
14: Set twork
15: else
16: Select si as AN with γ = k
17: Save next WN id qk+1 . If k + 1 = Nj → Next WN id q0
18: Set tsleep . tsleep = (k − 1) ∗ twork [25]

WN Next 
WN  AN

Nj

Store Node id/Address

Fig. 5.3.: A node queue Q of size Nj = 10 of the grid Gj , where the first position is for the first
working node (WN), the second for the next WN, and the remaining positions for the
assisting nodes (AN) within Gj . Each node in Gj stores the full node queue during its
neighboring discovery procedure.

5.2.1 Node Scheduling Mechanism

One grid is composed of several sensor nodes and, inside each grid, nodes work according to
a scheduling mechanism (see Algorithm 2). This mechanism keeps one node in a working
state and the rest of nodes in a sleep state until it is their turn to be a working node (WN)
or become an assistant node (AN) to the current WN during the occurrence of an event
within the grid. During the initialization of the network, all nodes in the grid are in the same
communication range. Therefore, message exchanges can be made between them within
one hop.
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Each WN remains active to guarantee coverage and connectivity during a scheduling cycle,
twork. The radio connectivity is given by the radio duty-cycling approach at the link layer
(see Figure 5.2). The working role is rotated among all SNs that belong to the same grid to
avoid the rapid depletion of the battery and not having any areas without being monitored
for a long time. This role is assigned to one node at a time, taking turns based on its position
within the “node queue” Q that is constructed during the settlement of the network (see
Figure 5.3). Additionally, the information on the node queue is used by the current WN to
know which node should wake up next to perform the working role. Therefore, each node
within a grid is scheduled to wake up one after the other and perform data gathering duties
(e.g., sensing and reporting) during a twork period4.

The node queue Q is built using the information collected by each node during its neighbor
discovery procedure performed on the settlement of the network. Initially, SNs do not know
who are their neighbors because they are usually randomly deployed in the area of interest.
Thus, each node periodically collects information about their neighbors by exchanging
discovery messages with each other. Then, each node builds and maintains a neighbor table
for routing and packet forwarding duties [105]. M2-DaGNoS uses the information on the
neighbor table (e.g., node id or address) to build the node queue. Once the neighbor table is
completed (after the initialization of the network), the node scheduling algorithm requests
the information available on this table to construct the node queue that is a new table
but its elements are sorted by applying a simple criterion: sort the elements by neighbor
identification from the lowest to the highest id. Afterwards, each node gets its working turn,
γ ≥ 1, based on its position on the node queue Q and transits between working and sleeping
states according to a scheduling cycle (within a grid Gj) that satisfies the following condition
[25]:

Tscheduling = k × twork (5.1)

where the constant k is defined as the number of neighbor within a j-th grid, Gj , i.e.,
k = m ·Nj , m ≥ 1 an integer. twork is the working time of a node defined in terms of the
time spent during a data-gathering cycle, i.e., twork = m · Tgathering.

As mentioned before, the node queue is only built during the network initialization, using
the information provided by the neighbor table that is populated and maintained during the
whole operation of the M2WSNs using the neighbor discovery mechanism available on the
collect protocol implemented at the network layer [90]. It is assumed that the nodes within
the grid will not fail throughout the operation of the M2WSNs. However, in case of failure,
the node queue can be updated using the information available on the neighbor table that is

4In case the WN runs out of energy during a scheduling cycle, case which is not supported by the current version
of the scheduling algorithm, a future improvement of the scheduling algorithm might be the integration of
the node’s residual energy (e.g., the voltage) as input to decide when it is appropriate to communicate the
withdrawal decision to the next node in Q or the neighborhood, to avoid or mitigate the problem of not
monitoring the area due to lack of energy.
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maintained by the collect protocol. In the current version of M2-DaGNoS, the node queue
remains the same for the whole operation of the M2WSNs. However, a future improvement
might be to implement a procedure that keeps the information within the node queue up to
date using a cross-layer approach between the application and network layers.

The neighbor discovery mechanism is based on repeated broadcasts as described in [90]
that periodicity varies during the initialization of the network but after reaching a maximum
interval, the periodicity remains fixed. This condition might affect the overall performance
of the network. However, the effect of periodic broadcasts might be mitigated by selectively
setting the maximum interval according to the link condition or using partial and bounded
updates, i.e., send beacons only when there is a change on the topology and only to those
nodes that are affected and need that information (e.g., a parent node that has several
children over the tree-like topology).

To sum up, M2-DaGNoS takes advantage of the neighbor discovery procedure to build the
node queue during the initialization of the M2WSNs, presenting better management results
when compared to the method in [25], where the information on the node queue is only
stored on the first WN and then transferred to the next WN when it wakes up to work.

5.2.2 Data Gathering Mechanism

M2-DaGNoS provides a data gathering mechanism (see Algorithm 3) that allows SNs to
combine the ability to react immediately upon the occurrence of a known event (based on a
threshold criteria (e.g., T ≥ 100◦C)) and to track it using the capabilities of an event-driven
data-gathering scheme (i.e., EDR). Under normal circumstances, SNs report sensed data
using continuous monitoring capabilities (i.e., CMnt). In this way, M2-DaGNoS improves
the reporting accuracy, provides up-to-date data to the sink about the area of interest and
corresponding events, and extends the lifetime of the M2WSNs.

The switching between EDR and CMnt data-reporting modes and vice versa is performed
dynamically based on the results given by the PED algorithm [6]. The PED algorithm
computes the current average of the sensed data, Scur, collected by a node during a recent
time window5. Then, it compares this value with a threshold value, Th and the previous
average sensed data, Sprev. Afterward, it increases two counter-variables, Γ and Λ, whether
the comparisons are satisfied. Otherwise, the counter-variables are reset to avoid the risk
of transient response. Finally, the two counter-variables are compared with two-tuple of

5An average sensing-based method has been employed for the data reporting that might be affected by some
abnormal peaks in the sensing values, that can represent some relevant issues in the monitoring variable
presented in some practical monitoring applications. However, to handle this issue, a differential-based
method can be considered instead, such as the one used in audio coding, e.g., delta compression or adaptive
differential pulse code modulation.
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Algorithm 3 Data Gathering

1: Input: Constant tuple{Γ,Λ}; Th, threshold value; ∆ = {δmin, δmax}, number of packets
(granularity) to report; Scur, current average sensed data.

2: Output: Reporting mode M, Reporting frequency δ.
3: procedure DATA GATHERING(Th, tuple{Γ,Λ}, ∆)
4: Sensing data procedure initialization
5: PED algorithm initialization . PED(Scur, Th, tuple{Γ,Λ})
6: while twork not expired do . Only apply to working nodes
7: Check PED algorithm result . After checking the timer associated
8: if Equation (5.2) is satisfied then
9: Set M to EDR and δ = δmin . Just once

10: Generate and send event-data reporting packets to the sink
11: Broadcast an assisting message to all nodes within Gj . Just once
12: else
13: Set M to CMnt and δ = δmax . Just once
14: Generate and send data reporting packets to the sink
15: if twork expired then
16: Transmit a working message to the next WN
17: if Scur ≥ Th then
18: Stay alert as an assisting node within Gj
19: else
20: Go back to sleep
21: if Assisting status then . Only apply to assisting nodes
22: Set δ = δmin . Just once
23: Generate and send data reporting packets to the sink
24: if Scur < Th then
25: Set tsigma . Just once
26: if tsigma expired then
27: Go back to sleep

constants parameters: (Γstart, Λstart) and (Γstop, Λstop) that define two switching conditions,
(5.2) and (5.3), depending on the current data-reporting mode.

If condition (5.2) is satisfied, i.e., Scur is above Th and increases (i.e., Scur ≥ Sprev) during
Γstart or Λstart consecutive time periods, then the node switches to EDR mode. Likewise, if
condition (5.3) is satisfied, i.e., Scur is below Th and decreases (i.e., Scur < Sprev) during
Γstop or Λstop consecutive time periods, then the node switches to the CMnt mode. Otherwise,
the node remains in its current mode.

Current mode CMnt: Γ ≥ Γstart or Λ ≥ Λstart (5.2)

Current mode EDR: Γ ≥ Γstop or Λ ≥ Λstop (5.3)
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The data gathering mechanism works as follows. Under normal circumstances, a working
node starts in a continuous monitoring mode, i.e., it reports sensed data to the sink every
Treporting (a predefined reporting time). The sensed data reported is computed as the average
of several sensed values collected over a recent time window. Upon the occurrence of a
known event (under an emergency), the WN switches to the event sampling mode, based on
PED results, generates an event reporting packet and quickly transfers it towards the sink.
Then, the WN informs subsequent changes to the sink with a higher reporting frequency (e.g.,
δmin = Treporting/2) and notifies its neighborhood (within the same grid) to continuously
report sensed data as well (for event tracking purposes). The latter is done by implementing
the event-driven node wake-up mechanism proposed in [25].

The event-driven node wake-up method is used to better characterize and track the event
of interest from the sink side. This mechanism is performed as follows: (i) A WN perceives
a known event in the area of interest (based on PED results); (ii) The WN generates and
sends an event reporting packet (i.e., an alarm) to the sink; (iii) For better event trend
tracking, the WN broadcasts an assisting message to all redundant nodes within the grid; (iv)
The redundant SNs (assisting nodes) transit from a sleeping state to an assisting state after
woken up by the WN, and begin to continuously disseminate sensed data to the sink every
certain time (see the latter process in Figure 5.2); (v) These assisting nodes go back to sleep
if their sensed data are below a threshold (e.g., T ≥ 100◦C) after a predefined interval of
time tsigma. The last step is done to save energy and to reduce the network overhead [25].

5.2.3 Principle of Operation

The M2-DaGNoS mechanism is modeled using a state machine approach as shown in Figure
5.4. From an application perspective, M2-DaGNoS goes through different states according to
the scheduling cycle and the node queue information. All nodes start at the Node Scheduling
state, where they perform a neighbor discovery process, build their corresponding node
queue, and wait for tstart time interval to finish the settlement of the network. Afterward,
the node with the lower identification is claimed as the first working node in the grid and
transits to the Working state. The remaining SNs within the grid, the redundant nodes, go to
the Sleeping state and stay there until their turn to be a WN or receive an assistant message
from the current WN.

The redundant nodes switch from the Sleeping or Assisting states to the Working state when
they receive a working message from the current WN. Additionally, the redundant nodes
can also switch from the Sleeping to the Assisting state after receiving an assistant message.
They return to the Sleeping state if their current sensed data is below a threshold value (i.e.,
Scur < Th) during a tsigma period (for energy savings purposes).
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Fig. 5.4.: M2-DaGNoS state machine model.

The WN can transit to different states depending on its current state and the actions that
have occurred. Initially, all WNs switch from the Working state to the Continuous Reporting to
perform CMnt duties during a working period, twork. Afterward, under normal circumstances,
it passes through the Working state to the Sleeping state.

Under emergencies and based on the PED condition (5.2), the WN switches to the Event
Sampling state to perform event-driven reporting duties. After the known event fades, the
WN returns to the Continuous Reporting if the PED condition (5.3) is satisfied. If twork
expired, it goes through the Working state to the Sleeping state or to the Assisting state if the
event has not faded.

5.2.4 Power-Aware Techniques and Communication Protocol
Stack

The communication protocol stack implemented for M2-DaGNoS mechanism under Con-
tikiOS is shown in Figure 5.5. ContikiOS [106] is an open-source operating system wrote in
C language and supported by a worldwide developer community.
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Fig. 5.5.: Communication protocol stack employed in M2-DaGNoS approach.

The application layer is in charge of performing techniques such as multimodal switching,
node scheduling, and data gathering, using the information provided by its adjacent layer.
The network layer is responsible for performing topology management duties, i.e., neighbors
discovery, path selection and packet forwarding, network time synchronization. Here, we
have implemented the well-defined network protocol stack available in ContikiOS, RIME
[89], because it offers us robust ready-to-use modules such as broadcast, unicast, multi-hop,
collect tree protocol, route and neighbors discovery modules–modules widely chosen in real
WSNs applications. To synchronize the clock of all SNs in M2WSNs, we have implemented
the implicit and periodic sender/receiver-based pairwise synchronization technique proposed
in [107] and supported in ContikiOS. The term implicit refers to the fact that this technique
does not require specific time synchronization messages.

The link layer performs RDC and MAC duties. We have employed an asynchronous low-
duty-cycling technique, ContikiMAC [50], available in ContikiOS as a RDC mechanism.
We have chose ContikiMAC because of its lower latency and duty-cycle (i.e., lower power
consumption), and its higher packet delivery ratio (PDR) (i.e., less retransmissions) [51].
For MAC duties, we implemented a CSMA/CA strategy available in ContikiOS. Finally, at
the physical layer, a lower-power RF chip driver is employed (e.g., cc24206) for data packet
transmission and receiving procedures.

6The cc2420 is the RF chip used in the SkyMote/Telos B mote available in Cooja emulator. The SkyMote is
widely employed for evaluating the performance of WSNs studies [83, 82, 107], giving its extensive support
in ContikiOS and Cooja tools for power consumption trace such as Powertrace. Hence, the emulation study
of M2-DaGNoS performance has been done using the cc2420 instead of cc1101 used in section 4.3. The
current consumption of cc2420 is 17.4mA (0dbm) for data transmission and 18.8mA for data reception at
2.4GHz with a 3.0V power supply compared to cc1101, 16.8mA (0dbm) TX and 16.9mA RX @868MHz,
3.0V–technical information provided by the manufactures. Hence, under an LDC scheme, it is expected
to introduce an increment in the total power consumption of SNs when cc2420 is used instead of cc1101,
giving the contribution provided by the parameter Pnode in equations (4.10) and (4.11), that increases from
111.21mW to 119.46mW .
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5.3 Emulation Study
In this section we present the setup of the emulation experiments and the corresponding
results and analysis.

5.3.1 Methodology and Configuration Parameters

The emulation studies are performed in Cooja emulator. The main goal of these studies
is to evaluate the functionalities and robustness of our M2-DaGNoS mechanism. It worth
to mention that the code tested in Cooja is the same code uploaded to real motes. As a
consequence, we can reduce the development time drastically when deploying real WSNs
applications [2].

We follow the automated procedure proposed in Figure 5.6 that allows us to automatically
run different experiments defined based on the radio medium, the density of nodes within
M2WSNs, and the event occurrence rate. In Figure 5.7, we provide a general view of the
main component considered for the experiments: radio medium, topology, and performance
metrics. The M2WSNs can include few or scarce nodes (e.g., 10 nodes) to a more dense
density of nodes per area (e.g., 20 to 40 nodes). The occurrence of an event can vary in time
and space within the M2WSNs based on the temperature profile provided in Figure 5.8, and
the location of the current working node, respectively. Later in Table 5.2, more information
is provided.

We configure a typical M2WSN with a scarce and a dense number of nodes uniformly
distributed within different 30m× 30m rectangular grids (Figure 5.1). We assume one sink
node with a permanent power source for the whole M2WSN. We inject in every working and
assisting node a synthetic temperature profile shows in Figure 5.8 that mimics a forest fire
phenomenon over time. This profile is followed in a sequential way over time. The switching
moments between CMnt and EDR, according to the conditions (5.2) and (5.3), are shown in
Figure 5.8. All SNs are emulated SkyMotes. Table 5.2 shows the most important emulation
parameters used in all experiments performed during the study. These parameters were
defined based on [6] and [25]. δmax and δmin are expressed as periods in seconds.

For the evaluation of M2-DaGNoS under dense M2WSNs, the M2WSN has been divided
into four grids –adjacent to the sink– with a total of 40 SNs (see Figures 5.9a and 5.9b). A
collect tree-based topology is built within each grid using the collect tree protocol available
in RIME . The sink node is strategically located at the center of the area of interest where it is
adjacent to all grids. Every grid has only one working node at a time and several nodes that
work as assisting nodes during an emergency and remain in sleep mode during a normal
circumstance (see Figure 5.1).
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Fig. 5.7.: Experiments based on the radio medium, configuration parameters and the performance
metrics for the emulation study.

For comparison and validation of the performance of the M2-DaGNoS technique, we have
implemented three schemes that main features were described in Table 5.1:

1. HNS[25] is a hybrid node scheduling mechanism for M2WSNs implemented under an
always-on scheme. We have implemented this mechanism from scratch in ContikiOS,
given that the source code was not released by the authors.

2. eHNS is an enhanced version of HNS that utilizes always-on and duty-cycling schemes.
Its implementation is described in the Appendix A.
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Tab. 5.2.: Configuration parameters for the emulation study (based on [6] and [25])

General Parameters Value General Parameters Value

Grid number 1 to 4 Simulation time 35 min
Grid size 30x30m2 Γstart 3
Number of SNs in the M2WSN 10, 20, 40 Λstart 5
Transmission range 50m Γstop 3
Radio medium UDGM: Distance Lost Λstop 5
Event threshold (Th) 100◦C PED execution 5 secs
δmax = Treporting 10 secs twork 50 secs
δmin 5 secs tsigma 5 secs
Sampling rate 1 secs tstart 120 secs
Payload (Data) 37 bytes Payload (Ack) 5 bytes

3. M2-DaGNoS is the enhanced multimodal switching mechanism for data gathering and
node scheduling proposed in this chapter.

The lower layers implemented in eHNS are the same as the proposed in the communication
stack of M2-DaGNoS (see Figure 5.5). The HNS mechanism shares the same network layer
as eHNS and M2-DaGNoS, but it differs at the link layer, where null MAC and null RDC
are implemented, i.e., no MAC and no radio duty-cycling functions are implemented, as
proposed in [25].
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Fig. 5.9.: Example of a M2WSN divided into 4 grids with 10 SNs per grid and the sink located at the
center of the area of interest. (a) and (b) are the network performance computed using
the M2-DaGNoS mechanism. SNs closer to the sink have higher power consumption, but
usually lower event reporting latency.
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Finally, we define two quantitative metrics to analyze and compare the performance of
M2-DaGNoS:

1. Power Consumption: This metric is computed as the total average power consumed in
mW by SNs, within the M2WSNs, on their main components, i.e., CPU, low power
module (LPM), and the transceiver operations (i.e., transmission and receiving), equa-
tion (5.4). The status of power consumption and resource utilization are periodically
captured (e.g., every 10 secs) through the Powertrace module available in ContikiOS
[108].

P total[mW ] = PCPU + PLPM + Ptransceiver (5.4)

2. Event Reporting Latency: It is computed as the average latency from the time a working
node detects an event and generates an event reporting packet to the time the first
event packet is received at the sink node, equation (5.5). The emulation time of
Cooja-ContikiOS was used to compute this metric.

τ r[msec] = trecv−1st−event−pckt − tevent−detected (5.5)

5.3.2 Emulation Results

The results presented in this section are an average of the overall data collected on the set of
emulations performed, with a 95% confidence interval for reliability on the measurements
obtained [83].

Figure 5.10 shows the performance evaluation results of a small network (i.e., one grid with
ten SNs and one sink node) using different multimodal switching mechanisms. The SNs
within the network remains fixed during the whole emulations time. The rol of working
node is cyclical rotated between SNs based on the node-queue built during the settle of
the network. All mechanisms were implemented and evaluated under the same network
parameters and topology conditions (Table 5.2 and Figure 5.7). The results are an average
of 40 emulation runs per mechanism.

Hence, the results in Figure 5.10 indicate that M2-DaGNoS consumed (1.89± 5.4× 10−3)
mW, performing better than HNS, (57.40 ± 1.3× 10−5) mW, and similar to eHNS, (1.70
±3.0× 10−3) mW, regarding power consumption, thanks to its multimodality behavior in
the data gathering operations and the low-duty-cycling technique employed at the MAC
layer (i.e., ContikiMAC at 8Hz). Regarding event reporting latency, HNS reports faster than
the others, (0.75± 2.2× 10−4) ms, due to the always-on scheme implemented in all SNs in
the network, but higher energy is required. M2-DaGNoS provides lower latency for reporting
the first event packet, (2.96± 3.5× 10−1) ms, when compared to eHNS, (4.20± 6.3× 10−2)
ms, thanks to the PED algorithm.
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Fig. 5.10.: Performance evaluation of a small M2WSN using different multimodal switching mecha-
nisms.

We perform a comparison between eHNS and M2-DaGNoS regarding their convergence,
i.e., all nodes within a grid can build their own node queue Q and successfully execute the
multimodal switching procedure during the whole emulation period. The HNS mechanism
implements the same algorithms at the application layer than eHNS that is an enhanced
version of HNS. Therefore, HNS presents convergence issues as eHNS, and we only consider
M2-DaGNoS and eHNS mechanisms for the convergence study, given their close performance,
especially regarding power consumption.

We execute 20 emulation runs with different seeds, under the same topology (see Figure
5.9a) and configuration parameters (see Table 5.2) for the convergence study. Figure 5.11
shows the convergence behavior of eHNS and M2-DaGNoS when the density of the M2WSNs
increases, i.e., the number of grids, where each grid includes ten SNs. The results indicate
that the convergence of eHNS worsens with the increase of the number of grids (i.e., nodes),
while the M2-DaGNoS mechanism guarantees 100% of convergence. Figures 5.12a and
5.12b shows a example of a convergence study between M2-DaGNoS and eHNS mechanisms.
The red stars (*) indicate that eHNS did not converge, i.e., the working node within a grid
was not able to build the node queue Q. Hence, the multimodal technique is not executed.

The limitation of eHNS is due to the random values employed at the start time (e.g., Tin)
defined before the node queue building process, where two or more SNs, that run the eHNS
mechanism independently, have a high probability of setting the same Tin. Consequently, two
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Fig. 5.11.: Convergence behavior of eHNS and M2-DaGNoS when the density of the M2WSNs
increases, i.e., the number of grids, where each grid includes ten SNs.

or more SNs are claimed as a working node at the same grid, causing that the mechanisms
stuck there without able to continue to the next step. Therefore, we solved eHNS limitation
in M2-DaGNoS by performing a neighbor discovery technique during the settlement of the
network with the Node Scheduling procedure proposed in Algorithm 2. As a result, we
obtain a neighbor table that serves as the node queue of every node in the grid and avoids
the issue of simultaneous working nodes.

Figure 5.13a and 5.13b show the results of 20 evaluation runs under different number of
adjacent grids (e.g., see Figure 5.1), regarding the average of event reporting latency and
power consumption, where we compare M2-DaGNoS and eHNS mechanisms, under the
same topology (see Figure 5.9a) and configuration parameters (see Table 5.2), as in Figure
5.10. We compute the metrics of eHNS using only those emulations that successfully run.

Within each grid, an event is generated independently based on the temperature profile
presented in Figure 5.8. Consequently, there are moments in which more than one event
coincides in the M2WSNs. Therefore, the sink should be able to attend several events within
a period (worst case). The results indicate that the power consumption and the event
reporting latency increase while the number of grids increments, presenting higher values for
a more significant number of grids that is a typical behavior in WSNs applications. The abrupt
increments, especially regarding the event reporting latency, might be due to interference
between grids (share the same physical channel using CSMA/CA), re-transmissions, multi-
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(a) eHNS mechanism.
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(b) M2-DaGNoS mechanism.

Fig. 5.12.: Comparison between eHNS and M2-DaGNoS regarding its convergence (i.e., every
node builds its own node queue Q and successfully executes the multimodal switching
procedure during the emulation period). The red stars (*) indicate that the mechanism
did not converge.
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Fig. 5.13.: Performance evaluation results of M2-DaGNoS and eHNS under a different number of
grids. Each grid has ten nodes, and each one runs the M2-DaGNoS and eHNS mechanisms
independently. The event is detected in all grids at different times. No results are shown
for eHNS in four grids because it did not converge.
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hop communications, several bursts of packets attended by the sink during an emergency,
generating extra latency into the receiving buffer of packets. Finally, the results indicate that
eHNS performs better than M2-DaGNoS regarding the power consumption when the eHNS
converges, but eHNS presents a very low or null reliability (convergence) performance for
dense M2WSNs when compared to M2-DaGNoS. No results are shown for eHNS in four grids
because it did not converge in any of the emulation runs executed (in average 85 tries), as
shown in Figure 5.11.

M2-DaGNoS can be combined with an WuRx solution (an emerging solution for WSNs
applications) to further manage the trade-off of event reporting latency for energy efficiency
in M2WSNs [83]. Besides, considering multiple sinks into the M2WSNs might help to
reduce the packet overload during short emergency periods when a single sink is used.
Besides, the higher power consumption of those nodes nearby the sink (known as the energy
hole problem [109]), and the higher event reporting latency for those far away could be
reduced (see Figures 5.9a and 5.9b). The latter implicates the need of efficient clustering
and power-aware routing mechanisms to support a scheme of multiple sinks [110, 111,
112].

5.4 M2-DaGNoS Validation
In this section, we present the setup used for the M2-DaGNoS validation and the correspond-
ing results and analysis.

5.4.1 Experimental Configuration

We configured a small-scale M2WSNs in a laboratory environment to evaluate and validate
the performance of the M2-DaGNoS mechanism under real motes. The M2WSNs includes
eleven FeuerWhere motes (FW-nodes) [69] running ContikiOS and deployed on a well-
defined topology, where the sink node, with a permanent power source, is located at one
corner as shown in Figure 5.14. The sink node is connected to a PC for data logging. Motes
were separated from each other 25cm to 50cm, due to space limitation in the moment of
performing the experiments. A summary of the main features of FW-node is provided in
Table 5.3. The M2-DaGNoS’s configuration parameters are the same used in the emulation
study (see Table 5.2).

We defined and performed two experimental setup scenarios to evaluated the operation
of M2-DaGNoS in hardware, as shown in Figure 5.15. The first scenario considers only a
normal circumstance (CMnt mode only), i.e., without the occurrence of an event, where
nodes within the newtork cyclical rotate the rol of working node during the experiment.
The working node continuously reports data packets of the supervising area to the sink,
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Sink	node

FW-node

Fig. 5.14.: A small-scale network implementation using FeuerWhere nodes for M2-DaGNoS test
evaluation. The red dot indicates the working node and the blue dots, the assisting node.
All nodes implemented using FW-node.

Tab. 5.3.: Summary of the main features of the FeuerWhere node (Based on [69]).

Feature FW-node

Processor 16-bit TI MSP430F5438A
Memory 16KB (RAM), 256KB (Flash), 4MB (external Flash)

RF technology
CC2520 (IEEE 802.15.4 2.4GHz), CC1101
(European 868MHz), CC2500 (2.4GHz)

Sensor External: Temperature, Relative humidity
Power Specifications Bateries, 0.9-6.5 V DC
Software ContikiOS, LangOS

t

t

Normal circumstance (CMnt)

CMnt EDR

Scenario 1

Scenario 2 CMnt EDR CMnt EDR CMnt

Emergency & Normal circumstances 

...

...

Fig. 5.15.: Experimental setup scenarios.

every Treporting = 10secs, without an interaction with its assisting nodes. The assisting
nodes remain in an sleeping state during the operation of the newtork. In the second
scenario, normal circumstances, and emergencies are considered during the whole operation
of the network. The events are introduced based on the temperature profile defined for
the emulation study (Figure 5.8). In the second scenario, we evaluate in hardware the
"multimodality" of M2-DaGNoS regarding the data-reporting mode. The current working
node switches between CMnt and EDR modes based on the circumstances, i.e., in the
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presence or absence of an event, as shown in Figure 5.15. During an emergency, the working
node reports event data packet every 5 seconds, using the EDR mode. Besides, it is assisted
by the redudant nodes of the network. These assisting nodes report more data packets
associated with the event toward the sink for tracking purporses.

In summary, for the defined scenarios, it has been configured a packet rate of 1 packet/5secs,
during an emergency; while, 1 packet/10secs during the normal circumstance. Hence, a
node generates on average 9 data packets during its working period and 2 additional data
packets per neighbor, during the assistance period (nodes were located very close from each
other. Nine neighbors in total per node). Each node performs the role of the working node,
on average, 7 times for 60 minutes. Therefore, on average, each node introduces into the
network 189 data packets for 60 minutes of one experiment trail–without considering packet
retransmissions. The payload for every data packet is 37 bytes.

The same performance metrics used during the emulation study has been considered for
the M2-DaGNoS operation validation in hardware. The overall data collected during two
experiments of 60 minutes each, one per scenario, have been employed to compute the
average power consumption of the network with a 95% interval confidence. For the second
scenario, on average, a total of 1890 packets have been generated, and 360 packets, for the
first scenario. Regarding the event reporting latency, it has been computed by considering
the same physical node when it performs the working node role and reports the first event
data packet to the sink. Two distance hops to the sink have been considered: 1-hop and
2-hops–include the extreme nodes, i.e., source and sink nodes, having one intermediate
node between them. The results are an average of the data collected during 25 working
periods (i.e., when the mote performs the working node role). The 95% interval confidence
is indicated.

We measured the power consumption of a FW-node and the whole network using a Wireless
Debugging and Power Measurement System proposed in [113]. For the event reporting
latency, we measured the difference of two trigger signals generated by the working node
(from the moment the event packet is generated) and the sink node (from the time the event
packet is processed), respectively, using a digital oscilloscope.

5.4.2 Validation Results

The current consumption profile of one mote within the M2WSNs, supporting M2-DaGNoS
mechanism under a single-radio architecture, is shown in Figure 5.16. The profile indicates
the different states of M2-DaGNoS mechanism according to the state machine diagram
proposed in Figure 5.4. The higher current peaks are due to the packet transmission and
reception operations (e.g., data and event packets (continuous reporting and sampling states,
respectively), working and assisting messages (working and assisting states, respectively)).
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Fig. 5.16.: Current consumption profile of one mote within the M2WSNs when supporting the
M2-DaGNoS mechanism at its different states under a single-radio architecture.

Tab. 5.4.: M2-DaGNoS performance evaluation results (real motes).

Scenario
Avg. Power Consumption [mW] Avg. Event Reporting Latency [ms]

Whole M2WSNs 1-hop 2-hops

First 392.5± 26.2× 10−3 N.A N.A
Second 478.6± 53.1× 10−3 136.3± 6.0 430.2± 11.7

Finally, during the Assisting state, the base-line for the current consumption is higher than
during the working state (CMnt or Sampling), in the order of 3 mA that can be due to several
causes such as idle-listening and extra timers that the MCU should attend.

The performance results of M2-DaGNoS in hardware is shown in Table 5.4 regarding power
consumption and event reporting latency–for different distance hops to the sink. The results
indicate that M2-DaGNoS consumes slightly more energy when emergency and normal
circumstances are presented simultaneously within the M2WSNs. In this scenario, the
power consumption of the whole M2WSNs is significantly higher due to the assistant nodes
operations that attend the working node during an emergency when compared to a single
data reporting (e.g., the first scenario in Figure 5.15, where only one mote, the working
node, is available during the entire continuous monitoring operation).

Regarding the event reporting latency, the results show that the further the mote is from
the sink, the higher is the latency (end-to-end delay). This behavior is typical in multi-hop
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communications. However, the difference between 1-hop to 2-hops is more than three
times. This difference can be due to many causes. Under an LDC scheme, one node checks
the channel for radio activities every 125ms, giving the channel check rate configured in
ContikiMAC (8Hz, default value). Consequently, the source node should wait up to 125ms to
forward a packet under ideal conditions. Under the effect of a real channel (over the packet
transmission, e.g., collisions, distance losses, multipath propagation), the waiting time is
increased, e.g., 136.3ms for 1-hop. In a multihop communication, the latency is even bigger,
giving the contribution that represents one more hop to sink and even more, the packet loss
generated when it is sent toward the sink over a real channel [83].

Therefore, there is one more reason to consider a wake-up protocol based on the WuRx
paradigm that promises to overcome latency issues during the process of transmitting a
packet toward the sink [83]. In this sense, we consider that the M2-DaGNoS mechanism
over a radio-duty-cycling technique based on WuRx is promising, regarding event reporting
latency, as described in the next chapter.

5.5 Remarks
In summary, this chapter provides the design, implementation, and evaluation of M2-DaGNoS,
an enhanced MultiModal Switching mechanism for Data Gathering and Node Scheduling
that is suitable for monitoring applications in M2WSNs under normal circumstances and
emergencies. The implementation has been done in ContikiOS, an open-source operating
system for the IoT solutions. The performance of M2-DaGNoS is evaluated against the state-
of-the-art multimodal switching mechanisms implemented under a single-radio architecture,
using the Cooja emulator through an extensive simulation study. Finally, the M2-DaGNoS
mechanism is validated in a laboratory-based environment regarding power consumption
and event reporting latency under different experiments.

When comparing the emulation study results and the results obtained using real motes
regarding power consumption and reporting accuracy (only for the M2-DaGNoS mecha-
nism evaluation), they highly differ. The testbed is implemented in a laboratory-based
environment where there are several sources of interference that might affect M2WSNs com-
munications such as devices transmitting at 2.4GHz, path-loss and multipath propagation,
power supplies, and obstacles (furniture), i.e., the effects of a real wireless communication
channel; also, defects in mote hardware, that increase the metrics under study. In contrast,
strong assumptions are made in the emulation study such as to employ an “Unit Disk Graph
Medium (UDGM): Distance Loss” radio medium that does not consider all the effects of a
real communication medium (e.g., mutilpath propagation, collisions). Therefore, the testbed
validation is crucial to be performed when a new framework or technique is proposed, a
fact that has not been considered in several works proposed in the literature. However, the
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emulations study allowed us to get insights about the behavior of the M2-DaGNoS operation
under an LDC scheme and different settings parameters (e.g., number of nodes within the
M2WSNs) when compared against similar techniques proposed in the literature, such the
eHNS mechanism.

Finally, we have assumed that an M2WSN is divided into several clusters (grids) by a previous
clustering procedure. For example, by executing a LEACH7-based clustering protocol [20].
Besides, we considered for the M2-DaGNoS design and evaluation, those grids near (adjacent)
to the sink. However, non-adjacent grids can be formed in large-scale M2WSNs, case not
considered in this work. As future work, we propose to implement an algorithm that
allows joining adjacent and non-adjacent grids into an extended minimum spanning tree
for data-reporting toward the sink, and separately, each grid performed the corresponding
messages exchanging for M2-DaGNoS operation via a collection tree. Hence, from the
data dissemination perspective, the M2WSNs can be organized into two-logical-overlapping
layers, one for data communication between adjacent and non-adjacent grids and another
for messages exchanging within each grid.

In the first logical layer, adjacent and non-adjacent grids can be joined and maintained by
implementing algorithms such as the Dynamic Gallager-Humblet-Spira (D-GHS) algorithm
for WSNs [105]. D-GHS builds and maintains a minimum spanning tree, where nodes of the
network are initially fragmented, i.e., nodes belong to different fragment–a connected sub-
graph with bi-directional edges. During the tree construction, D-GHS subsequently merges
fragments into a new one until it remains only one main fragment, the minimum spanning
tree of the graph. Once the minimum spanning tree is constructed, the sink becomes the root
of the tree. This is done by transmitting an initiate message over the sink’s branch edges.
After receiving an initiate message, every node in the tree selects a new parent that leads to
the sink. Hence, data dissemination can be performed toward the sink. Finally, in the second
logical layer, a collection tree protocol can be executed to exchange M2-DaGNoS messages
within each grid. Different logical communication channels can be set for messages filtering
and exchanging within each logical layer.

7Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH).
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6Framework Performance Evaluation

In this chapter, we present the performance evaluation of the proposed framework for
M2WSNs based on the WuR paradigm and cross-layer design, introduced in Chapter 3. The
framework is implemented in ContikiOS, from the application layer to the physical layer, and
its performance is evaluated in a laboratory-based environment using real motes. Finally, we
compare the proposed framework against a single-radio architecture with a low-duty-cycling
technique introduced in Chapter 5.

6.1 Overview
In previous chapters, we mentioned that M2WSNs are a solution proposed for those
monitoring-oriented applications where it is necessary to simultaneously manage normal
circumstances and emergencies via a reliable and energy-efficient multi-hop communication.
Like traditional WSNs, the M2WSNs include several SNs with limited energy and computa-
tional resources that usually are randomly deployed in an area of interest to monitor physical
variables (e.g., temperature) and work collaboratively to detect and track the occurrence
of an event (e.g., fire forest). Compared to traditional WSNs, SNs within M2WSNs are
characterized by a multimodality feature regarding their data-gathering scheme and radio
architecture.

The SNs of M2WSNs execute a multimodal switching mechanism which grants them with the
capability of immediately react upon the occurrence of an emergency, i.e., an event, using an
event-driven data-gathering scheme to report to an observer the event and its associated
data. After the emergency, during the period of calm of the event, this mechanism allows SNs
to switch to a continuous or time-driven data-gathering mode to periodically emit up-to-date
data of the current status of the supervising area.

To further improve the performance of M2WSNs, i.e., better energy-savings and at the
same time, to overcome the higher data latency due to collisions and the “waiting period”
presented in a traditional LDC protocol, the implementation of Wake-up Radios is considered.
These radios have the capabilities to continuously monitor the wireless channel, allowing
to reduce the data latency while consuming a small amount of energy when compared to
those radios commonly employed in WSNs [94]. However, it is not enough to implement a
dual-radio architecture at the physical layer, i.e., a WuR receiver and the main radio (for data
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transmission and reception), the network and MAC layers should be modified to support the
advantages of the WuR paradigm.

Piyare et al. in [17] mentioned that it is missing a unified system and networking architecture
under the WuR approach for WSNs, where applications can be implemented, without relying
on simulation tools, but on real implementations or testbed. In recent years, some approaches
have been proposed in the literature regarding this claim. The same authors proposed in
[92]–KRATOS, an open-source hardware-software platform for wireless networks based on
long-range radio technologies such as LoRa and short-range WuR, running on the Contiki
operating system, for testing and development of LoRa networks. This platform was used in
[94] to validate a network architecture and on-demand TDMA MAC protocol oriented to
achieve energy-efficient and responsive communication using LoRa under a receiver-initiated
system, where the gateway has full control of the network in continuous monitoring-oriented
applications.

Kumberg et al. in [22] proposed T-ROME, an simple energy-efficient cross-layer network
protocol for WSNs based on the WuR paradigm that allows to use different transmission
ranges on the main radio and WuR, and to optimize the relaying process by skipping hops
when the sink is not available in one-hop communication, to save energy during the data
dissemination that it is executed in a distributed manner and under a sender-initiated
communication approach. T-ROME supports functions in the network and link layers, with
non-cross-layer interactions between the application and physical layers.

Recently, Sutton et al. in [114] proposed BLITZ, a communication architecture for efficient
event-triggered multi-hop WSNs that simultaneously supports low latency and energy-
efficiency. To that end, BLITZ employed an interference-based network flooding approach
for waking-up all nodes in the network in an asynchronous way and a synchronous and
topology-agnostic protocol for data dissemination between the source and the host, following
a sender-initiated communication approach. The data dissemination procedure is managed
by the host. To mitigate the false wake-ups that could arise during the wake-up procedure
due to interference, the authors implemented a distributed wake-up classifier using a
decision-tree technique instead of an addressable or id-based wake-up scheme.

In Table 6.1, we present a qualitative comparison between our proposal and the closest work
aforementioned. All proposals employed a WuR approach in the design, some following an
id-based scheme (i.e., the WuRx supports addressing) or a wake-up classifier and others,
a broadcast-based wake-up scheme. Different networking techniques were implemented
at the network and link layers. Our framework implements an adapted version of the
Collection Tree Protocol proposed in the RIME stack of ContikiOS based on the WuR paradigm
when compared to the work in [94] that employed the original version available in RIME
implemented for LoRa receiver-initiated communications. We considered a fully distributed
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Tab. 6.1.: Qualitative comparison with similar work.

Authors
Reporting
Scheme

Networking
Techniques

Wireless
Technology

WuRx Scheme
Communication
approach

Decision-
making
approach

Kumberg et
al. [22]

Time-
driven

T-ROME
IEEE
802.15.4

Id-based
Sender-
Initiated

Distributed

Piyare et al.
[94]

Time-
driven

RIME/On-
Demand
TDMA

LoRa
Id-based &
Broadcast-
based

Receiver-
Initiated

Centralized

Sutton et
al.[114]

Event-
driven

Interference-
based
Flooding

IEEE
802.15.4

Classifier
Sender-
Initiated

Semi-
Centralized

This work MultiModal 2R-RIME/CSMA
IEEE
802.15.4

Broadcast-
based

Sender-
Initiated

Distributed

and cross-layer approach for decision-making regarding the wake-up procedure and the data-
reporting mode, when compared to the others proposals that allow SNs to make decisions,
without relying on their neighbors and the sink, only during the wake-up phase.

To our knowledge, our framework is the first to consider a multimodal approach regarding
the data-reporting scheme combined with a dual-radio and networking architectures based
on the WuR paradigm following a cross-layer design, where all layers of a traditional WSNs
communication stack participate in the cross-layer interaction, from the application to the
physical layers and vice-versa, making it suitable for reliable and energy-efficient multi-hop
M2WSNs.

In this chapter, we present the performance evaluation results of the framework for M2WSNs
based on the WuR paradigm introduced in Chapter 3. To that end, we conducted several
experiments using real motes in a laboratory-based environment and compare the proposed
framework against the single-radio architecture based on a low-duty-cycling technique
introduced in Chapter 5. In the following sections, we provide more details of the proposed
framework. Then, we describe the experimental configuration used in the testbed. Finally,
the performance evaluation results are presented and analyzed. In summary, the main
contribution of this chapter read as follows: performance evaluation and comparison between
the proposed framework and traditional single-radio architecture via laboratory-based
experiments.

6.2 Dual-radio Architecture Overview
As mentioned in Chapter 3, we propose a framework that follows a dual-radio architecture
that consists of two independent radio modules, one main radio, for data transmission and
reception procedures under the IEEE 802.15.4, and a secondary radio, for wake-up signals
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WuRx
(FW2)

Main	Node
(FW1)

FeuerWhere	node	(FW)

GPIO	(WuPSIG) GND

VDD

Fig. 6.1.: Example of a dual-radio hardware architecture using two FW-nodes from IHP: One as
WuRx (always-on scheme) and the other, as a main node (in sleep mode).

reception. From the hardware perspective, the architecture is arranged as two side-by-side
motes (e.g., FW-nodes [69]) connected via General-Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) ports, as
shown in Figure 6.1, working at the same frequency band (e.g., 2.4GHz), i.e., an in-band
channel scheme is assumed, and with independent power supplies. One FW-node (FW2)
emulates a WuRx that main functions are: (1) Be always listening to the communication
channel for any WuS coming from another sensor node in the M2WSNs; (2) If a WuS is
received, the FW2 triggers an external interrupt signal (WuPSIG) from a GPIO to wake a
second FW-node up, i.e., the FW1. The FW1 works as the primary node that is in a low
power mode (LPM) or sleep mode until some interrupt signal actives it via GPIO. The main
node has the following functions: (1) Receive a data packet from other sensor nodes in the
M2WSNs after being woken up by the WuPSIG; (2) Process or relay the data packet towards
the sink node and go back to its sleep mode. From now on, the first and second FW-nodes
are named as WuRx and MR, respectively.

Both motes run a firmware under ContikiOS with the communication stack shows in Figure
6.2 that follows the structure of the proposed framework. At the physical layer, a hardware
interface is added to the ContikiOS for wake-up receiver interrupts handler (i.e., between
the WuRx and the CPU of the second FW using I/O ports (for WuPSIG)). A lower-power
RF chip drivers (e.g., cc2520) with IEEE 802.15.4 (at 2.4GHz) is employed for data packet
transmission and receiving procedures via the primary radio. At the MAC layer, the asyn-
chronous 2R-MAC protocol is implemented as the Radio Duty-cycling (RDC) protocol. The
MR supports CSMA/CA and 2R-MAC techniques at the link layer, the dual-radio collect
tree protocol–2R-CTP, adapted from the RIME stack–, at the network layer (as described in
Section 3.2.2), and the MultiModal Switching mechanism, M2DaGNoS, proposed in Chapter
5, at the application layer. The WuRx supports only a simplified version of 2R-MAC at the
MAC layer for handling the WuS receiving and the WuPSIG triggering processes. The WuRx
is configured in promiscuous mode, i.e., the radio can pass all the traffic generated in the
channel to the CPU.
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Fig. 6.2.: Example of a dual-radio software architecture from a communication stack perspective.

As mentioned in Section 3.3, the CLM module handles the non-adjacent interactions between
the modules included in the framework (see Figure 6.2–the M2WSNs framework from the
software perspective). The current implemented version of the framework supports the
cross-layer interaction of link to network layers, network to application layers, application
to physical layers and vice-versa, i.e., im provides information about the wake-up period
(iL1) for packet re-transmissions purposes, re-transmissions status (iL2) for sending timeout
adjustments, sending status (iN1) for working messages management, the neighbor table
(iN2) for the node queue building procedure, the desired (iA3) and current (iP1) power TX.
As future work, it remains to implement the cross-layer interaction of application to network,
and application to link layers that might add additional features to the framework such as
priority sending packet management during emergencies, dead nodes management and
switching between different RDC schemes, e.g., LDC and WuRx.

A Dual-Radio Duty-Cycling. 2R-MAC is proposed to manage the switching on and off
procedure of the radio transceiver, i.e., the radio should keep off as much as possible to
achieve better energy-saving results, but at the same time, the radio should be able to
receive an incoming packet. The 2R-MAC technique is an RDC protocol that works under
a dual-radio architecture based on a WuRx. It allows the coordination between the main
radio and the WuRx and offers an interface to the higher layers protocols as CSMA/CA and
2R-CTP via cross-layer interactions.

The 2R-MAC technique is a modified version of the W-MAC protocol proposed in [82].
The W-MAC has been developed for the sky-mote (CC2420) as an emulator plugging for
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Fig. 6.3.: WuRx application state machine diagram using 2R-MAC protocol.

Cooja. W-MAC operates on in-band channels (at 2.4GHz) and ID-based schemes (i.e., with
addressing support), and it is compatible with the CSMA and RIME stack. Therefore, multi-
hop communications are supported. Besides, 2R-MAC operates similar to W-MAC but under
a broadcast-based wake-up scheme, i.e., non-addressing, implemented based on [92].

From the WuRx side, the 2R-MAC protocol is only listening to the channel, awaiting to
any data packet (i.e., WuS) to arrive and then, to wake the MR up. The WuRx application
that also provides a hardware interface between the WuRx and the MCU of the main node,
follows the state machine presented in Figure 6.3. After settling the WuRx, the application
transits to the Channel Listening state, and it is ready to receive any WuS. Upon a radio
interrupt, i.e., a WuS has been received, the WuRx passes to the Triggering state and triggers
a WuPSIG signal (i.e., a high pulse) via a GPIO port. The WuPSIG remains active during a
Tg period (i.e., a timer is set to some milliseconds). When the timer expired, the GPIO is
cleared, and the WuRx returns to the Channel Listening state.

From the MR side, the 2R-MAC protocol follows a sender-initiated scheme, i.e., “a message
source triggers the receiver to wake-up” [82]. Based on this scheme, the MR follows the
state machine shown in Figure 6.4. After settling the MR, the radio is turned off, and the
main node transits to the Sleeping state. An Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) is configured
to handle the WuPSIG interrupt generated by the WuRx. Upon the interrupt signal, the
radio is turned on (put in receiving mode), and the application remains in the Receiving state
during a TAW period. If no data packet is received during this period, the node goes back to
the Sleeping state. Otherwise, the data packet is received, then processed to be passed to
the higher layers. The TAW has been set to 26 clock ticks (i.e., 204ms approx.)–sufficient
time for receiving a packet from other nodes. The TAW parameter is shared, via the CLM
module, to the RIME stack to set the retransmission packet time for transmission purposes.
The application transits from the Sleeping to the Transmitting state when the higher layer
has a data packet ready to transmit over the channel.

When an event occurs within the M2WSNs, the SNs follows the procedure presented in Figure
4.1, and shown again in Figure 6.5 that describes a dual-radio multi-hop communication on
a tree-like topology, built and maintained by 2R-CTP. The right sketch shows a multi-hop
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Fig. 6.5.: A dual radio multi-hop communication schematic on a tree-like topology.

operation of the wake-up protocol proposed: (1) A source node detects an event, reports
and propagates it through a known and reliable multi-hop routing path towards the sink,
previously defined by 2R-CTP. (2) The wake-up protocol operates under a transmitter-
initiator scheme, where the source starts the communication by first sending a WuS packet
(the same event data packet) using its main radio. (3) The WuS packet wakes up all potential
receivers, (i.e., child and parents) within the WuR range (i.e., those SNs that have a WuRx
integrated). (4) After sending the WuS, the source waits for a short time, and then emits an
event data packet. (5) Afterward, the source waits for an acknowledge packet (ack). If no
ack is received during a predefined time, the sender transmits the same data packet again,
until an ack arrives or the number of retransmissions is exhausted. (6) The non-destination
SNs turn on their main radio after receiving the WuS, remain active until a data packet is
received, but then go back to sleep because the destination address does not match their
address. Finally, this procedure is repeated in each hop within the multi-hop path until the
sink receives the event data packet.
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Fig. 6.6.: An overview of communication stacks implemented under different radio architectures.
The dark gray modules are proposed for the framework.

The procedure described before is the “worst" scenario for wake-up and data dissemination
toward the sink due to: (i) non-addressing support is used (i.e., all SNs within the neighbor-
hood are woken up to receive a packet; (ii) every node in the path should send at least two
data packets, one for wake-up the next-hop and the other for data transmission; and finally,
(iii) every next hop in the known path should acknowledge the data packet. We decided to
implement the “worst case" to compare our approach against a traditional low-duty-cycling
technique under a single-radio architecture, giving that if our framework performs better
against the traditional proposal, we might expect to get further improvements with other
approaches [114, 83, 22], regarding event reporting latency and energy savings.

6.3 Framework Validation
In this section, we present the setup used for the framework validation and the corresponding
results and analysis.

6.3.1 Experimental Configuration

In the previous section, we presented the dual-radio architecture and the 2R-MAC protocol
based on WuRx implemented in the proposed framework. The entire framework has been
implemented in ContikiOS, i.e., from the application layer to the physical layer and tested in
hardware.

In the subsequent sections, we compare our framework against a single-radio architecture,
as shown in Figure 6.6a. The single-radio architecture employs only one radio with IEEE
802.15.4 support when compared to our framework. As shown in Figure 6.6b, our framework
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Fig. 6.7.: Temperature profile with the reporting modes and frequencies for the validation process.

uses two radio modules: one main radio for data transmission and reception procedures
under the IEEE 802.15.4, and a secondary radio, for wake-up signals reception, tunned to the
frequency operation of the primary radio (e.g., 2.4GHz). At the link layer, the single-radio
architecture implements ContikiMAC [50]–the traditional asynchronous low-duty-cycling
mechanism widely evaluated in the literature [51, 115, 83]–, and our framework implements
2R-MAC technique–described in section 6.2. Both architectures use the CSMA/CA technique,
as the medium access control strategy.

At the network layer, the single-radio architecture utilizes the original CTP available in
the RIME stack compared to our framework that implements the 2R-CTP with RIME com-
munication functions. Both architectures repeatedly send the full data packet until the
receiver acknowledges the packet. Finally, at the application layer, the M2-DaGNoS mecha-
nism proposed in Chapter 5 is implemented in both proposals. The sink node is set to be
always-on during the whole operation of the network. Hence, a null RDC is implemented in
our framework, and for the single-radio architecture, ContikiMAC configured in its active
mode.

For the performance evaluation comparison, we choose a scenario that considers both normal
circumstances and emergencies, as shown in the second scenario of Figure 5.15. Under a
normal circumstance, the working node is reporting to the sink every 5 secs (black lines),
and during an emergency, every 2.5 seconds (green lines) within 120 seconds (Tgathering).
The data-reporting frequency (Treporting) is smaller than the one used in the emulation study
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Tab. 6.2.: Testbed setting parameters.

Parameter Dual-Radio Single-Radio

Wake-up time, TAW (Main
radio)

Fixed, 204ms approx. Dynamic

MAC Layer
CSMA (Contiki
version) 2R-MAC

CSMA (Contiki version)
ContikiMAC (8Hz)

Network layer 2R-CTP with RIME RIME
Application layer M2-DaGNoS M2-DaGNoS
Max. retransmissions (Network
layer)

5 5

Max. CSMA retransmissions 1 2 (default)
Packet rate (Data) 1 packet/5 seconds 1 packet/5 seconds
Packet rate (Event) 1 packet/2.5 seconds 1 packet/2.5 seconds
Payload (Data) (D, E) 37 bytes 37 bytes
Payload (Ack) 5 bytes 5 bytes
Distance hops 3 3
Main node FW-node FW-node
WuRx FW-node N.A.
Sink radio duty cycling Always-on (nullrdc) Always-on (ContikiMAC)

(10secs [25]). Likewise, the working period (Tgathering) is much longer than the 50secs [25]
used during the emulation study. Events are introduced into the network according to the
temperature profile shown in Figure 6.7. The number of event occurrences is the same as
the one used in the emulation study (2 occurrences).

By employing the profile presented in Figure 6.7, a longer working period and a shorted
data-reporting frequency, the working node can report data at least 20 times during the
CMnt, and 10 times, during an emergency using the EDR capabilities, when compared to the
profile proposed in Figure 5.8, 4 and 5 times, respectively. Hence, we increase the amount
of packets introduced into the network and the amount data to compute the performance
metrics that allow us to make a comparison between our framework and the single-radio
architecture.

In summary, for the defined scenario, it has been configured a packet rate of 1 packet/2.5secs,
during an emergency; while, 1 packet/5secs during the normal circumstance. Hence, a node
generates on average 30 data packets during its working period and 2 additional data packets
per neighbor, during the assistance period. Therefore, on average, each node introduces into
the network 224 data packets for 60 minutes of one experiment trial–without considering
packet retransmissions. The payload for every data packet is 37 bytes. On Table 6.2, the
most important parameters configured in the testbed are summarized.

We define three quantitative metrics to compare the performance of our framework against
the single-radio architecture: (1) Power Consumption as the total average power consumed
in mW by the source node within the M2WSNs on its main components: CPU, transceiver
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ture (left graph) and our framework (right graph).

operations (i.e., transmission and receiving), and external modules (e.g., LED); plus, the
power consumed by the WuRx hardware. (2) Event Reporting Latency as the average latency
from the moment the source node detects an event and generates an event reporting
packet(first event packet) to the moment the first event packet is received at the sink, and
(3) Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) as the ratio of event (E) and data (D) packets successfully
received by the sink to the total packets transmitted by the nodes within the M2WSNs
(without re-transmissions).

Finally, we have conducted three independent trials of approximately 60 minutes each,
generating, on average, 896 packets per trial, to compute the metrics. For each trial, we
compute the corresponding mean of the overall data collected. Then, we determine the
mean of all trials. The vertical bars indicate the maximum and minimum achieved in the
trials.

6.3.2 Proof-of-concept M2WSNs Implementation

We deploy a proof-of-concept testbed in a laboratory-based environment, as shown in Figure
6.8, using ContikiOS and real motes, FeuerWhere motes (FW-nodes) [69], within a well-
defined topology, as shown in Figure 6.9. The testbed setup in Figure 6.8 presents the
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physical topology of the implemented network. This network includes five nodes, one source
node (red dot) at 3-distance hop from the sink (green dot) passing via two intermediate
nodes (3 and 4, blue dots), and 1-distance hop of node 2. All nodes are separated from
each other, a distance between 2 to 4 meters. Figure 6.9 provides the logical topology
of the network implemented, on both architectures, for packet dissemination toward the
sink via a multi-hop communication. In the case of our framework, we follow the multi-
hop communication process described in Figure 6.5–based on a broadcast-based wake-up
scheme.

Every node is equipped with a side-by-side FW-nodes (Figure 6.9, right graph)–one FW-node
when a single-radio architecture is used. The side-by-side FW-nodes is a hardware prototype
consisting of one main mote and one WuRx connected by a hardware-software interface
(i.e., GPIO, and the corresponding interruption handler routine implemented in the main
mote). The WuRx proposed is another FW-node, but with the functionalities of a real WuRx
prototype, as proposed in the literature (e.g., signal receiving tuned to 2.4GHz, triggering
routines)[17], giving the lack of commercial WuRx hardware available on the market with
the technical specifications of our implementation (e.g., in-band operation at 2.4Ghz) at the
time the experiments were performed. However, when the WuRx hardware is ready, it can
be easily connected to an FW-node, giving that the hardware-software interface is already
implemented in ContikiOS. Finally, the power consumption value of the emulated WuRx is
scaled to the value reported in the state-of-the-art, knowing a priori, that it will be much
higher–between 3 to 6 orders of magnitude, e.g., 157mW to 2.2µW (-55dBm, 50m)[116])–,
to the power consumed by a WuRx prototype reported in the literature (e.g., nano-watt[68]).
Each FW-node is powered with a 3.7V@1300mAh battery. The sink node is connected to a
PC for data logging.

We have measured the power consumption by using a Wireless Debugging and Power
Measurement System–Wisdom platform–, proposed in [113] for the M2-DaGNoS validation
and a TI INA219 DC Current Shunt and Power Monitor for the framework validation, using
the set-up shows in Figure 6.10. The power consumption measurement of the main node
and the WuR module was carried out independently to know their individual contribution
throughout the system. Hence, the power consumed by the emulated WuRx can be scaled.

The event reporting latency is measured by capturing the difference of two trigger signals
generated at the GPIO level by the source node (from the moment the event packet is
generated) and the sink node (from the time the event packet is processed), respectively,
using a digital oscilloscope, as shown in Figure 6.11a. For instances, in Figure 6.11b, the
blue signal corresponds to the source node, and the red signal, to the sink node–the graph is
illustrative, does not represent a measure taken from the experiments. The rise time of both
pulse signals was considered in the measurement.
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Fig. 6.11.: Event reporting latency measurement using trigger signals and an oscilloscope.

6.3.3 Validation Results

Figure 6.12a shows the average power consumption of both architectures. The results
indicate that our framework consumes slightly more power (48.31mW ) when compared to
the performance of a single-radio architecture (41.74mW ), but its performance increases in
the other metrics evaluated. Though the power consumption is affected, in cases where this
type of framework is required, the power consumption is comparable with a single-radio
architecture based on an LDC scheme.
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Fig. 6.12.: Performance evaluation comparison between a single-radio architecture using a low-duty-
cycling scheme and our framework based on a wake-radio approach.

The single-radio architecture provides a better performance regarding power consumption,
due to its wake-up optimization and fast sleep methods used in its radio duty cycling
implementation for packets transmission and reception, that allows to maintain the radio
off approximately 99% of the time [50], but at the cost of higher latency in multi-hop
communications (see Figure 6.12b). Many factors contribute to power consumption in our
proposal. The 2R-MAC wake-up protocol was designed based on the “worst scenario” for
wake-up and data dissemination toward the sink, i.e.,: (i) non-addressing support is used
(i.e., all SNs within the neighborhood are woken up to receive a packet); (ii) every node in
the path should send at least two data packets, one for wake-up the next-hop and the other
for data transmission; and finally, (iii) every next hop in the known path should acknowledge
the data packet. Consider, for example, the item (i). Every packet transmitted over 2.4GHz
makes the main component to wake-up, i.e., its main radio is turned on to receive a packet.
Hence, when the packet is not destined for the node, the process of continuous switching on
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the radio contributes to the total power consumption of the system (e.g., abrupt changes in
the current consumption–passing from 8mA to 31.8mA to 8mA in microseconds). During
the trials, it has been perceived that while the nodes are close, the non-designated nodes
are woken-up every time a packet is transmitted over the air–effect of the broadcast-based
wake-up scheme–, compared to the case when they are sufficiently separated from each
other.

There are some proposals in the literature, regarding wake-up and data dissemination
procedures, that provides a different approach where first all SNs within a path is woken up
in an asynchronous way, then, the data packet is disseminated toward the sink following the
already woken up multi-hop path as proposed in [114], or the data packet is transmitted to
the sink within one-hop [83] or in few hops compare to the number of hops in the woken-up
path [22]. Besides, the data packet [114] or WuS [83] might not be acknowledged. Finally,
these approaches considered addressing support in their WuRx implementation, designed
for event-time schemes. As future work, by considering some of these approaches, we might
expect to get further improvements regarding energy-savings and latency.

We have measured the end to end delay (latency) of the first event packet generated by the
source at three hops of the sink in both schemes –from source to the sink via the intermediate
nodes 3 and 4 –respresent three hops to the sink. The results, in Figure 6.12b, indicate that
our framework performs better than the single-radio with ContikiMAC regarding the event
reporting latency. The improvement is, on average, twenty one times using a WuRx-based
scheme compare to a low-duty cycling wake-up protocol, as shown in Figure 6.12b–436.18ms
for our framework, and 9.11s for the single-radio architecture. This difference can be due to
many causes.

Under an LDC scheme, one node checks the channel for radio activities every 125ms, giving
the channel check rate configured in ContikiMAC (8Hz, default value). Consequently, the
source node should wait up to 125ms to forward a packet or to stop emitting the full data
packet until the designated receiver mote wakes up and send an acknowledgment under ideal
conditions. Under the effect of a real channel (over the packet transmission, e.g., collisions,
back-off time, distance losses, multipath propagation), the waiting time is increased, e.g.,
136.3ms for 1-hop. In a multihop communication, the latency is even bigger, giving the
contribution that represents one more hop to sink and even more, the packet loss generated
when it is sent toward the sink over a real channel [83]. Therefore, a mote with ContikiMAC
wakes up every 125ms to check for radioactivity, compare to a mote with WuRx and the
2R-MAC protocol that wakes up on demand and contributes to reduce the delay due to the
waiting time and transmits the data packet towards the sink faster than a LDC approach.

Another cause, regarding the difference in latency between both approaches, might be
related to the number of packets introduced after switching between CMnt to EDR. The node
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passed to transmit every 5secs to 2.5secs (one more packet). Besides, the assisting nodes
introduce packets into the network during the occurrence of an event. Hence, more packets,
compared to CMnt, increases the probability of a packet buffer overload and a congestion
situation into the multi-hop network, affecting the latency performance due to packet loss
[117]. The latency values obtained for the single-radio architecture based on an LDC scheme
are within the orders of magnitude reported in the literature when similarly configured are
used, such as data-reporting frequency and number of hops [62, 118].

Figure 6.12c shows the PDR of both architectures for successful packets received by the
sink during the whole operation of the M2WSNs. Our framework presents a reliability, on
average, higher than 95.4%, performing better than the single-radio architecture with an
LDC approach that gave a poor PDR of 49.7%. The packet loss is due to the difficulties
presented during the forwarding process, where the packets are dropped or delayed due to
collisions, a congestion situation in the network, effects of the communication channel (path
loss and multipath propagation). Consequently, the wake-up period of the next-hop expires.
Hence, the next-hop might not receive the re-transmitted packet during the wake-up period,
increasing the number of re-transmissions at the source or relaying node that at the end
achieves its maximum number of re-transmissions affecting the PDR. To solve this problem,
the PDR can be improved by increasing the number of re-transmissions1, but at the cost of
a higher latency and energy consumption [83], due to the arise of extra congestion and
collisions issues.

6.4 Remarks
In summary, this chapter provides the performance evaluation of a reliable and energy-
efficiency framework for M2WSNs based on the WuR paradigm, suitable for monitoring
oriented applications with low bandwidth requirements that operate simultaneously under
normal circumstances and emergencies. The framework follows a layered approach, where
each layer aims to fulfill specific tasks based on its information, the functions provided by
its adjacent layers, and the information resulted from the cross-layer interactions. We have
addressed several experiments using real motes in a laboratory-based environment to validate
the performance of the framework and to compare it against a single-radio architecture
based on a low-duty-cycling technique. The framework has shown better reliability in terms
of the event reporting accuracy and packet-delivery ratio and significant energy savings
when considering a broadcast-based wake-up scheme with one-by-one hop data transmission
and acknowledgment procedures.

1The maximum CSMA retransmissions for the single-radio architecture have been configured using the default
value in ContikiOS (see Table 6.2). Hence, this architecture retransmits twice compared to our framework
that retransmits once–from the link-layer perspective–, contributing to reduce the power consumption
without compromising the reliability of the network (PDR). The network stops working in many trials when
configuring one retransmission using the single-radio architecture.
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Some relevant conclusions are reached after the performance evaluation study:

• The energy consumption in both approaches might be slightly higher for some moni-
toring applications with ultra-power savings requirements. We have conceived in our
design that all assisting nodes can enter into a deep sleeping state and exploit this
capacity to further extend the energy savings in the network, i.e., with and without
wake-up radios. However, the current implementation of ContikiOS ported to the
FW-node does not support the deepest low power mode, i.e., LPM4, 0.1µA for MSP430
microcontrollers –currently, the microcontroller of all assisting nodes remains in its
active mode during the sleeping state, representing an average current consumption of
8mA. Hence, putting the micro-controller into its deepest mode might help to improve
the energy-savings. Besides, the power consumption might also be reduced by consid-
ering a WuRx scheme with addressing-support. This feature requires to add additional
hardware for addressing coding and false-positive wake-up detection methods (e.g.,
[114]). As future work, the implementation and evaluation of these capabilities are
opened to be analyzed regarding energy-efficiency and latency performance.

• The configuration considered in section 5.4 and section 6.3 are different, given that
the goal in both cases has been conceived differently. In the former, the main goal
has been to validate the performance of M2-DaGNoS functionalities under real motes
and radio channel, employing the same experiments configuration of simulations–e.g.,
setting parameters, temperature profile–, considering that most of the related work
remained in a simulated environment. For the latter, we have decided to evaluate and
validate the performance of our framework against the typical single-radio architecture
employed in most of the related work, using a “more realistic” temperature profile
under the same scenario 2 (Figure 5.15) that consider the “multimodality feature”
regarding data-reporting. Some minor modifications have been done in the setting
parameters (Table 5.3), e.g,. Tgathering from 50secs to 120secs, reporting frequency
(1 packet/10seconds to 1 packet/5seconds), and experiment time from 35mins to
60min–more workload into the network. Besides, the size of the network has been
reduced (from 11 to 5 motes), due to the lack of motes at the time the experiments
were performed. Therefore, we consider that the results of the trails performed, in
both cases, are difficult to compare. The case is different in Section 6.3, where the
trails have been performed under the same configurations for both architectures under
evaluation.

Finally, to the best of our knowledge, the results obtained through this dissertation constitute
the first experimental validation tests of a framework that integrates, via a cross-layer
interaction, a multimodal mechanism and a network architecture based on a WuRx scheme.
As future work, we expect to develop a practical evaluation platform that allows us to easily
deploy applications, with a higher number of motes and tools for simultaneous measurement
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of power consumption and latency, and to replicate the results in a controlled manner and
make strong conclusions. Finally, we consider that the main weaknesses found in previous
works (Chapter 2) have been attended. Such as the implementation and evaluation of a
multimodal switching mechanism in hardware and its integration into a unified asynchronous
and cross-layer networking architecture based on an always-on WuRx.
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7Conclusions

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are a widely used solution for monitoring oriented ap-
plications. In general, these applications have in common the following features: Events
usually occur sporadically and asynchronously, presenting rapid dynamics that in few sec-
onds/minutes might spread or expand several km. Therefore, we need some early warning
system and event tracking mechanisms along the area to react immediately upon the occur-
rence of an event and track it, so that, reduce its impact. Besides, these applications are
usually characterized by the necessity of two data-reporting modes.

First, an event-driven (reactive) reporting (EDR) is required for event detection and tracking,
usually under emergencies (e.g., a fire event). In this mode, sensor nodes can immediately
react upon the event occurrence, i.e., they transmit data only when an event occurs that leads
to better energy-efficient operation, but it produces low precision estimates of monitored
variables over time, given its aperiodic reporting strategy.

Second, a time-driven (proactive) reporting or Continuous Monitoring (CMnt) for supervising
an area, usually under normal situations (e.g., a water quality monitoring process), where
sensor nodes continually monitor and report their sensed data to a sink node in a periodic
fashion over time. Usually, this mode is configured with a low sampling rate, e.g., some
minutes or hours, given that the variables of interest usually change slowly (e.g., temperature,
relative humidity). However, having a low sampling rate implies that some events might
not be detected or recognized. For instances, an emergency such as a chemical contaminant
pouring situation, the CMnt scheme requires to be configured with a higher reporting
frequency (e.g., seconds) that implies a high reporting accuracy and much higher estimates
of the physical variable over time, allowing to detect the event, but at the cost of higher
energy consumption. Hence, there is a trade-off to be made between event reporting latency
and energy savings regarding these data reporting modes.

MultiModal Wireless Sensor Networks arise as a solution for the trade-off between energy
savings and event reporting latency in those monitoring oriented applications where regular
and emergency reporting are required simultaneously, such as forest fires and pollution
monitoring. Like traditional WSNs, M2WSNs include several small and battery-powered
sensor nodes (SNs), randomly deployed in an area of interest to monitor physical variables
(e.g., temperature) collaboratively. Furthermore, the multimodality in M2WSNs allows SNs to
perform data reporting in two schemes, switching between CMnt and EDR modes according
to the circumstances, i.e., normal (regular) or emergency. Those mechanisms that allow SNs
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to switch between EDR and CMnt modes or vice versa, combining the advantages of both
modes, we called as MultiModal Switching Mechanisms.

Most of the multimodal switching techniques help to enhance the energy-efficiency of
WSNs through a switching mechanism between EDR and CMnt, assuming an always-on
operation. Indeed, we got a better performance compared to applications that use only one
data-reporting mode, but these techniques still present significant energy consumption and
reliability issues, that can be unsuitable for applications with ultra-low-power requirements.
Therefore, one approach is to combine multimodal switching mechanisms with sophisticate
power-aware wake-up techniques such as low-duty cycling protocols under a single radio
architecture. The low-duty-cycling techniques achieve good results regarding energy savings
but making a sacrifice in the event reporting latency upon the occurrence of an event. The
main reason is that the transceiver of the SNs remains most of the time off, and given that
during the active operation, there are only short periods when the nodes are listening to the
channel. Consequently, the sender node must wait until the receiver wakes up to transmit its
data packet. Hence, a higher data latency is generated, due to the waiting time issue.

To further improve the performance of M2WSNs, i.e., better energy savings, reducing the
power consumed during idle-listening and overhearing, issues presented in an low-duty-
cycling approach– and at the same time to overcome the higher data latency due to the
“waiting time” and collision issues, the implementation of a Wake-up Radio is considered. This
radio has the capability to continuously monitor the wireless channel, allowing to reduce
the latency while consuming a small amount of energy compared to those radios commonly
employed in WSNs [94]. However, it is not enough to implement a dual-radio architecture
at the physical layer, i.e., a WuR receiver and the main radio (for data transmission and
reception), the network and MAC layers should be modified to support the advantages of
the WuR paradigm.

7.1 Contributions
To address the aforementioned challenges, we made the following contributions in this
dissertation.

MultiModal Wireless Sensor Networks. We introduced the concept of M2WSNs, from
the perspective of data-reporting modes, for monitoring oriented applications that operate
simultaneously under normal circumstances and emergencies. The SNs within the M2WSNs
can perform data reporting in two possible schemes, CMnt for regular circumstances, and EDR
for emergencies. Besides, the SNs in M2WSNs are endowed with a dual-radio architecture,
network and MAC techniques based on the Wake-up-radio paradigm, promising better
reliability (reporting latency) and energy savings results compared to traditional schemes.
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The following publication has resulted from this contribution.

• ARANDA, Juan; MENDEZ, Diego; CARRILLO, Henry. MultiModal Wireless Sensor
Networks for Monitoring Applications: A review. Journal of Circuits, Systems, and
Computers. World Scientific. Volume 29, Issue 2. 2020. pp: 1-32. ISSN:0218-1266.
DOI:10.1142/S0218126620300032.

An Energy Consumption Model based on Wake-up Schemes. We introduced an energy
consumption estimation model that considers the behavior and performance of wake-up
protocols based on Wake-up Radio Receivers and the traditional low-duty-cycling schemes
employed in M2WSNs. This model allowed us to get more insights into the differences
between both approaches and for considering a multimodality feature in WSNs by combining
different transceivers and reporting protocols from an energy-efficiency perspective. The
following publications have resulted from this contribution.

• ARANDA, Juan; SCHOLZEL, Mario; MENDEZ, Diego; CARRILLO, Henry. An Energy
Consumption Model for MultiModal Wireless Sensor Networks based on Wake-
up Radio Receivers. In IEEE Colombian Conference on Communications and Computing
(COLCOM2018). Medellin, Colombia. May 16-18, 2018. IEEE Xplore Digital Library.
ISBN: 978-1-5386-6820-7. DOI: 10.1109/ColComCon.2018.8466728.

• ARANDA, Juan; SCHOELZEL, Mario; MENDEZ, Diego; CARRILLO, Henry. Multi-
Modal Wireless Sensor Networks based on Wake-up Radio Receivers: An analyti-
cal Model for Energy Consumption. redin Revista Facultad de Ingeniería – Universidad
de Antioquia. redin. No. 91. May 2019. ISSN:0120-6230. DOI:10.17533/10.17533/
udea.redin.20190401.

A MultiModal Switching Mechanism for Data-Gathering Schemes. We proposed an
adaptive, distributed and asynchronous switching mechanism, M2-DaGNoS, an enhanced
MultiModal Switching mechanism for Data Gathering and Node Scheduling, suitable for
M2WSNs. This technique was implemented in ContikiOS, an open-source operating system
for the Internet of Things, and evaluated using the Cooja emulator through an extensive
simulation study and validated under real motes in a laboratory-based environment. M2-
DaGNoS has presented a significant performance regarding energy savings, reporting latency,
and reliability compared to state-of-the-art mechanisms. The following publications have
resulted from this contribution.

• ARANDA, Juan; CARRILLO, Henry; MENDEZ, Diego. Enhanced Multimodal Switch-
ing Mechanisms for Node Scheduling and Data Gathering in Wireless Sensor
Networks. In IEEE Colombian Conference on Communications and Computing (COL-
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COM2017). Cartagena, Colombia. August 16-18, 2017. IEEE Xplore Digital Library.
ISBN: 978-1-5386-1060-2. DOI: 10.1109/ColComCon.2017.8088194.

• ARANDA, Juan; MENDEZ, Diego; CARRILLO, Henry; SCHOELZEL, Mario. M2-
DaGNoS: a Data Gathering and Node Scheduling Mechanism for MultiModal
Wireless Sensor Networks. Computer Communications (ComCom) Journal. Elsevier.
Vol 148. pp. 165–175. December 2019. ISSN:0140-3664. DOI:10.1016/j.comcom.
2019.09.012.

A framework for M2WSNs. We provided a reliable and energy-efficiency framework for
M2WSNs based on the WuR paradigm, suitable for monitoring oriented applications with
low bandwidth requirements that operate simultaneously under normal circumstances and
emergencies. The framework follows a layered approach, where each layer aims to fulfill
specific tasks based on its information, the functions provided by its adjacent layers, and
the information resulted from the cross-layer interactions. We have addressed several
experiments using real motes in a laboratory-based environment to validate the performance
of the framework and to compare it against a single-radio architecture based on a low-duty-
cycling technique. The framework has shown better reliability in terms of the event reporting
latency and packet-delivery ratio and significant energy savings when considering the “worst-
case”, i.e., a broadcast-based wake-up scheme with one-by-one hop data transmission and
acknowledgment procedures. The following paper has resulted from this contribution.

• ARANDA, Juan; MENDEZ, Diego; CARRILLO, Henry; SCHOELZEL, Mario. A Frame-
work for MultiModal Wireless Sensor Networks. Accepted for publication in Ad Hoc
Networks Journal. Elsevier. 2020. ISSN: 1570-8705. DOI:-.

7.2 Future Directions
We consider that the contributions of this dissertation represent an essential step towards
the construction of reliable and energy-efficient M2WSNs for those monitoring oriented
applications that operate simultaneously under normal circumstances and emergencies. We
envisage that the proposed framework can be further improved and extended. Below, some
possible directions for future work are summarized:

1. Regarding the cross-layer interactions, it remains to explore the possibility to implement
the interaction between application to network, and application to link layers that might
add additional features to the framework such as priority sending packet management
during emergencies, dead nodes management and switching between different radio
duty-cycling schemes, e.g., LDC and WuRx.
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2. Regarding the M2-DaGNoS mechanism, it can be considered the case when a working
node runs out of energy during a scheduling cycle by considering the integration of the
node’s residual energy (e.g., the voltage) in the node scheduling algorithm as input
to decide when it is appropriate to communicate the withdrawal decision to the next
node in node-queue Q or the neighborhood, to avoid or mitigate the problem of not
monitoring the area due to lack of energy.

3. A hybrid switching medium access protocol based on a WuR sender-initiated approach
(opposed to [94]) can be explore to provide support to those on-demand monitoring-
oriented applications for M2WSNs with low power and latency restrictions, guarantying
asynchronous and multi-hop communications and time network-wide synchroniza-
tion for data-collection and node scheduling without congesting the M2WSNs while
achieving high reliability and energy-savings.

4. An extended unified system and networking testbed based on the WuR paradigm can
be implemented to perform evaluation studies and analysis by considering the effects
of the real wireless channel when deploying dense and large-scale M2WSNs.
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AEnhanced Hybrid Node Scheduling
Mechanism Implementation

In this appendix, we present the implementation of an enhanced Hybrid Node Scheduling
mechanism, eHNS, which is a better version of the HNS mechanism proposed in [25] and
described in Chapter 2, regarding energy-efficiency. The eHNS is implemented in ContikiOS,
and its performance evaluation against HNS and M2-DaGNoS mechanisms has been done in
Chapter 5.

Most of the multimodal switching mechanisms proposed in the literature (see Table 2.3) aim
to improve the energy-efficiency of WSNs by switching between EDR and CMnt, assuming
an always-on operation. Indeed, we got a better performance compared to applications that
only use one data-reporting mode, but it still presents significant energy consumption that
can be unsuitable for low-power applications. Therefore, we implemented eHNS with a radio
duty-cycling mechanism –i.e., ContikiMAC–, to further improve the switching algorithms in
terms of energy consumption. The eHNS was modeled based on the algorithms presented in
[25], using the state machine model shown in Figure A.1. The algorithms were implemented
from scratch in ContikiOS, given that the authors did not release the codes.

From an application perspective, the eHNS mechanism goes through different states. All
sensor nodes start at the Sleeping state, and after settling the network, SNs go to the
Initializing state, where they exchange broadcast messages to decide which node is going to
be the first working node (WN) in a grid and be in charge of building a node queue. The
other nodes remain as redundant nodes until it is their turn to be a WN or become an assistant
node (i.e. switch to Assisting state) when an event enters a grid. The working role is rotated
between nodes inside a grid, according to a cyclical node sleep scheduling technique, and
switch to the assisting state according to an event-driven mode wake-up technique proposed
in [25] and described in Chapter 2.

As mentioned before, we developed eHNS mechanism under the ContikiOS. Hence, we em-
ployed the RIME stack [89] under two radio-duty cycling (RDC) approaches: always-on and
duty-cycling. For the latter, we used an asynchronous duty-cycling technique, ContikiMAC
[50], also available in ContikiOS. The RIME offers us robust ready-to-use modules such as
broadcast, unicast, multihop, route and neighbor discovery modules– modules widely chosen
in real WSNs applications. Figure A.2 presents the protocol stacks implemented for eHNS.
The boxes highlighted in gray are drivers (techniques, available in ContikiOS) not considered
by the authors in [25], which are important for real implementations. By adopting these
modules, we solved most of the issues presented in [25].
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